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Abbreviations, Symbols and Constants

Abbreviations

abbreviation meaning abbreviation meaning

2D two dimensional EEL electron extraction layer
2T two terminal EL electroluminescence
3D three dimensional ESL electron selective layer
4T four terminal ETL electron transport layer
A acceptor FA formamidinium
a.u. arbitrary units GISAXS grazing incidence small angle
ABF annular bright-field X-ray scattering
ABo anti-bonding GIWAXS grazing incidence wide angle
AFM atomic force microscope X-ray scattering
ALD atomic layer deposition HAADF high angle annular dark-field
AM air mass HEL hole extraction layer
AZO aluminium doped zinc HOMO highest occupied molecular

oxide orbital
BHJ bulk heterojunction HSL hole selective layer
Bo bonding HTL hole transport layer
CB conduction band Im imaginary
CIGS copper indium gallium IPES inverse photoelectron

selenide spectroscopy
D donor ITO indium tin oxide
diel dielectricum LED light emitting diode
DMF dimethyl formamide LUMO lowest unoccupied
DMSO dimethyl sulfoxide molecular orbital
EDS energy-dispersive X-ray MA methylammonium

spectroscopy MPP maximum power point
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abbreviation meaning abbreviation meaning

NFA non fullerene acceptor SAM self assembled
NIR near infrared monolayer
NMP n-methyl pyrrolidone SCN thiocyanate
NMR nuclear molecular SD standard deviation

resonance SEM scanning electron
NP nanoparticle microscope
NW nanowires SQ Shockley-Queisser
OSC organic solar cell STEM scanning transmission
OSJ organic single junction electron microscopy
PL photoluminescence TEM transmission electron
PLQY photoluminescence microscopy

quantum yield UPS ultraviolet photoelectron
PSC perovskite solar cell spectroscopy
PSJ perovskite single junction VB valence band
RBS Rutherford backscattering VIS visible
Re real XPS X-ray photoelectron
S-ALD spatial atomic layer spectroscopy

deposition XRD X-ray diffraction
XRR X-ray reflectivity
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Symbols and Constants

symbol / constant meaning unit / value

ϵr relative permittivity unitless
λ wavelength nm
ν frequency Hz
Φ Haacke figure of merit Ω−1

ΦB Schottky-barrier height eV
δ partial charge C
θ XRD incident angle °
A area cm2

A* Richardson constant A cm−2 K −1

d thickness nm
E energy eV
e elementary charge 1.6022 x 10−19 C
ECB conduction band energy eV
Evac vacuum level energy eV
EF Fermi level energy eV
Eg band gap energy eV
EV B valence band energy eV
EN electronegativity unitless
EQE external quantum efficiency unitless
FF fill factor %
GPC growth per cycle nm
h Planck constant 6.6261 x 10−34 J Hz−1

HLB hydrophilic lipophilic balance unitless
I current mA
I0 saturation current mA
J current density A cm−2

J0,rad radiative thermal recombination A cm−2

current density
Jgen generated current density A cm−2

Jinj injected current density A cm−2

JP h photocurrent density A cm−2

Jrec recombination current density A cm−2
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symbol / constant meaning unit / value

JSC short circuit current density A cm−2

kb Bolzmann constant 1.3806 x 10−23 m2 kg s−2 K −1

LD Debye length nm
m mass g
m* effective mass g
n refractive index unitless
nc charge carrier density cm−3

ni ideality factor unitless
PCE power conversion efficiency %
q charge C
Qx,y,z reciprocal distance angstrom−1

QFLS quasi-Fermi level splitting eV
R resistance Ω
req equivalent radius nm
Rsh sheet resistance Ω sq−1

Rp parallel resistance Ω cm2

Rs series resistance Ω cm2

rH relative humidity %
T Temperature K or °C
Tav average transmittance %
v velocity m s−1

V voltage V
VOC open circuit voltage V
WF work function eV
WVTR water vapour transmission rate g m−2 d−1
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1 Introduction

Climate change keeps human society in its grasp and confronts us with unprecedented
global threads. [1] In order to at least milder its catastrophic impact, society, economy
and technology are constrained to perform a drastic transformation in the way how
resources and most importantly energy is harvested. Instead of using fossil energy
sources like coal, oil or gas, all energy sources used in the future economy need to be
climate-neutral, namely renewable. The most abundant energy source available on the
earth is the sun. Its energy is converted and used in a plethora of different forms like
e.g. wind (temperature driven convection), bio-mass (photosynthesis) or hydropower
(water evaporation & convection). Aside from using these secondary energy sources,
a direct energy conversion is highly desirable. This can either be done by using solar
thermal power conversion, synthesis of solar fuel or by photovoltaics, which directly
transforms solar irradiance into electricity.

Currently the market for photovoltaics is vastly dominated by silicon technology
accounting for about 95 % of the solar cell production worldwide. [2] While this
technology proves reliable and stable, it carries some inevitable downsides originating
from mandatory high temperature processes needed to produce solar grade silicon wafers,
combined with its indirect bandgap and resulting thickness requirements. As a result,
after power conversion efficiency has almost saturated, the main optimization throughout
the last few years has been to reduce the material usage by optimizing wafer cutting
and module design. Still, after a strong decline in the beginning of the last century,
prices for solar modules began to level. [2] Also additional costs originating from the
crystalline and rigid nature of silicon wafers, such as mounting, installation etc. need to
be considered. Therefore vigorous research is directed towards alternative technologies,
that are not subject to the same limitations. Among the most promising candidates are
emerging thin film solar cell technologies based on organic or perovskite semiconductors
as active materials. [3–7] They carry the potential to overcome the limitation of high
temperature processing and provide prospects for lightweight and flexible module design.
Facades, windows, cars, fences and many other creative applications can become viable
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as a consequence, which might change the way how we think about photovoltaics in
the first place. Anyway, until commercialization can be undertaken, technologies have
to reach a certain technology readiness level in order to be market relevant. As such,
for solar cells a critical combination of cost, stability and efficiency has to be achieved.
The presented work aims to contribute new insights and novel strategies to eventually
enable the large, global endeavour of bringing perovskite and organic solar cells to a
level, where market introduction is viable.

As means of reducing expected cost, which is intimately linked to the reproducibility
of perovskite active material deposition, we aimed to increase yield and to simplify
perovskite formation for follow-up upscaling efforts. This is achieved by combining
the so-called gas quenching procedure with a precursor formulation, that warrants
optimal surface coverage of the active perovskite material. Stability of perovskite based
solar cells upon various stressing conditions is greatly improved by the introduction of
internal permeation barrier layers. This enabled perovskite thermal stability of several
thousand hours under demanding stress conditions. At the same time these stabilization
measures enabled several low cost strategies for the design of semi-transparent perovskite
solar cells, that are needed on the path to the versatile application scenarios. Finally
fundamental device efficiency limits are tackled by combining perovskite and organic
solar cells in a tandem concept. By doing so, we set a new efficiency world record (24 %)
for this type of devices and demonstrate the realistic prospect to overcome the efficiency
threshold of 30 % with these cells.
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2 Basics

2.1 Introduction of Perovskites

In general the phrase "perovskite" describes a crystal structure with a composition of
AMX3, where an A cation is embedded in a network of MX6 octahedra, like shown in
Figure 2.1. [8]

Figure 2.1: Perovskite structure. (left,) 3D model of the perovskite structure with A, M and X
denoting the three ionic components and (right) network of MX6 octahedra enclosing the A cation.

Several types of perovskite materials have been investigated over the years and they
have been utilized for various purposes like e.g. catalysis or as ferroelectric for
capacitors. [9, 10] Anyhow in recent years, a specific type of perovskite aroused serious
attention due to its remarkable opto-electronic properties: the hybrid metal-halide
perovskite. This type of perovskite material consists of a large organic or inorganic
cation embedded in a metal halide octahedra network. [8] Since the discovery of its
ability for energy harvesting in 2009, [11] a massive scientific effort has been invested
into its investigation, with over 70000 publications listed on Web of Science covering
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"perovskite" in general and almost 25000 publications distinctively covering "perovskite
solar cells". [12] In the following chapter some basics for solar cells comprising this type
of perovskite are covered and for the sake of readability the expression "perovskite" will
be used as synonym for hybrid metal-halide perovskites.

2.2 Perovskite Material Properties

Several perovskite materials utilized for electro-optic applications can be deposited from
the liquid phase and require a rather moderate energy uptake (often only about 100 °C
for some minutes are needed) for crystallization. [13] At the same time the perovskite’s
optoelectronic properties (band gap tunability, absorption coefficient, carrier diffusion
length, defect tolerance, etc. - see chapter 2.2.1) render it almost ideal for an application
as absorber in solar cells. [8] Anyhow aside from the understanding of the electronic
properties, the controlled formation of a perovskite layer is of the utmost importance.
Finally, even if extraordinary power conversion efficiencies of over 25 % can be reached
currently, it is even the more important, that those high numbers can actually be
maintained over a long period of operation, which qualifies perovskite stability to be
one the most pressing topics of perovskite research nowadays. [14]

2.2.1 Electronic, Optical and Structural Properties

In most "classical" semiconductors like GaAs, point defects result in the creation of deep
trap states promoting unfavourable Shockley-Read-Hall recombination. In contrast, for
hybrid metal-halide perovskites this is not necessarily the case. Several representatives,
even classify as very defect tolerant. A strong anti-bonding coupling of the Pb(6s)
lone pair and the I(5p) orbital defines the valence band above the bonding molecular
orbital of Pb(6p) and I(5p), which is the counterpart to the anti-bonding Pb(6p) - I(5p)
molecular orbital forming the conduction band (see Figure 2.2). [16, 17] As indicated by
DFT calculations, this electronic line-up causes most positively charged traps induced
by point defects to form shallow defects slightly above the valence band edge. [18] On
the other hand, the conduction band, that comprises only a rather weak anti-bonding
coupling, is mainly governed by the Pb(6p) orbital and is mostly ionic in nature,
which leaves it almost unaffected by external defect levels. Some relativistic effects like
spin-orbit coupling contribute to a further lowering of the CB, which eventually results
in negatively charged defects to be mainly shallow as well. [16, 19]
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Figure 2.2: Electronic structure / defect tolerance. (left,) Electronic structure of a "classical"
semiconductor material with VB and CB being bonding (Bo) and anti-bonding (ABo) respectively
and (right) electronic structure of the perovskite material (methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3)
as example) with both VB and CB being anti-bonding. Adapted with permission from [15]. Copyright
2017 American Chemical Society.

It was also evidenced by time of flight measurements, as well as photo hall measurements,
that the likeliness of forming a deep trap inside a perovskite crystal is very limited. [20, 21]
As a direct consequence, some perovskite materials can express a distinct tolerance
against defects, which enables long charge carrier lifetimes and diffusion lengths, that
can reach values of several microseconds or micrometers respectively. [21] In contrast to
silicon, the band gap of many representatives is direct. As a result hybrid metal-halide
perovskite materials can express remarkably high absorption coefficients. [22] This allows
the use of very thin active absorber layers (≤ 1 µm), far lower as the determined carrier
diffusion lengths. [21]

Figure 2.3: Band gap tunability. Schematic energy level diagram of a selection of 18 metal halide
perovskites. Reprinted from [17].
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Figure 2.4: Goldschmidt tolerance factor for perovskites. Correlations between tolerance factor
and crystal structure of perovskite materials. Adapted with permission from [25]. Copyright 2015
American Chemical Society.

At the same time, the perovskite material offers a versatile band gap tunability, since its
components are exchangeable to a certain degree, allowing to vary the position of CB
and VB by compositional engineering. Since it does not participate in the formation of
CB and VB, the impact of the A site cation on the energetic structure is limited. [23, 24]
As a consequence the band gap of perovskite materials is most prominently determined
by the choice of the B- and X-site (see Figure 2.3). [17] The tunability of perovskite
band gap is mainly limited by phase instability of the resulting perovskite material. To
this end the Goldschmidt tolerance factor is used as an estimate for the tendency of a
certain composition to form a stable perovskite phase at room temperature:

t = RA + RX√
2 (RB + RX) [26]

with RA,B,X being the atomic radii of the respective constituents. As visible an Figure 2.4
a tolerance factor ranging between 0.8 and 1.0 indicates a stable perovskite composition,
while values beyond and below that tend to transition into other, possibly non-perovskite
crystal structures (e.g. hexagonal). [25]

2.2.2 Layer Formation / Crystallization

While the above mentioned properties prove highly promising for solar cell application,
another key feature of perovskite solar cells is expected to be low cost. To achieve
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this goal, layer deposition techniques viable for upscalable fabrication have to be used.
Some of the most prominent approaches (aside from evaporation - for more infos please
see [27, 28]) are solution-based deposition techniques. While spin-coating is prominently
used on a lab scale, deposition strategies that are finally transferable to roll to roll
techniques like doctor blading or slot-die coating are to be established.

The key challenge of the liquid deposition process is to control the growth of the
perovskite crystals during deposition. This is especially challenging, if a single step (or
one-step) process (like also used in some parts of this work) is used, since several processes
take place simultaneously (solvent evaporation, supersaturation, nucleation, crystal
growth, ...). As a consequence, already small deviations from an original processing
protocol can result in severe changes in the end result (see chapter 3). Therefore
strategies were developed aiming to uncouple the singular processes of crystallization
and warrant better control to the deposition process.

Figure 2.5: Complex assisted perovskite deposition. Scheme for the formation of the perovskite
material via a MAI–PbI2–DMSO complex based intermediate phase. Adapted with permission from
[29]. Copyright 2014 Nature Publishing Group.

The arguably most popular and currently most frequently used strategy to reach a higher
level of control over the crystallization process, is an utilization of a complex mediated,
supersaturated, so-called "intermediate state". [29–32] A mixture of two solvents, e.g.
dimethylformamide (DMF) and dimethyl sulfoxid DMSO with two largely different
vapour pressures are combined in the precursor solution. At the same time the low
vapour pressure solvent (i.e. DMSO) is able to form a stable complex intermediate with
the precursor molecules. [30, 33] If now the superfluous solvent is removed, see Figure 2.5,
a stable AX-MX-solvent complex remains. A follow-up annealing step is then used to
remove the solvent molecules from the complex and form the final perovskite structure.
This approach allows for a plethora of extraction methods for the superfluous solvent.
Aside from simply waiting for the solvent to dry (which often results in inhomogeneous
layer morphology), temperature gradient annealing, solvent-solvent extraction with
orthogonal (anti-)solvents, vacuum and gas flow assisted fast drying approaches as well
as rapid infrared spot annealing can be utilized for this purpose. [29, 30, 34–40]
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Regardless which strategy is used, the general aim of these techniques is to de-couple
the precursor drying step from the final crystallization and thus to gain better control
over the final film morphology. Eventually this leads to a reduction of process variables
and enables a significant improvement in terms of process reproducibility. This work
also contributes on the path towards highly reproducible perovskite deposition by
modification of the gas quenching technique (chapter 3.3).

Figure 2.6: Lead complexes in perovskite precursors. a, Calculated stable coordination variants
for lead iodide with several aprotic solvents (row deducing the coordination number). b, Optical
fingerprints detected by UV-vis absorption measurements in highly diluted (< 1 mM) solutions upon
variation of the PbI2 : MAI ratio. Reprinted with permission from [41]. Copyright 2019 American
Chemical Society.

Still, even though deposition of perovskite materials has become comparably robust by
the complex assisted approach, the underlying mechanisms dominating the crystallization
process are still subject to vigorous debate. [42] The existence of colloidal complex
structures consisting of the lead halide as an acceptor and the aprotic solvent as donor
molecules, already present in highly diluted perovskite precursors, is widely accepted
and well evidenced. [42–46] To underline the plethora of possible lead complexing /
coordination an overview of some of the most likely lead complexes, as well as an optical
evidence of complexing are shown in Figure 2.6. [41]

While there is substantial evidence for the ability of the solvent to form complexes,
its impact on the final perovskite layer remains unclear. [47–49] A frequently cited
theory is that the nucleus for perovskite crystallization evolves from Pb2+ - MA+ - I−

clusters that coordinate into the above mentioned edge-sharing [PbI6]4− octahedra that
eventually evolve into corner sharing structures that, as concentration increases, grow
in size eventually seeding the final crystallization (see Figure 2.7). [49–52] This implies
a strong impact of the precursor nucleation and crystallisation process by complexing
and coordination inside the precursor solution. Since the lead site acts as an acceptor
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(i.e. lewis acid) inside the precursor solution this theory matches well with several
reports stating the beneficial impact of various lewis base additives for the crystallization
process. [53–55] As of yet, the above theory still requires experimental confirmation.
On the one hand there is striking evidence for the presence of the intermediate phase,
but on the other hand so far there is no direct evidence that unequivocally links the
precursor complexing to the final layer formation. To this end, this work also covers
some additional understanding of the precursor chemistry (see chapter 3.2).

Figure 2.7: Perovskite nucleation process. Simulated nucleation pathway. Pb-I complexes are
displayed with golden and blue polyhedra with Pb2+ in the center and I− at the corners. a, Initial
solution showing random distribution of Pb2+ and I− b, Initial cluster formation of Pb2+ and I−
surrounded by MA+ ions. c, Edge-sharing [PbI6]4− octahedra. d, First perovskite nucleus. e, Growth
of the initial nucleus. f, Formation of 3D perovskite structures. Reprinted with permission from [51].
Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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2.2.3 Degradation Mechanisms

While demonstrating highly promising opto-electronic properties, one of the most
pressing issues hindering market introduction of perovskite solar cells, is the limited
stability of most perovskite compositions, that provide high power conversion efficiencies.
Depending on the structure of the perovskite composition, degradation routes and
thresholds, at which they are triggered, can differ. For the sake of readability, here
we will mainly concentrate on the fruit-fly perovskite structure MAPbI3, (see also
chapter 4). In general, there are three main factors inducing degradation in perovskite
materials during operation: ambient air (oxygen, moisture, ...), temperature (caused by
heating due to the incident sunlight) and photo-degradation due to sunlight irradiation.

Maybe the most obvious cause of degradation is exposure to ambient air. Mainly
moisture, but also oxygen can cause the degradation of the perovskite material. The
actual decomposition route is not entirely unravelled, yet, and several possible (and
maybe in parallel occurring) routes are reported. While it is clearly evidenced, that
small amounts of H2O can cause a reversible hydration of the perovskite material, [56] an
extended exposure to a larger amount of humidity evidently results in a decomposition
of the material leaving behind PbI2, which was frequently evidenced by X-ray diffraction
methods. [57–59] Apart from these observations it is widely expected that water in
general acts as a catalyst for the perovskite decomposition, [59, 60] even though this
might conflict with the above mentioned observation, that low amounts of water do
not necessarily harm a perovskite layer. Also several reports about the influence of
interfaces on the moisture sensitivity of perovskite materials exist. [61]
A possible pathway of perovskite degradation induced by moisture is displayed in
Figure 2.8. Here water forms an intermediate complex by taking up a proton from the
perovskites, eventually breaking it up to form HI, CH3NH2 and PbI2: [62–64]

CH3NH3PbI3(s) ↔ PbI2(s) + CH3NH3I(aq) (2.1)

CH3NH3I(aq) ↔ CH3NH2(aq) + HI(aq) (2.2)

4HI(aq) + O2(g) ↔ 2I2(s) + 2H2O(l) (2.3)

2HI(aq) ↔ H2(g) + I2(s) (2.4)

Especially the formation and eventual follow-up reactions of HI would cause the
degradation to be irreversible. The acidic HI is able to take part in a follow-up
reaction corroding the top electrode or might decompose into hydrogen and iodine. [65]
Similar observations have also been made as part of this work (see chapter 4).
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Figure 2.8: Possible pathway of moisture catalysed MAPbI3 degradation. Poposed by [62–64].
a, A water molecule initiates the process, in which MAPbI3 decomposes into both volatile and
water soluble components b, hydrogen iodide and c, methylammonia. d, Eventually observable
decomposition product PbI2 and water.

In any case stability in ambient air is considered a lesser issue for the commercialization
of perovskite based applications, as it can be overcome by proper encapsulation strategies
that are already existent. [66] Generally more critically is the thermal instability of
the perovskite material, since during operation it would require active cooling, which
contradicts the paradigm of low cost application. It is well evidenced that most of
the above perovskites decompose even under inert conditions, if exposed to elevated
temperature. [67, 68] As no additional chemical compound is involved, direct evidence
of the volatile species could be found and combining it with evidence of PbI2 formation,
obtained by X-ray diffraction, the following degradation pathways have been derived: [67]

CH3NH3PbI3(s) ↔ PbI2(s) + CH3NH2(g) + HI(g) (2.5)

CH3NH3PbI3(s) ↔ PbI2(s) + CH3I(g) + NH3(g) (2.6)

Please note, that all mentioned degradation mechanisms have to be understood as
equilibrium reactions that become irreversible by the evasion of volatile degradation
products (see Figure 2.9 also compare chapter 4.2). Follow-up reactions of e.g. HI
causing degradation of layers as covered in chapter 6.1 are also possible causes for
irreversibility of thermal decomposition.
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Figure 2.9: Degradation at elevated temperature. Schematic illustration of the degradation
process at elevated temperatures, with solid PbI2 remaining in the perovskite layer, whilst other,
volatile degradation products evade from the layer, making the reaction irreversible.

Finally the arguably most critical, as naturally inevitable cause for perovskite degradation
is the photo-degradation. Here, one has to distinguish between photo-catalytic degradation
of the perovskite structure and light induced halide segregation, in case of mixed halide
materials. [61] Most importantly it has been evidenced, that photoinduced degradation,
just like thermal decomposition, can occur even under vacuum conditions. [69–71] By
in-situ compositional analysis a degradation pattern strongly resembling the thermal
decomposition was proposed:

CH3NH3PbI3(s) + hν ↔ PbI2(s) + CH3NH2(g) + HI(g) (2.7)

CH3NH3PbI3(s) + hν ↔ PbI2(s) + CH3I(g) + NH3(g) (2.8)

PbI2(s) + hν ↔ Pb(s) + I2(s) (2.9)

The main difference here is the possibility of the lead iodide to also decompose to
elementary lead and iodine under illumination, whilst iodine vapour is also expected to
cause follow-up chemical reactions. [72]

Mixed halide perovskites are frequently used to achieve band gaps in the range between
the pure halide compositions; e.g. between 1.6 eV (MAPbI3) and 2.3 eV (MAPbBr3).
For these perovskites, irradiation can cause a de-mixing of the halide components
resulting in Br-rich wide band gap and I-rich lower band gap regions. [73, 74] Halide
segregation typically manifests in a notable red shift of the photoluminescence as
visible in Figure 2.10. In general this redshift of the photoluminescence accompanies
a significant deterioration of photovoltaic parameters, since the low band gap, iodine
rich, regions can act as charge traps and recombination centres reducing solar cell
performance, that manifests in a severe loss of current density. [75]
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While most detected halide segregation is reported to be reversible, there is also evidence
for an irreversible phase reconstruction as a result of prolonged illumination, indicating
halide segregation not only as a short term, but also long term stability issue. [76]
Investigations targeting halide segregation can be found in chapter 7.

Figure 2.10: Light induced halide segregation. a, Schematic illustration of the mechanism of
halide segregation and its impact on the photoluminescence (PL) of the material. b, Development
of PL upon continuous irradiation. b, reprinted from [73].

2.3 Perovskite Solar Cell Application

Since most of the perovskite structures used for solar cell applications have a direct
band gap, they show rather high absorption coefficients. [22] In combination with the
pronounced defect tolerance discussed in 2.2, this allows for efficient absorption of
incident light well within the diffusion length of the charge carriers. At the same time
the exciton binding energy (10 - 15 meV) is typically significantly below the thermal
energy at room temperature (kBT ≈ 25 meV), which means that essentially free carriers
are created. [77] Anyhow the mere generation of free, long lived charge carriers alone
does not readily result in a good solar cell. To extract charges from the active material,
it is of crucial importance to provide the charge carriers with a preferred direction to
eventually extract electrons and holes at the cathode and anode, respectively. In a silicon
solar cell extraction is facilitated by doping of the active silicon material generating
a p-i-n (or a n-i-p) junction by respective p and n doping of the silicon material. [78]
For perovskite solar cell technology, at the current state of the art, this strategy is
not eligible. Therefore charge extraction has to be facilitated by dedicated, so called
extraction layers. [79]
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2.3.1 Charge Extraction

As visualized in Figure 2.11 a potential gradient in the perovskite active layer is realized
by sandwiching it between a high- and a low work function material. Respectively, the
two materials thereby act as electron and hole extraction layer. Several reports found
the charge carrier density in perovskites structures to be low (e.g. 1011 - 1013 cm−1 in
[80]). Hence Debye lengths can be expected to by far exceed the active layer thickness.
As a consequence the gradient of the vacuum level, in a first approximation, can be
considered to be unaffected by potential shielding from intrinsic charge carriers in the
perovskite. The gradient in vacuum level Evac, conduction band (CB) and valence band
(VB) of the perovskite are therefore expected to be governed by the potential difference
of the adjacent extraction layers (and potential interface effects). This band gradient
over the perovskite active material is commonly called a "built-in potential". [81] If
now a photon is absorbed, in yet another rough approximation (ignoring effects like
quasi-Fermi level splitting, ion induced field screening, etc.), the generated charge carriers
are provided with a preferred movement direction. Additionally at the direct interface to
the perovskite active material, typically electron and hole selective layers (ESL / HSL)
are used to warrant only the respective charge carrier species to be extracted at the
interface. Thereby parasitic recombination at the interfaces can be suppressed.

Figure 2.11: Concept of charge extraction. Schematic illustration of the basics of charge
extraction in a perovskite solar cell. It is shown how the different work functions (WF) of hole and
electron extraction layer (HEL and EEL) define a potential gradient that, due to alignment of the
Fermi level (EF ) in contact, translates on the vacuum level (Evac), conduction and valence band
(CB and VB) of the perovskite active layer. The respective areas are labelled p (hole extraction), i
(active material) and n (electron extraction). Hole- and electron selective contacts (HSL / ESL) are
displayed at the interfaces of the perovskite active material.
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2.3.2 Open Circuit Voltage vs. Recombination

When light is shone onto a semiconductor, it is no longer in thermodynamic equilibrium
and a splitting of the Fermi level into so called quasi-Fermi levels occurs. [82] The
quasi-Fermi level splitting (QFLS) is a measure for the density of electrons and holes
in non-equilibrium, which is immediately affected by the band gap, the rate of carrier
excitation and the rate of recombination. For non degenerate semiconductors QFLS can
be estimated from parasitic non-radiative recombination current density (Jrec) and the
total amount of generated charge carriers described by the generation current density
(Jgen) at open circuit conditions:

QFLS = kBT × ln(Jgen−Jrec

J0,rad
)

kB denotes the Bolzmann constant, T the temperature and J0,rad radiative recombination
current in darkness caused by temperature. [83] Fortunately, non-radiative recombination
can be calculated from a material’s PL quantum yield (PLQY), which is why QFLS can
be derived from singular layers and does not necessarily require a full solar cell stack.
Therefore QFLS can be used to evaluate the impact of individual interfaces in partial solar
cell stacks. In ideal Shockley-Queisser Theory the values of the quasi-fermi-level splitting
and the open circuit voltage are corresponding to each other by VOC,max = QFLS/e

with e being the elementary charge. [84] Accordingly it could be inserted in the open
circuit case of the ideal Shockley equation:

VOC × e = QFLS = ni kBT × ln(JP h
J0

+ 1)

with JP h being the photocurrent density and J0 the the reverse saturation current
density. Anyhow, in reality, the quasi-Fermi level splitting alone does not necessarily
state the actual open circuit voltage, since band alignment of the adjacent extraction
layers can limit the achievable VOC . [85] Also the built in potential can set an upper
limit to the maximal VOC of a solar cell. Anyhow the QFLS is still a good indicator,
as the equation VOC ≤ QFLS/e states the upper limit to the open circuit voltage of
a layer (or a layer-stack, compare chapter 7). A high recombination rate, e.g. in the
perovskite bulk, at grain boundaries or interfaces, directly impacts on the maximal
reachable open circuit voltage by limiting the QFLS. Hence, employing highly selective
interface layers, that ideally simultaneously passivate perovskite surface defects, is key
to exploit the full potential of a perovskite as photoactive material.
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2.3.3 J-V Hysteresis

A well evidenced fact is the ability of ions inside the perovskite material to migrate. [87–90]
Taking into account that during operation or characterisation electric fields are present
inside the perovskite solar cell, the ions redistribute according to their respective charge
and mobility. [90–92] If this phenomenon now pairs with limited charge carrier selectivity
at the perovskite interfaces, a scanning rate depending current-voltage hysteresis can
occur upon scanning in either - → + (forward) or + → - (reverse) direction. The exact
origin of this phenomenon is not yet entirely unravelled. One plausible explaination
might be parasitic recombination at defect-rich interfaces, supported by an ion driven
charge accumulation induced by the applied field during measurement. [93] Here two
different types of ionic accumulation are distinguished: so-called "negative accumulation"
(V < VOC), where positive ions accumulate on the HTL site and negative on the
ETL and the "positive accumulation" (V > VOC) where places are reversed. Negative
accumulation might be thought as constituting a depleted n-doped region directly on
the HTL and a depleted p-doped region at the ETL interface. A resulting build-up of
photo-generated charge carriers caused by this depletion could then promote detrimental
interface recombination and lead to an underestimation of the cell performance. [93]
Additionally the depletion region might screen the built-in potential and hinder charge
extraction. For positive accumulation a detrimental depletion effect is not to be expected,
since the accumulated charge carrier species match the polarity of the extraction site.

Figure 2.12: Hysteresis in perovskite solar cells. Rate dependent hysteresis of n-i-p MAPbI3
solar cells based on a planar TiO2 EEL with scan rates between 10 and 100000 mV s−1. Reprinted
with permission from [86]. Copyright 2015 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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On the contrary an hysteresis effect might even lead to an overestimation of the
solar cell’s JSC and FF in case of a fast J-V scan. This overestimation is frequently
attributed to a capacitive effect that might be caused by one or maybe a combination of
different perovskite properties, like e.g. the ferroelectricity, ionic charge redistribution
or trapping and de-trapping in shallow defects. [94–96] Operating in the 1st quadrant
would charge the presented capacity leading to a discharge after passing into the
4th quadrant on time scales of ms, which, for fast measurements, would add to the
measured photo-current. [96, 97] This theory is supported by reports describing notable
improvement of J-V scans performed on solar cell, that are subject to hysteresis, when
they are operated in the 1st quadrant for longer timespans before measurement. [95]
In any case the observed hysteresis in the J-V characteristics can entirely obscure the
actual device performance as e.g. shown in Figure 2.12. [86, 87, 91, 96] On the other
hand it has also been evidenced, that proper defect passivation and selective contacts
can substantially suppress the J-V hysteresis observed. [98] Still, as a consequence, PCE
values reported in this work derived from J-V scans are regularly accompanied by steady
state measurements, to confirm the correctness of PCE values derived from J-V scans.

2.4 Brief Digression on Organic Solar Cells

In contrast to crystalline semiconductors, amorphous organic semiconductors do not
possess continuous band structures and therefore no valence or conduction band.
Alternatively overlapping p-orbitals of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms form a so-called
conjugated de-localized π-electron system that can extend over a single organic
molecule. [99] On the other hand, there is typically no orbital overlap with the
van-der-Waals bonded neighbouring molecules. The delocalized π molecular orbital can
form bonding and anti-bonding electronic states, which in turn enables two delocalized
energy states, namely the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). [99, 100] The ability of a molecule to carry one
or several excited carriers in the delocalized anti-bonding π∗ LUMO enables it to express
optoelectronic properties in partial analogy to classical semiconductors and eventually
the usage as active material for thin film solar cells.
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Figure 2.13: HOMO and LUMO in organic semiconductors. Simplified energy level diagram
illustrating the formation of π and π∗ bonding and anti-bonding orbitals eventually forming the
highes occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO).

2.4.1 Transport and Exciton Splitting in Organic Semiconductors

Non-continuous, spatially limited, π-electron systems in combination with a typically
low dielectric permittivity of organic semiconductors, result in a strong localization of
electron hole pairs. As a consequence, optical excitation of charge carriers results in the
formation of a so called Frenkel exciton, which is localized on the molecule and typically
closely bound (0.5 - 1.0 eV). [101, 102] This is in stark contrast to Wannier-Mott Excitons,
like formed in the perovskite material (see chapter 2.3). Charge transport in amorphous
organic semiconductors differs substantially from crystalline semiconductors: While
intramolecular charge transport can be considered to be band-like through the extended
delocalized π electron system, intermolecular transport is governed by a thermally
activated hopping transport and presents the bottleneck for charge carrier mobility (e.g.
the mobility of the frequently used fullerene PCBM was found to be as low as 10−3 cm2

V−1 s−1). [100, 102–104] In turn exciton diffusion lengths inside organic semiconductors
are typically limited to a 5 - 10 nm range. [105] In order to use a Frenkel exciton in a
solar cell, it needs to be split into charge carriers. Due to the high exciton binding energy,
a donor-acceptor system with tailored energy offset in the HOMO or LUMO is utilized
as displayed in Figure 2.14. [103, 106] If the energy offset is larger than the exciton
binding energy, the exciton is split. After exciton splitting charge extraction, similar to
perovskite solar cells, can happen (compare chapter 2.11). [102, 106] The energy offset
needed for exciton splitting implies an inevitable voltage loss, which is why extensive
ongoing research targets the reduction of exciton binding energy in order to reduce these
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losses. [107] Another issue is the limited diffusion length of the exciton, which makes
it challenging for each generated exciton to reach the donor-acceptor (D-A) interface
before it recombines. [105] This requirement limits the maximum thickness of a donor
and an acceptor bi-layer to about 20 nm, which is disadvantageous, because it limits
the absorbance of the device. Alternatively, the concept of a bulk heterojunction (BHJ),
an intermixed blend of donor and acceptor material is used to enable higher active layer
thicknesses, while simultaneously warranting D-A interfaces well within the diffusion
length of the exciton. [103, 106] In turn vigorous research is aimed at BHJ morphology,
which can be manipulated e.g. by processing conditions or dedicated additives. [108]

Figure 2.14: Donor-acceptor system. Illustration of an exciton splitting process taking place at a
donor-acceptor interface. ∆Φ denotes the energy offset between LUMOD and LUMOA, Vmax the
maximum reachable open circuit voltage.

2.4.2 Non-Fullerene Acceptors

After great progress following the introduction of organic solar cells, the development
reached a plateau slightly below 13% in 2012. [109] The plateauing was associated
with the use of fullerenes as acceptor systems in organic solar cells, that provided the
highest efficiencies for over a decade. [110] While providing good properties for exciton
splitting and charge transport, the given electronic properties and negligible contribution
to the photocurrent hindered further progress. This situation changed entirely with
the introduction of non-fullerene acceptors, that caused a skyrocketing development
with record PCEs of organic cells exceeding 19 % nowadays. [111] Intense research
on molecular design afforded a reduced voltage loss and absorption onsets in the low
energy gap region. [110, 112–114] The improved absorbance enables organic solar cells
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to show high EQEs over a broad range of the solar spectrum, extending well into the
infrared. Thereby organic solar cells with short circuit current densities exceeding
26 mA cm−2 were achieved. [115] An example is shown in Figure 2.15 for PBDB-TF
(donor) and Y6 (acceptor). Note that in order to improve morphology and stability
small amounts of fullerenes are often also blended into the BHJ, to obtain a so-called
ternary blend. [116–118]

Figure 2.15: Non-fullerene acceptors. a, Molecular structure of all ingredients of a ternary blend
BHJ comprising the very commonly used non fullerene acceptor Y6. b, Respective absorption spectra
and c, external quantum efficiencies displaying the wide coverage of the solar spectrum by the ternary
blended BHJ. Reprinted with permission from [116]. Copyright 2019 Wiley-VCH.

2.5 Multi-Junction Solar Cells

While PSCs further approach the PCE of solar cells based on silicon, eventually a
consideration of fundamental efficiency limits is becoming more and more important. [109]
Silicon as well as GaAs single cell efficiencies are basically plateauing for years now, a
phenomenon that is slowly starting to appear also in PSCs. Therefore fundamental
efficiency limits of single junction solar cells and strategies how to overcome them need
to be considered.
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2.5.1 Shockley Queisser - Limit of Single Junctions

Figure 2.16: The Shockley-Queisser limit for single junctions. a, Illustration of thermalization
losses occurring, when a photon with energy larger than the band gap is absorbed and b, a solar AM 1.5
spectrum where for an exemplary band gap the regions of transmittance (red) and thermalization
losses (green) are indicated. c, Maximum generated Photocurrent density over the band gap showing
the trade-off between current and potential voltage. The rectangle indicates the maximal possible
generated power. d, The actual Shockley-Queisser limit for AM 1.5 (solid line) and an ideal black
body irradiation at 6000 K (dotted line). Images c and d reprinted from [119].

Maybe the most fundamental limit for solar cell efficiency is the limit William Shockley
and Hans J. Queisser introduced as "detailed balance limit" and which is simply called
the Shockley-Queisser (SQ) limit nowadays. [120] First and foremost a very fundamental
trade-off defines the ultimately achievable power output of a solar cell: The fact that
photo-generated charge carriers relax towards the band edges very rapidly, rendering
charge extraction of such "hot" carriers close to impossible. [121] As a result, the highest
usable energy of an electron-hole pair generated by an absorption process is limited by
the band gap (Eg) of the absorbing material. As schematically illustrated in Figure 2.16 a,
any energy exceeding the band gap (hν - Eg) is transformed in so called thermalization
losses by a relaxation process. [122] At the same time, photon energy below the band
gap of the absorbing material, (except very rarely occurring processes, e.g. two photon
absorption [123]) results in transmission and no charge carrier excitation (Figure 2.16 b,
red area). Thus an obvious trade-off between the amount of photons absorbed and the
usable energy per absorbed photon results.
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One can draw a graph targeting the maximum generated photo current density at
AM 1.5 versus the wavelength as shown in Figure 2.16 c. [119] Since the band gap
energy simultaneously defines an upper limit for the open circuit voltage (Eg ≥ e VOC),
one can get a first impression of the efficiency limits by calculating the maximum
generated power as area defined by the curve and the two axis. Now assuming ideal
diode characteristics of a cell at room temperature and an internal quantum efficiency
of unity, we can then calculate the maximum theoretically reachable efficiency of a solar
cell under AM1.5 conditions depending on the band gap (see Figure 2.16). [119, 120] In
case of silicon, an ultimate limit for power conversion efficiency of about 32 %, can be
stated. Taking further inevitable losses into account, such as radiative recombination or
free carrier absorption the efficiency limit for silicon is reduced further to levels of about
29 %. [124–126] Consequently with current efficiency records of 26.7 % for silicon solar
cells (and 25.7 % for perovskite solar cells), the possible progress for single junctions is
fundamentally limited.

2.5.2 Prospects and Challenges of Tandem Cells

Several strategies have been considered to overcome the fundamental limitations of
single junctions. Many of them are geared towards minimized thermalization losses. [122]
Besides strategies like graded band gaps [127] or photon down conversion [128, 129] the
tandem solar cell concept is very promising. [130] As shown in Figure 2.17 a, the tandem

Figure 2.17: The tandem concept. a, Energy diagrams and b, an AM 1.5 solar spectrum
illustrating the concept of a tandem solar cell comprising two band gaps (Eg,1 and Eg,2).

approach is based on the combination of two solar cells with different band gaps. A
wide gap solar cell is utilized to efficiently convert high energy photons and a lower
band gap cell is optimized to absorb lower energy photons, that are transmitted by the
wide gap solar cell.
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In turn light will get converted into electrical energy more efficiently, since thermalization
losses now can be estimated as either hν - Eg,2 for photon energies positioned between
both band gaps (Figure 2.17 b green area) and hν - Eg,1 for higher energies (Figure 2.17
blue area). In sum those thermalization losses can be substantially lower than inevitable
losses of hν - Eg in single junctions (Figure 2.16 b, green area). By this strategy
it is theoretically possible to increase the efficiency limit to 42 % for tandem cells
and finally 68 % for a hypothetical device with an infinite number of junctions. [131]
Generally there are two main strategies that are applied to design tandem solar cells:
the two terminal (2T) and the four terminal (4T) device architecture. Alternative
concepts like three terminal approaches are mostly hybrids, combining partial aspects
of both device architectures and will not be covered here in further detail. As shown
in Figure 2.18, the fundamental difference between 2T and 4T concepts originates
from the type of stacking used to connect the sub-cells. While a 4T tandem solar cell
concept relies on the mechanical stacking of two separate solar cells, the 2T concept
consists of two monolithically integrated solar cells. [132] This gives rise to very different
requirements and challenges for both tandem concepts. Since for 4T solar cells light has
to be transmitted through the high gap cell into the low gap sub-cell, two additional
semi-transparent electrodes are necessary. [133–136] This requires on the one hand highly
optimized semi-transparent electrodes, with a high electrical conductivity and high
optical transmittance, most importantly in the near infrared. [133, 134] On the other
hand, light out-coupling and subsequent in-coupling has to be optimized with minimum
reflection losses. [137, 138]

Figure 2.18: Tandem implementation. a, Functional layer stack and according equivalent circuit
models of 4 terminal (4T) and b, 2 terminal (2T) tandem solar cells.
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In any case, electrode design and light management are the major challenges for 4T
tandem solar cells. Electronically the 4T approach is rather advantageous due to the
opportunity to separately root the sub-cells. For 2T tandem approaches, in stark
contrast, the electronic configuration imposes one of the great challenge for monolithic
integration of the two sub-cells. [130, 139] Firstly the recombination of charge carriers
from the bottom cell needs to be facilitated with their counterparts originating from
the top cell. [132, 140]

For this purpose often dedicated interlayers, so called "interconnects", are utilized. This
is of special importance since typically a high and a low work function material are
to be matched, which might lead to the formation of Schottky barriers. Since a solar
cell, in the first approximation, can be described as a current source, a diode and two
parasitic resistors (parallel Rp and series Rs) this leads to issues in case the current
generated in both sub-cells does not match. [139, 141] In case of ideal subcells with
Rp → ∞ this means, according to Kirchhoff’s law, that the sub-cell with lowest current
will be limiting the overall current of the device. Consequently, great effort is invested
to tune the optics of the two subcells in a way to achieve current matching in order to
fully exploit the potential of monolithically integrated 2T tandem solar cells.
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3 Formation of Perovskite Layers

On the path to perovskite solar cells with competitive power conversion efficiencies,
control over the deposition and most importantly the crystallization process of the
perovskite material is of utmost importance.

3.1 Perovskite Deposition Techniques

Please note that some of the one-step deposition solar cell data has already been
shown in my master-thesis titled "Metalloxidbasierte Ladungsextraktionsschichten für
Perowskit-Solarzellen". [142] The overlap with my thesis, which is mainly included in the
first passage of this chapter, was introduced, to provide a full picture, since optimization
of perovskite deposition was a continuous process extending from the beginning of my
master thesis throughout my full PhD work and is still ongoing.

An obvious technique for the deposition of perovskite films from precursor solutions, is
apparently a simple one-step spin coating process with a subsequent thermal annealing
step. Over several years, most perovskite solar cell efficiency records were achieved
using modified one-step deposition methods. Development of perovskite deposition in
this work also started out by utilizing the one-step deposition approach. Here, several
parts of the crystallization are taking place simultaneously. [29, 143] Supersaturation,
nucleation and crystal growth are simultaneously triggered by thermal energy during
the annealing step. Consequently, already small deviations in processing parameters
like e.g. spin-coating speed or precursor concentration can result in drastic changes of
the resulting perovskite layers. This is visible in Figure 3.1 a, where scanning electron
microscopy images taken from nominally identical processing conditions in a one-step
approach with MAPbI3 deposited from DMF are shown. While it is possible to achieve
continuous and vastly pinhole free layers, also irregularly formed, rough layers with
a high density of pinholes are frequent results. Anyway we found, that integrating
respective perovskite layers into a solar cell architecture as shown in Figure 3.1 b
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and c can yield functional solar cells (Figure 3.1 d). Still the large variation of layer
morphology causes an significant experimental spread in device properties. Due to the
large statistical variation and the resulting need to process a large amount of devices,
our first step of development was the implementation of alternative deposition strategies,
that offer better control over the perovskite crystallisation process. To this regard we
considered the so called complex assisted approach, that utilizes the ability of perovskite
precursor materials like methylammonium iodide or lead iodide to form stable complexes
with lewis bases like DMSO and enable a supersaturation of the precursor, without
triggering the final crystallization (see chapter 2.2.2). To achieve this supersaturated
state, in the so-called anti-solvent approach shown in 3.2 a is most frequently used.

Figure 3.1: One-step processed perovskites. a, MAPbI3 layers deposited with nominally similar
processing conditions. b, Cross sectional image of a full solar cell stack as also shown in c, as well as
d, a statistical overview of solar cell characteristics from respective solar cells (box plots; median
line with upper and lower box ranges denoting the 25 % and 75 % margins. The bars denote the
outermost data points that are still inside another 1.5 interquatile range)
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Figure 3.2: Complex assisted deposition techniques. a, Schematic illustration of the anti-solvent
assisted perovskite deposition process and b, the nitrogen gas flow assisted ”gas quenching” approach.
a, reprinted with permission from [29]. Copyright 2014 Nature Publishing Group. b, reprinted with
permission from [37]. Copyright 2018 Elsevier.

This deposition strategy relies on a rapid solvent-solvent interaction which again is
subject to several uncertainties, as e.g. the properties of the anti-solvent impact greatly
on the film formation. [144] Hence, precise timing and a strict deposition protocol has
to be established and already small deviations result in significant experimental spread,
as evidenced in Figure 3.3. These process deviations are becoming even more severe,
if devices are prepared by different persons. Alternatively Conings et. al. established
a strategy to achieve supersaturation by using a directed nitrogen gas flow that is
used to drastically speed up the drying process without the need for anti-solvents (see
Figure 3.2 b). [36, 37] Application of this strategy yields solar cells with a significantly
reduced experimental spread as clearly visible in Figure 3.3. We experienced that this
low experimental spread persists, if the respective layers and solar cells are processed
by different persons, in part with very little experimental practice. As a consequence
the gas quenching technique was chosen as standard perovskite deposition technique for
this work.
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Figure 3.3: Statistical comparison of deposition techniques, displaying the experimental spread
of solar cell efficiencies. Box plots: median line with upper and lower box ranges denoting the
25% and 75% margins. The bars denote the outermost data points that are still inside another 1.5
interquatile range. The full data set for anti-solvent and gas quenching can be found in the Appendix
Figure 11.1.

3.2 Perovskite Layer Formation and Precursor Chemistry

While the gas quenching procedure enabled us to deposit perovskite layers very
reproducibly, still the formation of crystals, their size and aspect ratio are highly
important. Therefore we strived to understand what driving forces govern the perovskite
crystallization process and how to manipulate them in a way to achieve active layers
suitable for solar cell application, i.e. pinhole free, smooth coverage, consisting of large
vertical continuous crystallites. Rough layers will compromise coverage of follow-up
layers, while small, vertically inhomogeneous grains often comprise grain boundaries that
hinder of charge transport, which is unfavourable for extraction efficiency. In addition,
grain boundaries have been shown to provide trap states, recombination centres and are
linked to degradation and ion migration. [88, 145] For highly efficient perovskite solar
cells it is therefore necessary to minimize the number of grain boundaries in the active
material.
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3.2.1 Solvent Removal Speed and Contact Angle

One very frequently quoted potential driving force for perovskite crystallization is
the speed with which supersaturation, nucleation and crystal growth are achieved.
[146, 147] The already proposed deposition techniques (one-step, gas quenching and
anti-solvent) provide a wide range of different timings for solvent removal. Hence, we
conducted a direct comparison of perovskite layers deposited under otherwise similar
processing conditions (100 °C annealing and 120 s spin coating) in order to systematically
investigate the impact of solvent removal speed on the crystal formation of MAPbI3

layers. For comparison, we also introduced a drop casting method as reference case
with extremely slow solvent removal. All four deposition techniques were undertaken on
the one hand with DMF as relatively high vapour pressure solvent (3.77 hPa at 20 °C)
and on the other hand with DMSO, which has a significantly lower vapour pressure
(0.56 hPa at 20 °C), to extend the scope of the comparison yet further. [148, 149] In this
approach, as a measure for the solvent removal speed, we define the time between the
start of the deposition or respective treatment and the observability of the brownish
colour change in the deposited material.

Surprisingly, as visible in Figure 3.4, we did not observe significant differences in
crystallite size (equivalent radii of grain areas observed in the SEM images). Please
note that for the drop casted layers, charging impaired SEM image quality and only
a small amount of larger grains could be evaluated. Due to the irregular morphology,
also the incident angle of the electron cannot be guaranteed to be 90° and therefore
some projection related misinterpretation cannot be entirely excluded. Anyhow we
conclude that the observable crystal size is well within the size distributions also
evidenced from other deposition techniques. This is even the more surprising, as solvent
removal speeds between < 1 s (anti-solvent) and > 600 s (drop-casting) and therefore
almost tree orders of magnitude are covered by this experiment. While we found
clear morphological differences originating from the choice of deposition technique (see
chapter 3), the crystallites, of which those structures consist, remained almost identical
in size. Therefore we infer, that for the investigated precursor system, the speed in which
supersaturation is reached may not be the dominant driving force for the development
of crystallites.
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Figure 3.4: Solvent removal speed. a, Scanning electron microscope images of perovskite layers
made by different deposition strategies to realize various drying speed of the precursor solvent. The
arrow on the top depicts the order of the processes with rising solvent removal speeds (For DMF
drop casting: > 10 min, one-step: ≈ 5 s, gas quenching ≈ 1 s; anti-solvent: < 1 s. For DMSO
drop casting: > 10 min, one-step: ≈ 30 s, gas quenching ≈ 5 s; anti-solvent: < 1 s) b, Box
plots depicting the respective grain size distribution. For drop casting, due to strong morphological
changes, only a small amount of larger grains could be evaluated. Box plots: median line with upper
and lower box ranges denoting the 25% and 75% margins. The bars denote the outermost data
points that are still inside another 1.5 interquatile range.

Another readily quoted possible influence on the crystallization, is the substrate
hydrophobicity. [52, 150, 151] A common measure for it, is the contact angle between the
substrate and the perovskite precursor ink. To this end we chose PTAA as a hydrophobic
substrate layer (and frequently used hole transport layer) and compared the resulting
perovskite layers deposited on top to that deposited on ITO, which was already used in
the previous experiments (Figure 3.5 a). Contact angle measurements of precursor ink
droplets positioned on top of the two layers reveal significant differences, i.e. contact
angles of approximately 36 ° on PTAA and < 10 ° on ITO, (Figure 3.5 b). Still the
gas quenching procedure affords a layer with similar size of the crystallites on both
substrates (Figure 3.5 c, d). Accordingly, alike solvent removal speed, precursor contact
angle with the underlying substrate appears to not majorly influence the crystallization
of the perovskite.
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Figure 3.5: Contact angle influence. a, Stack of MAPbI3 layers deposited on undergrounds
of ITO and PTAA that show significantly different contact angles with the perovskite precursor.
b, Respective contact angle measurements and c, top view scanning electron microscope images
showing similar grain size distribution. This is plotted in d, the derived equivalent radii as box plots.
Box plots: median line with upper and lower box ranges denoting the 25% and 75% margins. The
bars denote the outermost data points that are still inside another 1.5 interquatile range.

3.2.2 Lead Complexes in Perovskite Precursors

Note: some parts of the measurement data used in this chapter were obtained in a
collaboration with Dr. Feray Ünlü of the University of Cologne from the group of
Prof. Dr. Sanjay Mathur and this data has also been used in her PhD thesis. [152]
A respective manuscript is currently in preparation for publication. Other parts were
published in:

Brinkmann, K.O. et al. "Extremely Robust Gas-Quenching Deposition of Halide
Perovskites on Top of Hydrophobic Hole Transport Materials for Inverted (p–i–n) Solar
Cells by Targeting the Precursor Wetting Issue" ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2019, 11,
43, 40172–40179. [153]

Since solvent removal speed and substrate hydrophobicity did not show noticeable impact
on the crystallite growth, we reasoned there must be another parameter that governs
the crystallization process. Several reports evidence the presence of lead complexes in
perovskite precursor solutions [41, 43] and some papers evidence the impact of lewis
bases on the crystallization. [154–156] Additionally recent reports confirm the presence
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of colloidal structures of perovskite complexes forming inside the precursor solution,
that are assumed to act as seeds (see chapter 2.2.2) for perovskite crystallization. [44, 46]
Currently most investigations targeting the nature of lead complexes inside perovskite
precursor solutions are conducted optically in highly diluted precursor solutions on the
order of 10−1 mM. Perovskite precursors used for layer deposition on the other hand
are typically more concentrated (0.1 - 3 M). Therefore we teamed up with the group for
Inorganic and Materials Chemistry of the University of Cologne (M.Sc. Feray Ünlü, Prof.
Sanjay Mathur) and the department of Organic Chemistry (Dr. Andreas Kotthaus, Prof.
Stefan Kirsch) from the University of Wuppertal to conduct nuclear molecular resonance
spectroscopy (NMR) on precursor solutions with relevant concentrations. As reference
solvent systems, similar as above, we chose the two most common solvents for perovskite
inks: DMF and DMSO. From their chemical structure (see Figure 3.6) one can reason
some similarities in their ability to act as lewis bases. Both structures display two lone
electron pairs on the oxygen atom and another one either on the nitrogen (DMF) or on
the sulphur (DMSO) atom. On the other hand, DMSO is reported to show a slightly
higher donor number (a common measure for lewis basicity) of 29.8 kcal mol−1 in
comparison to DMF with 26.6 kcal mol−1. [157, 158] Taken together we might expect a
notable, yet no fundamentally different behaviour of the two solvent systems with respect
to their ability to interact with perovskite precursors like PbI2 or MAI. Since the amount
of available material has been shown to impact on the complexes in highly diluted
perovskite precursors, [41, 43] we first conducted our investigations as concentration
series. Figure 3.7 presents the 207Pb NMR chemical shifts observed in the MAPbI3

perovskite and PbI2 solutions in deuterated variants of DMF and DMSO (DMF-d7

and DMSO-d6) as a function of the concentration. A high chemical shift (down field)
indicates diminishing electron density (de-shielding) around the Pb centre and lower
chemical shifts (up field) indicates a higher electron density around the lead centre,
which shields the Pb nucleus from the external field.

Figure 3.6: Chemical structure of dimethylformamid (DMF) and dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO).
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Figure 3.7: Lead complexes in MAPbI3 precursors. a, 207Pb NMR chemical shifts of concentration
series of PbI2 and MAPbI3 dissolved in either DMF or DMSO. The dotted line depicts the solid state
MAPbI3 NMR. [159] b, Electrochemical conductivity measurements of PbI2 MAI and MAPbI3 in
DMF and DMSO. c, Scanning electron microscopy images of MAPbI3 layers deposited 0.4 M and 1.0
M concentrated stoichiometric solutions in DMF, DMSO and d, respective grain size distributions.
Box plots: median line with upper and lower box ranges denoting the 25% and 75% margins. The
bars denote the outermost data points that are still inside another 1.5 interquatile range.

Chemical shifts in this work are reported on a ppm scale relative to the standard
Pb(CH3)4. In all NMR measurements, only a single resonance peak was observed
for all measured solutions. This is indicative of a chemical exchange among different
iodoplumbate species, which is fast on the NMR scale and thus delivers only an averaged
resonance signal. [160] Already for PbI2 solutions, a clear difference between both
solvents is evident, with PbI2 solutions in DMF being located more in the down field
than solutions in DMSO. A lower electron density (de-shielding) of the lead core in
DMF than in DMSO, can therefore be expected, a trend that is likewise found in the
stoichiometric mix (PbI2 and MAI). This is in line with the higher donor number of
DMSO which implies a higher likeliness of DMSO to act as an electron donor and
consequently increase electron density around the lead core by complexation.
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If now the concentration of both solutions is increased,we evidenced up field shift in DMF,
while for DMSO based solutions we found a clear down field shift. Most intriguingly the
development of the both signals with rising concentrations continuously approach each
other on a seemingly asymptotic path. An estimated asymptote for both series could
be located at 1400 - 1450 ppm, which is in striking resemblence with values that have
been reported for MAPbI3 solid state NMR measurements (i.e. 1423 ppm). [159] As
outlined above the chemical shift for lead cores has to be understood as an average over
all species present inside the precursor solution. Therefore, we reason this observation
to depict a more frequent appearance of corner-sharing 3D perovskite like colloidal
structures, as has been anticipated in very recent literature. [44, 46] Following this theory,
in extremely low concentrations, like e.g. used for optical complex characterisation, a
huge abundance of solvent molecules is available to separate the singular complexes
by solvatisation, which might be the reason for the strongly different behaviour with
respect to the chemical shift of DMF and DMSO in these regions compared to that
found in our work. [41, 43] With further increasing the concentration, the separation of
complexes is less and less pronounced and larger colloidal, corner sharing structures
(indicated by the trend towards the solid state 3D MAPbI3 NMR signal) might appear,
which is in line with observations by dynamic light scattering reported recently. [41, 43]
As an complimentary experiment, we performed conductivity measurements in MAPbI3

precursor solutions and in pure MAI and PbI2 solutions. As visible in Figure 3.7 b the
first obvious observation is a strikingly higher impact of the MAI concentration on the
conductivity, than that of the PbI2 concentration. This can be explained by the stronger
ionic nature of MAI than that of PbI2, where solvation or complexation rather than
dissociation is becoming increasingly important. [161] Also we evidenced a generally
lower conductivity of precursors based on DMSO than those based on DMF, which is
very likely linked to different viscosities (η DMSO, 25 ◦C= 1.99 cP; η DMF, 25 ◦C = 0.89 cP)
of the two solvents. [162, 163] It is well known that higher viscosity directly impacts ion
mobility and therefore conductivity. [164] Viscosity is likely also the origin of the levelling
of MAI conductivity, as it typically likewise increases with increasing concentration.
Anyhow the direct comparison of MAI and MAPbI3 offers most intriguing insight: While
for low concentrations (< 0.2 mol l−1) the conductivity of MAPbI3 almost resembles
that of MAI, for higher concentrations (> 0.2 mol l−1) the conductivity of the MAPbI3

solution falls significantly below that of the pure MAI solution. This is yet another
strong indication for the theory of solid state like perovskite structures being already
present in the precursor solution. Colloidal 3D-perovskite-like structures inside the
precursor solution would be expected to bear a far lower charge/volume ratio, which
therefore significantly reduces their contribution to electrical conductivity.
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While this reasoning might provide a new viewpoint on the mechanisms taking place
inside the perovskite precursor solution, it stresses a more faceted view on the role of lead
complexing on the final crystallization. Since liquid deposition techniques usually rely
on an increase of concentration until crystallisation occurs, it could be expected, that
the progressing formation of 3D corner sharing structures might diminish the impact of
lead-solvent complexes on the final crystallization process. By a direct comparison of
perovskite layers deposited from DMF and DMSO solution at both 0.4 M and 1.0 M
concentration (Figure 3.7 c,d) accordingly we did not evidence significant differences in
crystal sizes.

Figure 3.8: Impact of thiourea. a, Scanning electron and atomic force microscopy images of
MAPbI3 layers deposited from 1 M solution of DMF:DMSO 7:3 without and b, with addition of
0.1 M of thiourea to the precursor solution. c, X-ray diffractograms of respective layers and d,
chemical shifts of 1 M MAPbI3 precursors with and without thiouread additive in both DMF and
DMSO as solvent. a, b, c, reprinted with permission from [153]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical
Society.
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To investigate this topic from a different perspective, we chose the lewis base additive
thiourea, that has already been reported to significantly increase the size of crystallites
in perovskite layers, which so far typically is attributed to a potential interaction with
lead. [154, 155] We decided to not use the commonly used Pb(SCN)2, since it would add
additional lead atoms to the solution, that might change the effective lead concentration
and might bring along additional effects caused by concentration like discussed above.
As shown in Figure 3.8 a, b the effect of adding 0.1 M thiourea to the precursor solution
(without changing the original precursor concentration) resulted in a drastic increase
in crystallite size. Simultaneously in X-ray diffraction (Figure 3.8 c), distinct ordering
occurs. With the thiourea additive, only the 110, 220, 330 and 440 reflexes are detected,
which confirms the strong impact of the additive on crystallization. Anyhow comparing
the chemical shifts determined by NMR (Figure 3.8 d), for 1 M solutions in either DMF
or DMSO, we were not able to detect any significant change upon addition of thiourea.
This is indeed surprising, since thiourea is known as a sulphur donor and has been
predicted to show very strong coordination tendency with PbI2, even more than in the
case of DMF or DMSO. [47] Nevertheless we clearly see, that at least in the original
precursor, the addition of thiourea does not strongly affect the electrostatic environment
of the lead core and is hence most likely not a dominant factor for lead complexing in
the precursor. Finally, in light of the above set of experiments, we conclude, that while
they might have influence on perovskite ink stability and processability (see e.g. [47]),
the lead complexing in the original solution might not necessarily be indicative for the
shape and size of resulting crystallites. Still we want to highlight that this, by no means
excludes the possible impact of lead complexes in the very moment of crystallization.
Possibly in the original precursor solution the abundance of solvent molecules dominates
the complexation of lead, while throughout the drying process, the balance shifts towards
coordination of the additive with lead precursors. To investigate this issue, a series of
in situ grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering experiments in collaboration with
M.Sc. Lena Merten, M.Sc. Ekaterina Kneschaurek, Dr. Alexander Hinderhofer and
Prof. Frank Schreiber from the University of Tübingen are scheduled in order to unravel
crystallisation dynamics during the gas quenching procedure. Unfortunately, this falls
beyond the time frame of this work and will be published separately.
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3.3 Gas Quenching on Hydrophobic Surfaces

Note: parts of this chapter have been published in:

Brinkmann, K.O. et al. "Extremely Robust Gas-Quenching Deposition of Halide
Perovskites on Top of Hydrophobic Hole Transport Materials for Inverted (p–i–n) Solar
Cells by Targeting the Precursor Wetting Issue" ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces 2019, 11,
43, 40172–40179. [153]

While the introduction of gas quenching in chapter 3.1 significantly reduced process
deviation and improved robustness of perovskite deposition on top of PEDOT:PSS,
using PEDOT:PSS carries fundamental downsides. Aside from the frequently cited
ones, namely being hygroscopic, acidic and optically absorbing, its application in
perovskite solar cells often induces unintentional doping and a consequently typically
very high charge carrier density of the PEDOT:PSS HTL. [165–167] It has been reported
that PEDOT:PSS’ conductivity can significantly increase, if exposed to DMF or MAI,
common perovskite precursor ingredients, which even renders it viable as semitransparent
electrode. [165, 168] While being potentially beneficial for an application as electrode, it
proves disadvantageous for its application as hole selective contact in perovskite solar
cells, since an abundance of charge carriers located at the interface to the perovskite,
tends to compromise the interface’s selectivity and also might cause hysteresis (see
Chapter 2.3.3). [169, 170] While it is possible to achieve highly efficient solar cells with
PEDOT:PSS as HTL, it usually requires rather distinct chemical tailoring. [170, 171]
As the need for sophisticated interface modification counteracts on our pursuit for
a robust and easy to use perovskite solar cell fabrication protocol, that yields high
efficiency, we considered alternative hole transport materials. Several high performing
p-i-n devices rely on polymer hole transporting layers (HTLs), such as polytriarylamine
(PTAA) and poly(4-butylphenyldiphenylamine) (poly-TPD), that are highly non-polar
and hydrophobic. [52, 144, 172–174] Unfortunately, perovskite precursor solvents on
the other hand are usually highly polar, which leads to high contact angles and severe
wetting issues of the perovskite precursor on these polymers, that typically results in
poor surface coverage and pin-holes. [52, 175–177] This was clearly evident when we
directly transferred our gas quenching approach from the PEDOT:PSS to the PTAA
hole extraction layer. On the upside, using PTAA as HTL afforded device efficiencies
of up to 17 % (see Figure 3.9 b). Anyhow, the introduction of PTAA as HTL also
caused a dramatically increased process variation, which in turn necessitated huge sets
of devices to achieve statistically significant conclusions for follow up experimentation.
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In some works, wetting issues are circumvented by introducing an interlayer of a
conjugated polyelectrolyte, such as Poly[(9,9-bis(3’-(N,N-dimethylamino)propyl)-2,7-
fluorene)-alt-2,7-(9,9–dioctylfluorene)] (PFN) or an ionic surface treatment by e.g.
pheylethylammonium iodide (PEAI) or adding dedicated surfactants to the perovskite
solution. [144, 174, 177] Our distinct aim was to study the wetting issue on a more
fundamental level.

Figure 3.9: a, Solar cell stack and b, statistical solar cell PCE distribution on top of PEDOT:PSS
and PTAA undergrounds. Box plots: median line with upper and lower box ranges denoting the
25% and 75% margins. The bars denote the outermost data points that are still inside another 1.5
interquatile range. The full data set for both techniques are included in Appendix Figure 11.1 and
Figure 3.16 respectively.

3.3.1 Origin of Precursor De-Wetting and How to Overcome it

To estimate the wetting and solubility behaviour of solvents, different factors have to be
taken into account. As is shown in Table 1, for all solvents in this study (DMF, DMSO
and n-methyl-pyrrolidone (NMP)) the Snyder polarity index, which is a measure for
the ability of a solvent to dissolve polar solutes (calculated from measurements on test
solvents by Rohrschneider et al. [178]), ranges between 6.4 (DMF) and 7.2 (DMSO),
which would render them roughly similar in their ability to solve lead halide salts, such
as PbI2 or PbBr2. [179, 180] Additionally the surface tension of NMP is located between
that of DMF and DMSO. [181, 182] Nevertheless, measurements of contact angles of all
three solvents on PTAA surfaces are showing obvious differences (Table 1). In order to
explain this phenomenon, one has to take into account the dipole-related solid-liquid
interaction. The (static) dielectric constant, which can be used as a measure of solvent
polarity, shows a clear decline from DMSO via DMF to NMP, in line with the trend
in contact angle. [179, 180, 183] Due to similar polar groups, the dielectric constant of
DMF and NMP is differing only slightly.
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Table 3.1: Important parameters of DMF, DMSO and NMP: Polarity index, [179, 180] surface
tension, [181, 182] permittivity, [180, 183] hydrophilic-lipophilic balance (HLB), [184, 185] measured
contact angle (derived from 7 drops each) and vapor pressure. [186]

solvent
polarity

index
(Snyder)

surface
tension /
mN m−1

at 25 °C

permit-
tivity

ϵr

HLB
(Griffin,

calculated)

contact
angle
with

PTAA /
°

vapor
pressure
/ hPa at

20 °C

ref. [179, 180] [181, 182] [180,
183] [184, 185] measured [186]

DMSO 7.2 42.9 46.8 12.4 45.6±2.0 0.56
DMF 6.4 38.2 36.7 11.6 25.6±1.3 3.77
NMP 6.8 40.8 32.0 8.2 12.0±0.8 0.32

To access the origin of different wetting behaviour, the Hydrophilic-Lipophilic-Balance
(HLB), originally introduced by Griffin for emulsifiers, is calculated (HLB = 20 ×
(1 - ML/M) with ML being the molar weight of the lipophilic part and M stating the
overall molecular weight). [184, 185] HLB provides a measure for the ratio of polar to
non-polar components within a molecule. A decreasing HLB indicates the increasing
ability of a polar molecule to interact with a non-polar counterpart. As NMP contains
several non-polar -CH2 groups, it has a lower HLB-index than DMF and DMSO (see
Table 3.1). Taken together, the high contact angle of DMSO on PTAA is a result
of a relatively high dipole moment combined with a negligible amount of lipophilic
component (high HLB). DMF and NMP exhibit considerably lower dipole moments,
and NMP additionally has a notable lipophilic part and consequently low HLB, that
combined afford the best wetting behaviour on top of PTAA. For the preparation of
perovskite thin films with controlled crystallization, the precursors need to be dissolved
in a mixture of DMF with DMSO or NMP as co-solvent. The combined HLBres of
the solvent mixture can simply be calculated by the weighted arithmetic mean of
the singular HLB values: HLBres = WA×HBLA+WB×HBLB

WA+WB
, with WA/B denoting the

respective amounts of solvent A and B. [185] A rough estimate of the resulting dielectric
constant can be derived in a similar way. [187] In accordance with this assumption, the
measured contact angle of DMF:DMSO and DMF:NMP mixtures on a PTAA surface
varies linearly with the mixing ratio of the solvents (Figure 3.10). The overall variation
of the contact angle for the most commonly used mixing ratios of co-solvent:solvent of
1:9 and 3:7 would not indicate notable differences as their contact angle on PTAA is
almost identical, i.e. 3° and 9° between DMF:DMSO and DMF:NMP, respectively.
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Figure 3.10: Contact angle measurements of DMF:DMSO and DMF:NMP mixtures on PTAA
including calculated permittivity and HLB values of the mixtures. The typical relative uncertainty in
the determination of the contact angle is 5 %. Reprinted with permission from [153]. Copyright
2019 American Chemical Society.

Nevertheless, if directly applied in a perovskite deposition process, a striking difference
between DMF:DMSO and DMF:NMP is found (Figure 3.11). The crystallinity of all
resulting perovskite layers has been studied with XRD (Figure 3.12). According to the
Scherrer equation, we do not expect any noticeable broadening of the XRD peaks due
to the size of the crystallites (in z-direction), which are larger than 200 nm. [188, 189]
Rather, the line width of the XRD peaks is governed by the resolution limits of the
XRD equipment. Hence no noticeable difference has been found in the diffractograms
indicating well crystallized perovskite materials with negligible crystallized precursor
residuals. On the other hand perovskite layers deposited from precursors with increasing
the DMSO concentration show an increased general tendency to de-wet. Furthermore,
the timing of the gas quenching procedure hugely impacts both surface coverage and
perovskite crystal shape (Figure 3.11, Table 3.2). For a 1:9 DMSO content, which shows
fairly reasonable surface coverage of 97 % - 99 %, a quenching delay (time span after
the ramp is finished until the start of the gas quenching process) exceeding 10 s results
in inhomogeneous crystal formation and a concomitant reduction of the mean crystal
size. With increased DMSO concentration the surface coverage of the perovskite layers
decreases drastically over 81 % - 95 % for 3:7 down to 25 % - 77 % for 5:5 mixing ratio.
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Figure 3.11: Optical microscope, SEM and AFM images of perovskite layers prepared on PTAA
layers with diffrent co-solvent : solvent ratios and varied quenching delay times for DMSO and NMP
co-solvent. The bars for microscope images represent 1 cm. In AFM and SEM images the scale for
the bars is 5 µm. Reprinted with permission from [153]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

In striking contrast, if NMP is used as co-solvent in a NMP:DMF mixture, perfect
coverage (>99 %) and favorable perovskite crystal formation is observed, largely
independent of the chosen mixing ratio and timing of the gas quenching procedure
(Figure 3.11, Table 3.2).
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Table 3.2: Mean grain sizes (equivalent sqare) derived from watershade algorithm (AFM images
and microscopy images Figure 3.11) of perovskite layers prepared on PTAA layers with different
co-solvent:solvent ratios and varied quenching delay times for DMSO and NMP co-solvent.

quenching grain size / µm
delay / s (equivalent sqare)

co-solvent ratio 1:9 3:7 5:5
10 0.90 1.01 0.99

DMSO 20 0.74 0.97 1.08
30 0.56 0.84 1.13
10 0.95 0.95 0.91

NMP 20 1.04 1.19 1.04
30 0.99 1.08 0.92

Figure 3.12: X-ray diffractograms of MAPbI3 layers fabricated with diffrent co-solvent : solvent
ratio and processing timing utilizing a, DMSO and b, NMP as co-solvent. Insets are magnified
views of the 110 and 220 tetragonal reflex. Reprinted with permission from [153]. Copyright 2019
American Chemical Society.
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Figure 3.13: Proposed schematics displaying the drying (and dewetting) process for a, DMSO and b,
NMP co-solvent. Reprinted with permission from [153]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

For deeper insight into these phenomena, the different boiling points and differing
vapour pressures of DMF and its respective co-solvent have to be considered. As shown
in Table 3.1 the vapour pressure of DMF at 20 °C exceeds that of the co-solvents
by approximately one order of magnitude. The gas quenching technique exhibits a
non-negligible delay time for evaporation of the excess solvent before supersaturation
occurs. Owing to the lower vapour pressure of the co-solvent this delay-time increases
with increasing the co-solvent ratio in the solvent mixture. During the deposition process
and even more severely from the moment the gas quenching is started (Figure 3.13 step 2),
we can expect that the evaporation rate of DMF is substantially higher than that of
DMSO or NMP. Solvents with a high boiling point will cause some retardation of the
drying process. In the present case, for a DMSO:DMF or NMP:DMF solvent system
the drying process is expected to consist of two superimposed processes: firstly (step 1),
the relatively fast evaporation of the DMF main solvent and secondly the by far slower
evaporation of DMSO or NMP co-solvent (step 2). Consequently, during the drying
process the co-solvent:solvent ratio is continuously increasing, which causes the contact
angle with PTAA to ultimately approach that of the pure co-solvent (step 3) before
the intermediate forms (step 4). This contact angle transformation can be directly
observed, by mimicking the drying process in a dedicated experiment, where a drop
of a co-solvent:DMF mixture has been carefully exposed to an air flow to increase the
evaporation rate of the solvents (Figure 3.14). While contact angles of NMP:DMF
mixtures remain low and fairly unchanged during the drying process, for DMSO:DMF
mixtures a notable increase from 33° to 46° can be found. The latter contact angle
corresponds to that of pure DMSO on PTAA. The contact angle of pure DMF remains
unchanged upon drying as shown in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.14: Contact angle development of DMF:co-solvent 5:5 mixtures during drying process
(exposure to careful airflow). Reprinted with permission from [153]. Copyright 2019 American
Chemical Society.

Figure 3.15: Contact angle development of pure DMF during drying process (exposure to careful
airflow). Reprinted with permission from [153]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.

For a further understanding of surface coverage, the duration of the drying phase 3
(Figure 3.13 step 3) and therefore the residence time of the high contact angle phase on
the substrate is considered. Due to the low vapor pressure of DMSO, the transition
from precursor film to the intermediate phase is significantly slowed down when going
from a solvent ratio of DMSO:DMF = 1:9 to 3:7 to 5:5. After dispensing the precursor
solution onto the substrate (step 1), an increased DMSO:DMF ratio allows a longer time
for re-distribution of the liquid during the gas-quenching (step 2, 3), before the onset of
supersaturation. During this time period the continuous evaporation of DMF and the
concomitantly increasing contact angle between solvent and surface gives rise to a more
severe de-wetting as found in Figure 3.10. As such, the moment in time the quenching
process is started, will impact the window in which to the poorly wetting phase is
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given time to de-wet (Figure 3.11). Accordingly we found the perovskite formation with
NMP co-solvent to be also insensitive to the distance between nozzle and substrate
(modifying the effective flow and therefore solvent removal speed), while DMSO based
precursors yield significant variance in homogeneity and surface coverage. For DMSO
based precursors, the homogeneity of the perovskite formation could in part be affected
by a variation in the formation of the supersaturated phase, as a result of variations of
the nitrogen gas flow impinging on the surface. Additionally, the surface coverage might
be affected by a gas flow or pressure induced tearing of the precursor film. [190, 191] For
DMSO:DMF = 5:5 inhomogeneous crystal formation independent of the onset of the
gas-quenching, nozzle distance and quenching delay was observed (Figure 3.11). Taken
together, if DMSO is used as co-solvent, our findings evidence a need for the careful
optimization of processing conditions (e.g. timing etc.) to obtain satisfactory perovskite
layers. In striking contrast to DMSO, NMP turns out to afford a substantially increased
processing tolerance. As a result, well-crystallized, homogeneous, and pin-hole free
perovskite layers are formed, vastly independent of the NMP:DMF mixing ratio and
timing for the gas-quenching procedure.

3.3.2 Highly Reproducible Perovskite Solar Cells

To verify the applicability of the resulting perovskite layers in perovskite solar cells,
inverted p-i-n devices were prepared with a layer sequence of glass / ITO / PTAA /
perovskite / PC61BM / AZO / (SnOx) / Ag. A mixing ratio of NMP:DMF = 3:7 and
DMSO:DMF = 1:9 has been used to prepare the precursor solutions. The resulting cell
characteristics are summarized in Table 3.3. Efficiencies of up to 17.7 % are achieved for
MAPbI3 as active material. More importantly for the NMP:DMF solvent system the
statistical variation of the device characteristics and therefore the process reproducibility
is significantly better than in the case, where DMSO:DMF is used (Figure 3.16). Solar
cell J-V scans, stabilized power output and EQE data of champion cell with NMP
co-solvent are provided in Figure 3.17.

To further prove the general applicability of our approach, the NMP:DMF solvent system
was applied to a double cation (FA0.94Cs0.06PbI3) perovskite system. The corresponding
XRD diffractograms are accessible in the supporting information of [153]. As also
visible in Figure 3.17 and Table 3.3, without the need for further process optimization,
FA0.94Cs0.06PbI3 solar cells with a PCE up to 18.5 % were obtained. It is important to
note, that again the statistical variation of various sub-sets of cells is very low (Table 3.3),
indicating the robustness of the NMP:DMF solvent system in the gas quenching process.
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Table 3.3: Solar cell characteristics for MAPbI3 and FA0.94Cs0.06PbI3 devices resulting from a
deposition process based on DMSO and NMP as co-solvent. MAPbI3 Data was acquired from 57
solar cells (DMSO:DMF) and 32 solar cells (NMP:DMF), FA0.94Cs0.06PbI3 from a total of 18 solar
cells. The cells were produced by different persons in several batches.

MAPbI3 MAPbI3 FA0.94Cs0.06PbI3

DMSO:DMF NMP:DMF NMP:DMF
mean SD mean SD mean SD

PCE / % 11.7 3.5 16.6 0.5 17.6 0.7
FF / % 61 10 76 2 72 2
VOC / V 0.94 0.15 1.05 0.02 1.07 0.01

JSC / mA/cm2 20.1 2.5 21.2 0.5 22.9 0.5

Figure 3.16: DMSO vs. NMP statistics. a, - d, Box chart diagrams of PCE, FF, VOC and
JSC , displaying the process variation of solar cells processed with 1:9 DMSO:DMF (left) and 3:7
NMP:DMF (right) co-solvent:solvent mixture. Box plots: median line with upper and lower box
ranges denoting the 25% and 75% margins. The bars denote the outermost data points that are
still inside another 1.5 interquatile range. See also Table 3.3. Reprinted with permission from [153].
Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 3.17: General applicability. a, Stack of the obtained solar cells b, microscopy, SEM and
AFM images showing the layer formation of FA0.94Cs0.06PbI3 on top of PTAA, c, d, solar cell
characteristics e, f, stabilized power output g, h, EQE data of solar cells with c, e, g, MAPbI3 or d,
f, h, FA0.94Cs0.06PbI3. All perovskite layers were processed from 3:7 NMP:DMF co-solvent:solvent
system and quenching delay time of 30 s. The scale bars for microscope images are 1 cm. In AFM
and SEM image the scale for the bars is 5 µm. Reprinted with permission from [153]. Copyright
2019 American Chemical Society.
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Taken together, we have successfully shown, how to overcome frequently encountered
wetting issues in the gas quenching deposition of halide perovskite photo-active layers
on hydrophobic hole transport layers. We successfully identified the highly polar and
strongly hydrophilic DMSO, which is used as a common complexing agent, as the origin
for precursor de-wetting. Further we were able to show that using NMP, which has a
low hydrophilic / lipophilic balance, is a co-solvent which can act as stable complexing
and wetting agent, simultaneously. As a result, the final perovskite layer quality is
extremely tolerant with respect to the mixing ratio (NMP:DMF) and other details of
the gas quenching procedure. Finally we achieved highly reproducible solar cells with
efficiencies up to 18.5 % that could be readily reproduced by multiple different people.
The process was even transferable to other labs (e.g. in the lab of Dr. Selina Olthof,
University of Cologne).

Figure 3.18: AZO-NP optimization to reach 20 % PCE. a, Solar cell stack and b, solar cell
characteristics comparing champion solar cells before and after reduction of the AZO-NP thickness.
See also Table 3.4.

With further optimization of the device layer sequence, we finally intended to achieve
solar cells with an efficiency larger than 20%, since for gas quenching this was only shown
for n-i-p type cells then. [37] After we found, that the PTAA and PC61BM thickness
proved to be already at the lower thickness limit, the thickness of the AZO-NP layer was
optimized, narrowing in at an optimum at about 40 nm. As visible in Table 3.4, with
this we were able to significantly improve the fill factor (Figure 3.18). We attribute this
to improved charge carrier transport since the conductivity of AZO-NP layers appears
to be very limited (with Van-der-Pauw 4 point probe measurement no conductivity was
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detectable from a 100 nm AZO layer, implying sheet resistances of RSH > 108 Ω/□).
In turn this AZO optimization significantly improved power conversion efficiency of our
solar cells to more than 20 % power conversion efficiency.

Table 3.4: Champion FA0.94Cs0.06PbI3 solar cells before and after AZO-NP thickness optimization

AZO-NP
thickness reverse forward

PCE / FF / VOC / JSC / PCE / FF / VOC / JSC /
% % V mA/cm2 % % V mA/cm2

130 nm 18.4 74 1.07 23.1 18.5 75 1.07 23.1
40 nm 20.4 82 1.06 23.5 19.6 80 1.04 23.4
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4 Stability of Perovskite Solar Cells

Parts of this chapter have been published in:

Brinkmann, K.O., et al. "Suppressed decomposition of organometal halide perovskites
by impermeable electron-extraction layers in inverted solar cells." Nat. Commun. 8,
13938 (2017). [192]

Please also note that some insights presented in this chapter have already been part
of my master thesis ("Metalloxidbasierte Ladungsextraktionsschichten für Perowskit-
Solarzellen"), since the above paper was published on the transition from master to
PhD student. [142] While large portions of device and long term stability data were
generated afterwards, XPS and XRD measurement and first portions of the discussion
presented were already shown in the master thesis. Since the work done in the master
thesis and the follow-up work as PhD candidate are intimately linked and the insights
are critical for the understanding of the core messages of the following chapters, the
story is presented in full at this point, for the sake of readability.

While the power conversion efficiencies of perovskite solar cells skyrocketed to reach levels
beyond 25 %, [193] concerns about their stability were (and are still) intimately linked
to this technology. [68, 170, 194–196] In general there is consensus that perovskites, like
MAPbI3 show a severe tendency to decompose into their constituents in the presence
of water. [197, 198] Moreover, an apparently intrinsic decomposition of MAPbI3 to
iodine containing volatile components and PbI2, which is thermally activated and which
occurs even under inert conditions, stated a very fundamental problem. [68, 199] At the
same time, secondary effects of perovskite decomposition such as the degradation of
functional building blocks in the solar cell due to the corrosive effect of some perovskite
decomposition products were reported. [200] Specifically, the corrosion of metal electrodes
like Ag or Al has been identified to be a critical issue. [65] Overall, proper concepts
to overcome these reliability issues had to be developed, to maintain the prospects
of wide-spread application and commercialization of hybrid metal-halide perovskite
technology.
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To overcome the above mentioned stability issues, several groups had introduced inverted
planar perovskite cells based on metal-oxides as electron- and hole-extraction interfacial
layers adjacent to the cathode and anode, respectively. [201, 202] E.g. a sol-gel Ti(Nb)Ox

electron extraction layer, aimed to protect the perovskite against moisture from ambient
atmosphere was introduced. [202] Due to its poor electrical conductivity of 10−5 S cm−1,
the authors had to limit the thickness of the sol-gel Ti(Nb)Ox to only 10 nm. Moreover,
it is known that sol-gel derived layers state only relatively poor permeation barriers. [203]
As a result, the device stability tests which afforded a lifetime of 1000 h, were done with
additional encapsulation. Also other strategies to stabilize the perovskite by subsequent
layers like e.g. Cr2O3 / Cr or ZnO on top of the perovskite, were proposed to provide
some protection from decomposition as well as concomitant degradation effects like
electrode corrosion. [201, 204, 205] Still all these approaches remained non-satisfactory,
as degradation had been reduced, yet not really suppressed. Severe degradation was
found after some hours or days, which still compromised the prospects of successful
perovskite commercialisation in the future. Most critically, none of the presented
strategies provided sufficient protection at elevated temperatures. [206] As solar cells
in outdoor conditions may reach a temperature significantly above 25 °C, the latter
appears to be extremely relevant. Some promising results were achieved with ALD
Al2O3 layers directly deposited on top of perovskites to improve their resilience against
ambient atmosphere and heat. [207] However, these ALD layers were not a functional
part of a device and since alumina is an insulator it’s applicability inside a solar cell is
very limited. Koushik et al. showed, that only atomically thin Al2O3 layers (10 - 15
ALD cycles) could be used, without severely compromising device efficiency. [208] Hence
we strived to introduce a layer that is conductive and a permeation barrier at the same
time.

To this end we considered ALD grown tin oxide, that has been introduced by Behrend
and Trost et al. as transparent conductive permeation barrier for organic light emitting
diodes and as charge extraction material for organic solar cells. [209, 210] SnOx layers
grown by ALD are optically highly transparent, electrically conductive and provide
outstanding gas permeation barrier properties with a water vapour transmission rate
(WVTR) as low as 7 × 10−5 g m−1 day−1), even when grown at low temperatures
(≤ 100 °C). [209] Their WVTR is orders of magnitude better than that of sputtered ITO
thin films or that of solution processed metal-oxide layers. The electrical conductivity
of the SnOx layer on the order of 5 × 10−3 S cm−1 allowed us to place it between the
sensitive electrode and the photoactive layers, without adding any noticeable series
resistance.
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Please be aware that even though our ALD process used to grow the SnOx is based on
water as oxygen source, which one might intuitively suspect to be detrimental to the
active perovskite material, a single dose of H2O in low pressure ALD typically creates
an environment equivalent to a maximum of 0.1 % of relative humidity. [211] This is
significantly lower than the large variety of conditions mentioned in the literature to
degrade the perovskite. [57, 59] Beneath the ALD grown SnOx we use a nanoparticle
based layer of aluminium doped zinc oxide (AZO). AZO serves a twofold purpose: Firstly
it acts as electron extraction layer, providing a work function of 3.9 eV which excellently
matches the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of commonly used C60 based
fullerenes; [212] Secondly it provides a nano-porous scaffold for the ALD SnOx layer
resulting in an synergistically intermixed hybrid AZO-NP / ALD-SnOx barrier layer,
that outperforms a single ALD layer. These synergistic effects are described in more
detail in chapter 5.1.

Figure 4.1: Basic solar cell characteristics. a, Solar cell stack and b, scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image of the device cross section along with the assignment of the respective layers. In some
devices the SnOx or the AZO layer has been omitted. Note, the contrast between the AZO and the
SnOx layers in SEM is relatively poor. c, External quantum efficiency (EQE) of a representative
device based on AZO / SnOx. d, J-V characteristics measured in forward and reverse direction and
e, current density vs. time under 0 V (black) and 0.75 V (red) bias. Adapted from [192].
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Before attending to stability, it has to be noted that we undertook the study presented
here before the perovskite solar cell optimization process presented in chapter 3. Hence
the single step deposition technique for the perovskite as described earlier was utilized.
The layer sequence is shown in Figure 4.1. In some cells a SnOx layer is deposited on
top of the AZO layer by ALD at 80 °C to form the hybrid electron extraction assembly
(AZO / SnOx). A cross sectional SEM image through a full solar cell stack comprising
all layers is shown in 4.1 b. External quantum efficiency (EQE) has been measured for
the cells used in this chapter to determine a spectral mismatch for this type of solar
cells. The respective EQE spectrum is shown in Figure 4.1 c. We derived a spectral
mismatch factor of 1.16, which then was applied to all device data shown in this chapter
(including J-V characteristics, like shown in Figure 4.1 d). The J-V characteristics
of the device measured in forward and reverse direction (scan speed: 500 mV/s) are
presented in Figure 4.1 d. No substantial hysteresis is found in the J-V data. The
extracted characteristics VOC = 0.95 V, FF = 74 % and a JSC = 18 mA/cm−2 result
in a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 12.8 %. As visible in Figure 4.1 e JSC and
a operation point close to MPP (V = 0.75 V) are stable over time. In combination
with the hysteresis being almost negligible we conclude therefore that transient effects
induced by ion migration, like described e.g. in [89, 213–215] and chapter 2.12, do most
likely not affect our cell characteristics.

4.1 Manipulating the Air Stability by Internal ALD Barriers

A very straight forward, yet nevertheless striking advantage of the hybrid AZO / SnOx

electron extraction layer in direct comparison to AZO, is displayed in Figure 4.2. Here,
the stability of the cell characteristics is shown for devices that were continuously
exposed to ambient air at 23 °C and 50 % relative humidity. The devices based on a
single layer of AZO as EEL degrade swiftly within about 50 hours. A severe decay
of the FF is accompanied by a simultaneous drop of the JSC after only some hours
exposure time. We found that an exposure time of < 170 h was able to degrade the
solar cell to a level, where no power output could be detected anymore. Opposed to
that, the characteristics of the corresponding cells with the hybrid EEL of AZO / SnOx

do not show notable degradation even after more than 600 hours in air. Note, this is
valid for thicknesses of the SnOx layer of only 20 nm.
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Figure 4.2: Stability upon storage in ambient air. Normalized characteristics of inverted perovskite
solar cells with varied cathode/electron extraction assemblies (AZO / Ag, AZO / 20 nm SnOx

/ Ag, AZO / 100 nm SnOx / Ag) vs. time of storage in ambient air (at 23°C and 50 %rH). a,
power conversion efficiency b, fill factor c, open circuit voltage and d, short circuit current. The
characteristics have been determined from the J-V measurements in reverse direction. Adapted from
[192].

There is a slight increase of the VOC in the AZO / SnOx samples that happens on a
time scale of several tens of hours. This increase is only observed in the AZO / SnOx

samples, as the AZO cells already undergo strong degradation on the same time scale.
A similar increase of VOC on such a long time scale has been seen by other authors
and it has been explained by an aging effect that reduces the density of trap states
in the perovskite. [216] After 700 h of air storage for devices based on 20 nm SnOx

finally degradation of the solar cell, mainly by reduction of FF is detectable. This can
be explained by the limited thickness of the ALD SnOx layer resulting in an eventual
intrusion of moisture and a concomitant degradation that can be evaded by simply
increasing the SnOx layer thickness. Devices comprising nominally 100 nm ALD grown
SnOx (as also presented in Figure 4.2) do not show any sign of degradation after more
than 800 hours in air. The influences on barrier properties of AZO / SnOx layers is
sperately discussed in chapter 5.1.
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In order to analyse the reasons underlying the strikingly different degradation phenomena
shown in Figure 4.2, we have performed XRD and XPS studies on the respective devices.
Note, in case of the XPS measurements, a thinner top Ag-electrode was chosen (10 nm)
compared to that in the actual solar cells (100 nm), due to the small probing depth
of the technique. Looking first at the AZO based device, the XRD spectrum shows
the (110) and (220) reflections of tetragonal MAPbI3 at angles of 14.11° and 28.14,
respectively. As this XRD measurement has been made on a full device stack, further
signals related to the Ag and ITO electrodes are visible. A detailed assignment of these
peaks is accessible in the supporting information of [192]. Only a very weak signal due
to PbI2 was found, which did not significantly increase even after seven days in air
(Figure 4.3 a, inset). Thus, no severe decomposition of the perovskite to PbI2 upon
storage in air can be inferred from the XRD data. On the other hand, when XPS was
used to look for degradation products on the surface, a notable amount of iodine was
evidenced on the AZO sample (Figure 4.3 b) after exposure to air for two days, while on
identical samples kept in nitrogen no such iodine signal is found. Please note, the peak
around 622 eV in the XPS spectrum of the aged AZO cell does not represent another
bonding state of the iodine, it is rather a so-called shake-up peak. Such shake-up peaks
are commonly observed in strong XPS signals. The survey XPS spectra can be found in
the supporting information of [192]. Plan-view SEM images of the AZO samples aged
in air show the formation of spot-like degradation motifs (Figure 4.3 c). These spots
point to the local ingress of moisture and out-diffusion of decomposition products of the
perovskite, supported by the appearance of the iodine signal in XPS. In the degraded
spots, needle-like features occur. Similar features have been reported for Ag electrodes
corroded by the decomposition products of MAPbI3. [217] Our findings are also in line
with the results of Kato et al., who unveiled a moisture promoted corrosion mechanism
of Ag which resulted in the formation of products like AgI. [65] The role of water in the
electrode corrosion is further clarified below in cells aged under inert conditions.

To explain the spot-like degradation, we can assume that structural defects in the
AZO NP layer, such as pinholes, would give rise to locally enhanced water permeation.
Opposed to that, the sample with the hybrid EEL of AZO / SnOx does not show any
sign of degradation in SEM (Figure 4.3 c) under identical conditions. In XPS only a
negligible amount of iodine at the surface of the AZO / SnOx samples can be detected.
Figure 4.3 d illustrates the specific differences between AZO and AZO / SnOx as EEL
in devices exposed to air. As indicated before, the AZO layer prepared from the NP
dispersion does not provide a significant diffusion barrier against the local ingress of
moisture from the ambient air. As a result, decomposition of the MAPbI3 perovskite
occurs and yields iodine-based products that migrate to the surface.
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Figure 4.3: Unravelling the aging mechanism in air. a, XRD spectrum of a perovskite cell based
on AZO as EEL after storage in air for seven days (inset: magnified view of the (100) PbI2 reflection
for a fresh sample and one that has been stored in air for seven days; spectra were vertically offset
for clarity). b, Photoemission spectra of the iodine I3d5/2 peak for fresh and aged cells based on
AZO, SnOx and hybrid AZO / SnOx EELs, respectively. Aged samples comprising only 10 nm Ag
after storage in air for two days. c, Corresponding plan view SEM images of the Ag layer in case of
the AZO and the AZO / SnOx sample. d, Schemes of aging for the AZO and the AZO / SnOx

samples. Adapted from [192].
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In the case of AZO / SnOx, substantially better moisture barrier properties prevent the
penetration of water. The claim of superior moisture barrier properties of the hybrid
AZO / SnOx EEL compared to that of AZO NP (and singular ALD grown SnOx)
layers is discussed in detail in chapter 5.1. It has to be noted that the detrimental
effects of ambient air could in principle be avoided by using a proper encapsulation of
the entire solar cell. However, the out-diffusion of decomposition products from the
perovskite and the degradation of the metal electrode may impose a more fundamental
issue, that would not be prevented by an external encapsulation. This is even the more
important, as earlier reports evidenced the thermally activated decomposition of the
MAPbI3 perovskite even under inert atmosphere. [67, 68]

For comparison, we have also studied layer stacks where only SnOx, i.e. without AZO
between the PC61BM and the SnOx, has been used as EEL. Our group showed previously
that SnOx with a work-function of 4.1 eV forms an excellent EEL layer in inverted
organic solar cells. [210] Here, the resulting perovskite solar cells based on SnOx were
more stable than the devices based on AZO. However, they showed a statistical failure
on a time scale of 200 hours (Figure 4.4; also see Appendix Figure 11.2). This finding
could be explained by a non-ideal ALD growth of the SnOx directly on top of the
organic PC61BM layer. ALD as a chemical deposition technique relies on self-limiting
chemical reactions on the sample surface. [218] For the ALD deposition of oxide layers,
–OH surface-groups form the nucleation sites for layer growth. In this sense, on organic
surfaces like PC61BM the nucleation of an ALD layer may deviate significantly from
the growth on a surface rich of –OH groups. [219]

Figure 4.4: Solar cells with SnOx deposited directly on PCBM. a, J-V characteristics of
respective solar cells at diffrent aging states, if stored in ambient air (23 °C and 50% rH) and b,
evolution of the normalized power conversion efficiency, referenced to the initial value. Adapted from
[192].
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Therefore, we can assume that the SnOx layer grown on PC61BM is not free of some
pin-hole defects, which compromise its functionality as diffusion barrier. Consequently,
substantially more iodine is detected on the surface after exposure to air, if compared
to the AZO / SnOx device (Figure 4.3 a). Respective solar cell efficiency, as well as
stability, of the resulting SnOx devices was inferior to that of the AZO / SnOx cells, as
shown in Figure 4.4 b. Devices with SnOx deposited directly on top of PCBM (omitting
the AZO-NP layer) initially show strongly s-shaped J-V characteristics, that require
several days of storage in ambient air to disappear and to reach the performance of
devices with AZO-NP as extraction layer. This might be attributed to the need for
water molecules that can form an accumulation layer at SnOx interfaces and therefore
significantly lower its work function (as is necessary for electron extraction from the
PCBM). [220–222] Since water is simultaneously responsible for the degradation of
perovskite solar cells in ambient air, the requirement of water intrusion to achieve
well-behaved J-V characteristics, is highly undesirable. The dilemma is readily displayed
in Figure 4.4 b, where the efficiency strongly decays after hitting a rather narrow plateau
of approx. 50 hours. On top of this we observed that for devices without AZO-NP
degradation sets in far earlier than for devices employing AZO-NP. Both observations
nicely display the two-fold purpose of the AZO-NP layer:
1. It’s low work function (≈ 3.9 eV) is beneficial to form a favourable interface to the
electron transport layer PC61BM (LUMOP CBM ≈ 3.9 eV) and
2. It provides a nano-porous scaffold for the subsequent ALD process warranting
improved barrier properties, as further discussed in chapter 5.

4.2 Suppressed Thermal Decomposition by ALD Barriers

To study the long term stability of our solar cells under inert conditions, we have
stored a set of devices in a glove box under nitrogen atmosphere. All the devices were
placed on a hot-plate at 60 °C and their characteristics were measured repeatedly. Most
remarkably, the characteristics of devices based on AZO EELs, degraded on a time scale
of 100 h (Figure 4.5). While the JSC and VOC of these devices remain fairly stable, the
decay of the FF results in the severe drop of PCE to about 20 % of its initial value after
360 h. The degradation motif in the AZO based cells is essentially different from that
found in ambient air, where all cell characteristics decayed within a day (Figure 4.2).
Again in striking contrast, the characteristics of devices based on the hybrid AZO /
SnOx EEL remain almost unchanged even after more than 1000 h. Note, the hysteresis
did not increase in the course of aging.
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Figure 4.5: Stability upon storage at 60°C in nitrogen atmosphere. Normalized characteristics
of inverted perovskite cells with varied cathode electron extraction assemblies (AZO / SnOx / Ag,
AZO / Ag) vs. time. a, Power conversion efficiency b, fill factor c, open circuit voltage and d, short
circuit current density. The characteristics have been determined from J-V measurements in reverse
direction. Error bars were derived from a total of 14 stressed solar cells. Adapted from [192].

To unravel the mechanisms behind these results, we have again performed XRD and
XPS studies of the respective device structures. After heating the device stacks for
six days under inert atmosphere, the XRD spectrum of the AZO samples reveals a
significant signal due to PbI2, which is absent in pristine stacks (Figure 4.6 a). The
formation of PbI2 indicates the thermally activated decomposition of the perovskite
upon heating, in agreement with earlier reports. [67, 68] Opposed to that, the devices
based on the hybrid AZO / SnOx EEL do not show any signature of a PbI2 phase
after identical aging conditions (Figure 4.5 b). The formation of PbI2 in the AZO
samples is in contrast to the degradation in air, where no PbI2 phase was found in
XRD (Figure 4.3 a). At the same time, a magnified view of the I3d5/2 XPS signal
(Figure 4.6 c) does not reveal any significant increase of the amount of iodine at the
surface of any of the samples aged in nitrogen. Please note, the noise in the XPS spectra
indicates that the concentration of I3d5/2 at the surface of all the samples is close to the
detection limit and variations between the samples are within the measurement error.
A plan-view SEM image of the aged AZO samples does not reveal any degradation of
the Ag electrode, in contrast to degradation in air (Figure 4.3 c). Thus, we conclude
that in the case of AZO, volatile decomposition products of the MAPbI3 perovskite
evaporate from the cell stack without degradation of the Ag electrode.
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In air, other than in nitrogen, the presence of water would promote the corrosion of
Ag due to MAI and other halide compounds. [65] However, here the loss of MAI etc.
apparently drives the further decomposition of the perovskite. Taken together, the
device characteristics (Figure 4.5) and the XRD and XPS spectroscopy point to a scheme
of degradation as shown in Figure 4.6 e, f: Under inert atmosphere, the thermally
activated degradation of the perovskite leads to decomposition products that can easily
diffuse through the PCBM / AZO / Ag layers on top of the perovskite. The less volatile
PbI2 phase remains in the active layer leading to a substantial decay of the FF of
the corresponding devices (Figure 4.6 c). Moreover, it has been shown earlier that a
change in film stoichiometry (Pb-poor to Pb-rich) may substantially alter the electronic

Figure 4.6: Why impermeable AZO / SnOx EELs afford stable devices. a, b, XRD spectra of
a perovskite cell based on AZO and AZO / SnOx as EEL before and after heating in nitrogen for six
days. c, Photoemission spectra of the iodine I3d5/2 peak for cells based on AZO and hybrid AZO
/ SnOx EELs, respectively. As a reference, an AZO sample stored in N2 ambient has been used.
The other measurements are for samples aged at 60°C in nitrogen for six days. The open symbols
represent the raw measurement data while the solid lines are a result of a peak fit. The colours are
defined in the figure legend. Note, the top Ag electrode was chosen to be 10 nm. d, Corresponding
plan view SEM image of the 10 nm Ag layer in case of the aged AZO sample. e, Schemes of aging
and decomposition of the perovskite in case of the AZO and f, the AZO / SnOx samples. The
yellow spot in the scheme of the AZO sample symbolizes the formation of PbI2. Adapted from [192].
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properties of the perovskite and especially the position of the conduction and valence
band with respect to the vacuum level. [223] Towards increasingly Pb-rich conditions,
the ionization energy of the perovskite has been shown to increase significantly to values
in excess of 6 eV, which would render the extraction of holes more and more challenging.
Alternatively an accumulation of PbI2, which is an insulator, at the interfaces between
perovskite and adjacent layers might induce an extraction barrier concomitantly lowering
the fill factor of the device. Opposed to the case of the AZO cells, the AZO / SnOx

based cells do not show any formation of PbI2 under otherwise identical conditions. We
therefore conclude, that the decomposition products are contained inside the cell stack
due to the dense SnOx layer that forms a permeation barrier. Thus, the decomposition
of the perovskite obviously is slowed down significantly and the cells do not show any
degradation even after heating for more than 1000 h (Figure 4.5). It has to be noted,
that it is favourable to position the permeation barrier between the perovskite and
the Ag electrode, as thereby the known long term corrosive effect of residual halide
components on the Ag electrode [65] and on the interface EEL / Ag can be efficiently
suppressed (also compare chapter 6.1).

4.3 Combined Thermal and Illumination Stress

Aside from so-called mono-stress conditions, like elevated temperature, multi-stressing
can be considered. To this end, we conducted a set of long-term light soaking tests at
60 °C under nitrogen, in which the devices were simultaneously illuminated with a white
LED to achieve the same JSC as upon AM1.5G solar irradiation. The results of this
multi-stress experiment are shown in Figure 4.7 a-d (white LED spectrum is shown in
Figure 4.7 e). It is clearly visible that again the AZO / SnOx cells are substantially more
stable than the AZO cells under combined heat and illumination stress. This difference
is in part due to the suppressed decomposition of the perovskite due to heat in case of
the AZO / SnOx (in agreement with the discussion of Figure 4.5, 4.6). However, there is
a clear degradation even of the AZO / SnOx samples where the PCE decays to roughly
60 % of its initial value after 300 hours. This is in contrast to the case where only thermal
stress has been used. Earlier work has unravelled the photo-induced degradation of solar
cells based on MAPbI3. While Misra et al. identified a photo-activated decomposition
mechanism, [224] Nie et al. reported that continuous illumination of MAPbI3 caused the
formation of trap states which spoiled the solar cells performance, especially JSC . [225]
While our sealing approach based on the impermeable AZO / SnOx electron extraction
layer has been shown to efficiently suppress the decomposition of the perovskite, it
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cannot suppress the formation of trap states in the perovskite. In the report of Nie et al.,
the cell characteristics recover after stressing, if the cells are kept in darkness. As the
degradation motif we observed under illumination likewise proved to be reversible(Figure
4.7 f), we conclude that it most likely originates from illumination induced trap state
formation like Nie et al. described. [225] On the other hand we expect photo-activated
decomposition to be suppressed along with the thermal effect discussed above, especially
since degradation of AZO based devices proofed to be non reversible.

Figure 4.7: Additional illumination stress. Characteristics of inverted perovskite solar cells with
varied cathode electron extraction assemblies (AZO / SnOx / Ag, AZO / Ag) vs. time of storage
at 60 °C in nitrogen atmosphere and simultaneous illumination with a white LED to achieve the
same current as under the solar simulator. a, Power conversion efficiency b, fill factor c, open circuit
voltage and d, short circuit current density. The characteristics have been determined from J-V
measurements in reverse direction. e, Spectrum of the white LED used for the light-soaking stress
test under concomitant heating. f, J-V characteristics of an AZO / SnOx / Ag cell, non-stressed
(fresh), stressed for 300 hours (light / heat), and subsequently recovered in in darkness at room
temperature for nine days (in the glove box). Adapted from [192].
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5 Hybrid Metal Oxide Barrier Layers

For the part of this chapter covering spatial atomic layer deposition (S-ALD), I
collaborated with Dr. Lukas Hoffmann, an expert on the technique of (S-ALD). While
Lukas Hoffmann provided the technology of S-ALD and characterisation of singular
tin oxide layers, my main focus was perovskite stability as well as the formation of the
hybrid AZO-NP / SnOx layer. Drawing from our joint efforts, parts of this chapter
have been published in:

Hoffmann, L; Brinkmann, K.O. (contributed equally) et al. "Spatial Atmospheric
Pressure Atomic Layer Deposition of Tin Oxide as an Impermeable Electron Extraction
Layer for Perovskite Solar Cells with Enhanced Thermal Stability" ACS Appl. Mater.
Interfaces 2018, 10, 6, 6006–6013. [226]

and with regard to batch ALD:

Brinkmann, K.O., et al. "Suppressed decomposition of organometal halide perovskites
by impermeable electron-extraction layers in inverted solar cells." Nat. Commun. 8,
13938 (2017). [192]

5.1 Hybrid Metal Oxide Layers Grown by Batch or Spatial ALD

In the previous chapter we could show that SnOx layers can be introduced into the stack
of a PSC, where they efficiently prevented the ingress of moisture, while at the same
time, they suppressed the decomposition of the perovskite active layer and concomitantly
protected sensitive metal electrodes against the corrosive halide constituents of the
perovskite. A severe drawback of our SnOx layers is their preparation by classical
batch based ALD (B-ALD) under vacuum conditions. The limitations of classical
ALD contradict the paradigm of low-cost, high-throughput preparation at atmospheric
pressure, which is a particular selling point frequently associated with PSCs. There
are efforts to overcome the limits of classical B-ALD by the introduction of spatial
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ALD (S-ALD), which can operate in a continuous fashion at atmospheric pressure. [227]
Our group had demonstrated earlier that high-performance gas diffusion barriers based
on Al2O3 and SnOx can be prepared by S-ALD at atmospheric pressure. [228, 229]
In this chapter we introduce for the first time SnOx grown by S-ALD at atmospheric
pressure, as impermeable electron extraction layers in perovskite solar cells. Thereby,
these key stabilizing constituents become compatible with the demands of roll-to-roll
manufacturing. This is especially of interest, since the route of ALD deposition is
expected to impact on the formation of the hybrid AZO-NP / ALD-SnOx. Therefore,
in this chapter we cover the formation of the hybrid barrier layers both grown from
batch and spatial ALD.

Figure 5.1: Spatial versus batch ALD. a, solar cell stack (p-i-n) used in this chapter. b, Schematic
of the employed batch ALD and c, the spatial ALD assembly. d, PCE vs. time of storage in ambient
air (25 °C, 60 % rH) and e, at elevated temperature (60 °C, inert atmosphere). Adapted with
permission from [226]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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Before deeper growth studies were undertaken, we compared our B-ALD grown layers to
those grown by S-ALD (substrate velocity of 20 mm s−1 and a substrate temperature of
80 °C). The refractive indices of the S-ALD (1.88 @ 633 nm) and B-ALD (1.89 @ 633 nm)
layers are quite similar. Moreover, within the accuracy of the experiment the S-ALD
process yields SnOx layers that show the same permeation barrier properties (water
vapor transmission rate of 100 nm SnOx: WVTR = 2 × 10−4 gm−2 d−1) and electrical
conductivity (σ = 10−4 S cm−1) as their analogues grown by vacuum based B-ALD.
Following up on this observation we prepared perovskite solar cells comparing both
types of SnOx deposition. The characteristics of representative PSCs incorporating an
impermeable SnOx electron extraction layer prepared by S-ALD and B-ALD are shown
in Table 5.1 (for statistical data please see Appendix Figure 11.3). Note, all current
density data was calibrated with dedicated EQE measurements. The corresponding
EQE spectra are shown in the Appendix Figure 11.4. Both sets of samples show a
remarkable similarity in their cell characteristics.

In order to compare the stability of the PSCs, mono-stress tests under ambient conditions
(25 °C / 60 % rH) (Figure 5.1 d) and at elevated temperature (60 °C, inert atmosphere)
(Figure 5.1 e) were conducted. Strikingly, under both conditions, excellent long-term
stability of PSCs based on SnOx grown by S-ALD is found. Note, for PSCs without
the SnOx layer, as known from the previous chapter 4, the devices degrade within tens
of hours under ambient conditions (25 °C / 60 % rH) and within 200 h at elevated
temperature (60 °C, inert atmosphere). Please see Appendix Figure 11.5 for a full set
of cell characteristics during temperature mono stress testing. Taken together, SnOx

prepared by S-ALD, affords PSCs with outstanding thermal stability even on a time
scale of > 3000 h without noticeable decay in cell characteristics.

Table 5.1: Comparison of perovskite solar cells (one-step deposition) comprising spatial (S-ALD)
and batch ALD (B-ALD) deposited SnOx layers.

deposition
technique reverse forward

PCE / FF / VOC / JSC / PCE / FF / VOC / JSC /
% % V mA/cm−2 % % V mA/cm−2

S-ALD 12.7 78 0.88 18.6 11.2 72 0.86 18.2
B-ALD 12.6 77 0.89 18.8 11.2 70 0.87 18.5
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As already mentioned in chapter 5, the AZO layer is deposited from a nanoparticle
dispersion. As such, the AZO layer contains pores that can be partially coated with
SnOx due to the conformal nature of the ALD process. As a consequence we expected
that the result of the ALD coating is not a separated bi-layer of AZO / SnOx, but
rather an intermixed hybrid layer. To verify this hypothesis we conducted Rutherford
backscattering (RBS) studies on the layer stacks shown in Figure 5.2 a and b, comparing
ALD SnOx layers grown on top of ALD grown AZO or AZO-NP layers. The RBS signal
is attenuated by the material as the ion beam passes through it (the measurement is
conducted from the SnOx side) and therefore the energy axis can provide a qualitative
depth profile through the probed layer stack (lower energy = positioned deeper inside
the sample).

Figure 5.2: RBS study of the AZO / SnOx EEL. a, Layer sequence of samples used to study
the ALD growth of the SnOx on top of an AZO layer grown by ALD, which is expected to have no
pores and b, on top of an AZO layer processed from a nanoparticle dispersion. c, The resulting RBS
spectra attributed to Sn, which allow to determine the area density of Sn atoms (written above the
layer stacks). Growth inside the NP-layer is visible as shoulder of the Sn-signal towards lower energy
(= beneath the pure Sn layer). Adapted from [192].
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Zooming in on the characteristic energy of the tin atom (the full RBS spectrum
is available in the supporting information of [226]), we could clearly evidence the
intermixing of ALD-SnOx and the AZO-NP layer: While for an ALD-AZO / ALD-SnOx

stack the obtained signal is symmetric, which indicates a homogeneous, clearly separated
SnOx layer, for AZO-NP / ALD-SnOx we observed a shoulder manifesting towards
lower energies. We therefore conclude that a substantial amount of SnOx grows within
the pores of the AZO-NP layer, which is also supported by the number of Sn-atoms
per cm2, which shows that a factor of approximately 1.6 more tin-atoms are present
in the AZO-NP / ALD-SnOx compared to the ALD-AZO / ALD-SnOx layer stack
(Figure 5.2 a, b), even though a similar amount of ALD cycles (i.e. 166 cycles) was
used. This effect eventually results in a thicker effective barrier comprising 1. 20 nm of
SnOx and 2. an underlayer of synergistically intermixed AZO / SnOx contributing to
the eventual barrier properties.

To shine some more light on the ALD growth on top of nano-porous AZO-NP layers, we
then investigated the net layer thickness of the hybrid layer and compared it to layers
grown on silicon oxide. As visible in Figure 5.3 we observed a linear growth of SnOx in
both cases. This observation proofed valid for a reactor temperature of only 80 °C, like
used for perovskite solar cells, as well as for a temperature of 150 °C. A growth rate of
0.11 nm / cycle at a reactor temperature of 80 °C and 0.07 nm / cycle at 150 °C was
determined (Figure 5.3 a, c). Most notably the growth rates were the same on top of
the native oxide of a silicon wafer and our AZO-NP layers.

Figure 5.3: ALD growth on top of AZO-NP layers. a, Total thickness of the hybrid layer shown
over the number of ALD cycles on 80 °C reactor temperature on top of a silicon substrate with and
without 60 nm of AZO-NP scaffold layer. Respective SnOx growth rates on top attributed to Si and
AZO-NP underlayers are displayed. b, Respective layer stacks and c, thickness over ALD cycles with
a reactor temperature of 150 °C also showing respective growth rates.
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This observation combined with the striking resemblance of the RBS signal towards
higher energies (see Figure 5.2 c), lead us to the conclusion that aside from the
intermixing, a dense, high quality ALD SnOx layer is grown in both cases. Since
optical parameters of the single constituents of the intermixed AZO / SnOx proofed
utterly impossible to disentangle, follow-up experiments are either conducted on bare
SnOx layers, or the AZO / SnOx layer is considered as one hybrid layer of a certain
combined thickness. Next, we studied the advantages of the hybrid barrier. Therefore,
we slightly modified the setup for the optical calcium tests, to enable implementation of
spin-coated layers from isopropanol, that would otherwise degrade unprotected calcium
pads. Specifically, we grew a 10 nm Al2O3 protection layer on top of the calcium sensors.
As shown in Figure 5.4 a and b the test setup for optical calcium tests is then finished
either with a hybrid AZO / SnOx or with a solitary ALD grown SnOx layer.

Figure 5.4: Superior barrier properties of AZO-NP / ALD-SnOx hybrid layers. a, Layers
sequence utilized for calcium test to compare water vapour transmission rate of bare ALD SnOx

layers with b, hybrid layers comprising a spin coated AZO-NP layer. c, d Derived water vapour
transmission rates at 40 % relative humidity drawn over the nominal thickness of ALD SnOx. This
is displayed for ALD reactor temperatures of c, 80 °C and d, 150 °C. WVTR derived for only 10 nm
of ALD grown Al2O3 (80 °C reactor temperature) is also displayed indicating the upper confidence
range of the measurement approach. The dashed lines are a guide to the eye.
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Water vapour transmission rates (WVTR) in dependency of the nominally deposited
thickness of ALD SnOx are displayed in Figure 5.4 c for ALD reactor temperatures of 80
°C and Figure 5.4 d for 150 °C. Please note the different scales of the y-axis. Importantly,
already 10 nm of Al2O3 provided a WVTR of 2 x 10−1 g m−2 d−1. Accordingly, this is the
upper limit for our measurement (marked by orange in Figure 5.4 c and d), which results
in some uncertainties when probing very thin (nominally 5 nm) SnOx layers. Anyhow,
looking at SnOx layers with nominal thicknesses exceeding 10 nm the advantages of the
hybrid AZO-NP / ALD-SnOx over the solitary ALD layers is clearly evident. Both for
reactor temperatures of 80 °C and 150 °C for layer thicknesses between 10 nm and 50 nm
the hybrid barrier shows approximately an order of magnitude lower WVTR. Towards
nominally thicker SnOx layers the WVTR of hybrid and single SnOx layers become
similar. A levelling of the WVTR after a certain critical thickness is a frequently reported
phenomenon for thin film barrier layers and has been attributed to defect-dominated
gas diffusion, which is less affected by additionally deposited material. [230–234] We
therefore conclude that by the usage of the hybrid barrier concept the critical number
of ALD cycles needed to reach this WVTR threshold is roughly cut in half, which
underlines the superiority of the hybrid barrier over solitary ALD layers. Since the above
discussed dependencies were exclusively evaluated for low pressure batch ALD processes
(see Figure 5.1 b), the impact of deposition parameters for spatial atomic layer deposition
(S-ALD) was investigated additionally and related with solar cell results. While we
already showed that with optimized process parameters similar results as with batch
ALD are achievable (Figure 5.1 d & e), especially the possible web speed (substrate
velocity v) is of interest. Consequently we evaluated the role of substrate speed in the
S-ALD process on the functionality and stability of the resulting PSCs. First, the GPC
vs. substrate speed is studied at otherwise fixed process parameters, e.g. gas flows
(Figure 5.5 a). Obviously, the GPC is constant for a substrate speed below 60 mm s−1.
Further increasing the speed results in a reduction of the GPC, as the precursor dose is
no longer sufficient to fully saturate the reactive surface sites. The decay of GPC with
increasing the substrate speed was approximated with GPC = GPCsat × (1−exp(a t q)),
similar to an equation proposed by Poodt et al. [235] Here, GPCsat represents the GPC
at low substrate speeds, t is the precursor exposure time and a and q are fit parameters.
For a more detailed discussion on the topic, see references [229, 235]. In addition to the
drop in GPC, the refractive index at 633 nm decreases with increasing the substrate
speed, i.e. from 1.88 at 20 mm s−1 to 1.80 at 160 mm s−1, indicating a lower film density.
In principle, the regime of constant GPC can be extended to even higher substrate
speeds by further increasing the amount of precursor delivered to the precursor exposure
zone (e.g. by increasing the flow of carrier gas through the bubbler).
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Figure 5.5: Influence of substrate velocity on the hybrid layer. a, GPC and refractive index at
633 nm vs. substrate velocity at 80 °C deposition temperature b, RBS signal related to tin of the
hybrid AZO / SnOx layer for SnOx deposited at varied substrate speed. Note, the Sn-spectra were
normalized. c, Schematic of the growth of SnOx (yellow) inside the AZO-NP layer d, Normalized
PCE vs. time of storage in ambient air (25 °C, 60 % rH) for solar cells with SnOx layer grown at
20 mm s−1 and 80 mm s−1, respectively. Adapted with permission from [226]. Copyright 2018
American Chemical Society.

At the same time, higher amounts of precursor would require higher purge gas flows
or a spatial extension of the respective purge gas zones. Unfortunately, both these
possibilities cannot be tested due to limitations of our home-built S-ALD system. Aside
from the changes of layer properties, increasing the substrate velocity reduces the
exposure time of the porous layer to the respective precursor species in the S-ALD
process. Thereby the time for diffusion of precursors into the pores of the AZO layer
is shortened. As suggested above (Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.2), the functionality of the
hybrid AZO / SnOx layer as a permeation barrier relies critically on the penetration of
ALD precursors into the pores of the AZO layer and the concomitant growth of SnOx

inside these pores. To further study the consequences of increased substrate speed, we
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analysed the resulting AZO / SnOx hybrid layers by Rutherford Backscattering (RBS).
The degree of penetration of tin atoms into the pores of the AZO layer becomes obvious
form the Sn related RBS spectra (Figure 5.5 b). For relatively small substrate speeds of
20 mm s−1 and 40 mm s−1 the Sn-peak in the RBS spectrum shows a notable shoulder,
indicating the penetration of tin atoms into the AZO layer underneath (see above).
On the contrary, for SnOx grown at elevated substrate speed of 80 mm s−1, a rather
symmetric Sn-peak is found, indicating a substantially reduced penetration of tin into
the pores of the AZO-NP layer. Note, for SnOx grown on a flat, non-porous substrates
the tin RBS spectrum is fully symmetric (compare 5.2), regardless of substrate speed.
A schematic of the penetration of SnOx in the AZO-NP layer is shown in Figure 5.5 c.

The WVTR of SnOx single layers (100 nm) grown at 80 mm s−1 show inferior permeation
barrier properties (WVTR 4 × 10−3 g m−2 d−1 @ 60 % rH) compared to their analogue
grown at lower speed (WVTR 2 × 10−4 g m−2 d−1 @ 60 % rH). This indicates an
overall deterioration of layer density at elevated substrate speed, in agreement with the
observed drop of the refractive index, as discussed above. As a result, the lifetime of
PSCs based on the respective AZO / SnOx is critically affected by the choice of substrate
speed, when the devices are exposed to ambient air (25 °C / 60 % rH) (Figure 5.5 d).
The PCE of the PSCs based on the SnOx grown at a substrate speed of 80 mm s−1,
which does not afford filling of the AZO pores, decreases dramatically within the first
300 hours in air, while those cells, in which the SnOx has been grown at 20 mm s−1

show only minimum degradation even after more than 1000 hours.

While we have found that increasing the substrate speed compromises the barrier
properties of the AZO / SnOx hybrid layer, deposition temperature is a likewise critical
parameter. For other material systems, an elevated growth temperature has been shown
to have a beneficial impact on the layer density, electrical conductivity and reduced
concentration of precursor residues of the resulting ALD layers. [209, 229, 236] Hence
increasing the temperature might be a viable option to enable S-ALD growth of high
quality intermixed AZO-NP / SnOx layers for perovskite solar cells.
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Figure 5.6: Spatial ALD: Influence of substrate temperature on the hybrid layer. a, Water
vapor transmission rate of SnOx thin films (layer thickness: 100 nm)) and tin atom density (by
Rutherford Backscattering) for neat S-ALD SnOx layers of each 20 nm thickness b, RBS spectra
of Sn measured on AZO (60 nm) / SnOx hybrid layers with increasing deposition temperature. c,
Corresponding partial growth of SnOx inside the pores of the AZO-NP layer (schematically). d,
PCE of the corresponding perovskite solar cells based on SnOx grown at various temperatures. The
substrate speed was 20 mm s−1 in this set of experiments. Adapted with permission from [226].
Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

To analyze the influence of deposition temperature in case of our SnOx layers grown
by S-ALD, we performed a series of RBS studies. We were able to show that the areal
density of tin atoms (for a 20 nm thick layer) increases slightly from 3.5×1016 atoms cm−2

to 3.8×1016 atoms cm−2 with increasing the deposition temperature. Concomitantly,
the WVTR of 100 nm thick solitary SnOx layers at 60 % rH. decreases by about an order
of magnitude from ≈ 10−4 g m−2 d−1 to about 10−5 g m−2 d−1 (Figure 5.6 a). These
observations are in line with results shown for low pressure ALD in 5.4 and have been,
together with other layer properties, reported for solitary SnOx layers in [228]. Moreover,
for the hybrid AZO-NP / ALD-SnOx layers the characteristic shoulder in the RBS spectra
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towards lower channel numbers indicating the partial growth of SnOx in the pores of the
AZO layer shows a notable dependence on the deposition temperature (Figure 5.6 b).
As expected, higher deposition temperatures infer an increased penetration of the SnOx

into the porous AZO (Figure 5.6 c). This is very likely due to thermally activated
precursor diffusion. [218] Owing to an improved mass density, lowered WVTR and better
pore filling of the SnOx, increasing the deposition temperature appears to be attractive
for the application in PSCs. Unfortunately, temperatures in excess of 100 °C result in
PSCs with substantially deteriorated characteristics (Figure 5.6 d and for a full set of
device characteristics see Appendix Figure 11.6). Here, it is important to note that
the post-deposition annealing of the perovskite layers was done at 100 °C. It has been
shown, that MAPbI3 degrades very rapidly at temperatures higher than 100 °C. [202,
237] For both S-ALD and B-ALD some exposure-time to the growth temperature prior
to the actual deposition is inevitable. Thus, the observed deterioration of our PSC at an
ALD deposition temperature > 100 °C is very likely related to the thermal instability of
the perovskite. To further exploit the superior properties of SnOx grown at T > 100 °C,
the use of more temperature stable perovskite materials will certainly be very rewarding,
but is beyond the scope at this point.
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6 Semi-Transparent Cells with Hybrid
Metal Oxide Layers

For this chapter I teamed up with both Dr. Jie Zhao and Dr. Tobias Gahlmann,
who provided thorough expertise in the fabrication of semi-transparent solar cells and
electrodes, while my focus was mainly on the perovskite stability and interface part of
the work.

Parts of this chapter have been published in:

Zhao, J.; Brinkmann K.O. et al. "Self-Encapsulating Thermostable and Air-Resilent
Semitransparent Perovskite Solar Cells" Adv. Energy Mater. 7, 1602599 (2017). [238]

and

Gahlmann, T; Brinkmann, K.O. et al. "Impermeable charge transport layers enable
aqueous processing on top of perovskite solar cells." Adv. Energy Mater. 10, 1903897
(2020). [239]

6.1 Sandwiched Ultra-Thin Silver Layers

For a number of applications, PSCs require semi transparent top electrodes, e.g. for
building integration (windows), multi-junction architectures, or cases where an opaque
substrate is considered (i.e. top-illuminated devices). The most widely established
semi-transparent electrodes based on indium-tin-oxide (ITO) are typically prepared by
sputtering followed by a high-temperature annealing step (around 450 °C) to achieve a
combination of a low sheet resistance (Rsh) and a high optical transmittance. [240–242]
As semi-transparent top-electrode for a PSC, annealing at temperatures in this range
would thermally decompose the perovskite. An alternative concept for the realization
of semitransparent electrodes is based on ultra-thin metal films with a thickness of
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less than 10 nm (see e.g. Figure 6.1 a). This is achieved by carefully tailoring optical
admittance of the sandwich metal oxide / metal layer stack to bring it as close as possible
to (nAIR, 0) and significantly reduce transmittance losses (see Figure 6.1 b). [243–245]
Unfortunately, these ultra-thin metal layers are particularly prone to be attacked by
potential perovskite decomposition products like MAI, HI, etc. (chapter 4).

As an alternative, gold may provide enhanced resilience, but on the other hand the
best figures of merit for gold-based semi-transparent electrodes are substantially inferior
compared to those based on silver. [243] Moreover, the cost of gold may be a further
concern. Nevertheless, first semi-transparent perovskite solar cells with a MoO3 / Au
/ MoO3, MoO3 / Au / Ag / MoO3 and MoO3 / Ag / ZnS top-electrode were already
demonstrated before 2016. [246–248] Unfortunately, neither of these reports commented
on the stability of their devices upon exposure to air / elevated temperature. In view of
the susceptibility of ultra-thin metal layers to corrosion by halide compounds, stability
must not be taken for granted and remains a serious concern. In this regard, it is
essential to suppress the decomposition of the perovskite active layer and to protect the
ultra-thin metal film against the chemical attack by the halide compounds eventually
leaking out from the perovskite. Thereby, the applicability of ultra-thin silver layers
along with their superior optical properties as semitransparent electrodes would be
afforded, without compromising the long term stability of the cells.

To achieve this goal we further developed the approach of a hybrid AZO / SnOx

internal barrier, that already proved to significantly suppress device degradation, into
a semi-transparent electrode. For integration into a solar cell stack, as introduced in
previous chapters, the most straight-forward approach is to deposit the ultra-thin metal
layer directly on top of the AZO electron extraction layer. However, it turned out that
the nucleation and growth of the ultra-thin Ag layer on top of AZO is substantially
different from the growth on SnOx. For a deeper study, we discussed the conductivity
and transmittance of ultra-thin silver layers deposited by either RF magnetron sputtering
or thermal evaporation on top of AZO or AZO / SnOx (Figure 6.2). Indeed, the SnOx

layer on top of the AZO layer is essential to facilitate the wetting of the Ag layer and
thereby to achieve a percolated Ag layer at an overall smaller amount of deposited
silver. For example, a 7 nm thin layer of Ag sputter deposited on top of AZO / SnOx

provides a sheet resistance of 10 Ω sq−1., while the same Ag layer sputtered directly
on top of AZO only affords 180 Ω sq−1. The reason for this striking difference is the
preferred island-like growth of Ag on top of AZO compared to SnOx as evidenced by
SEM studies (Figure 6.2 c). A further conclusion of these orienting experiments is
the clear advantage of sputter deposition vs. thermal evaporation of the Ag layer to
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achieve a percolated thin film. For the same nominal Ag thickness, thermal evaporation
affords a sheet resistance about 60-100 higher than sputtering. Therefore we chose a
top electrode of SnOx (20 nm) / Ag (7 nm) / SnOx (20 nm), where the Ag layer has
been deposited by sputtering (see Figure 6.1 a). Figure 6.1 c shows the transmittance
spectrum and average transmittance (Tav) from 390 to 780 nm of SnOx, Ag, SnOx

/ Ag, and SnOx / Ag / SnOx, respectively. Optical photographs of the as-prepared
stacks on glass substrates can be seen in Figure 6.1 d along with their electrical sheet
resistance (Rsh). Expectedly, when the 7 nm thin silver layer is directly deposited onto
the glass substrate, only relatively poor numbers for Tav = 59 % and Rsh = 22 Ω sq−1

are achieved, which are not further improved by adding a SnOx capping layer (Tav = 60
%, Rsh = 32 Ω sq−1). The situation changes drastically if the Ag layer is deposited on
top of a SnOx layer, in which case notably improved Tav = 77 % and Rsh = 10 Ω sq−1

are achieved.

Figure 6.1: Ultra-thin metal layers as semitransparent electrodes. a, Layer stack indicating
the setup of the semi-transparent SnOx / Ag / SnOx electrode b, Exemplary admittance plots
taken from [243] c, Optical transmittance spectrum of the Ag and SnOx based films in the visible
spectral range from 390 to 780 nm. d, Photographs of the corresponding layers on glass substrates
along with their electrical sheet resistance Rsh. The Ag layers were deposited by RF magnetron
sputtering (thickness: 7 nm). Note, for the 20 nm thin SnOx layer we were not able to determine a
sheet resistance. b, adapted from [243]. c, d, adapted with permission from [238]. Copyright 2017
WILEY-VCH.
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Figure 6.2: Formtion of ultra-thin silver. a, Transmittance spectra of Glass / AZO / SnOx /
Ag structures and b, Glass / AZO / Ag structures as a function of the Ag layer. c, SEM images
of the surface morphology of glass / AZO / SnOx / Ag and glass / AZO / Ag structures where
nominally 7 and 14 nm of Ag were either sputtered or evaporated. Adapted with permission from
[238]. Copyright 2017 WILEY-VCH.

In the case where the Ag layer is sandwiched between two SnOx cladding layers
the transmittance can be further optimized (Tav = 81 %, Rsh = 10 Ω sq−1.). The
corresponding Haacke Figure of merit [249] Φ = (Tav

10/Rsh) = 1.2 x 10−2 Ω −1

is significantly better than that of ITO, that has been deposited by sputtering
without thermal post treatment (Φ = 2.4 x 10−3 Ω −1). [250] Note, the thickness
of the upper SnOx layer has been optimized using a transfer matrix algorithm
(SETFOST M ). [244, 245] For further details, please see supplementary information of
[238].
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We furthermore note, that our transmittance values Tav are determined in reference to
air and not in reference to the glass substrate (which would significantly increase Tav).
As the maximum processing temperature of the SnOx / Ag / SnOx electrode assembly
is only 80 °C, it is a suitable candidate to be applied as a semitransparent top-electrode
in semitransparent PSCs.

Finally we prepare perovskite solar cells employing the semi-transparent SnOx / Ag
/ SnOx top electrode. The respective solar cell stack is shown in Figure 6.3 a. Please
note that these experiments were undertaken before our perovskite was optimized and
therefore one-step deposition was utilized (compare chapter 3). Respective J-V scans are
shown in Figure 6.3 and derived solar cell characteristics are summarised in Table 6.1.
The semitransparent solar cells were illuminated from the top and the bottom (glass)
side, respectively, and are presented in comparison with an opaque device. Illumination
from the glass side shows a higher performance than illumination from the top-side,
mainly because of a higher JSC of 17.6 mA cm−2 vs. 15.1 mA cm−2.

Figure 6.3: Semitransparent solar cells with ultra-thin metal top electrode a, Layer stack
of the semitransparent solar cell b, J-V characteristics of semitransparent solar cells with 7 nm Ag
electrode upon illumination via the top or bottom electrode. The characteristics of an opaque cell
are shown as a reference. c, Transmittance spectrum and photograph of the entire semitransparent
solar cell stack. d, External quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra of the semitransparent cell with SnOx

/ Ag / SnOx electrode compared to an opaque cell. Adapted with permission from [238]. Copyright
2017 WILEY-VCH.
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Table 6.1: Solar cell characteristics of opaque and semi-transparent perovskite solar cells (one-step
deposition) comprising either 7 nm sputtered or 100 nm evaporated (opaque) electrodes. For
semi-transparent devices both illumination directions are displayed. Forward direction measurements
are omited, since no hysteresis invariant of scan speed was observed.

PCE / FF / VOC / JSC

% % V mA cm−2

semi-transp.; glass illum. 11.8 78 0.87 17.6
semi-transp.; Ag illum. 8.6 66 0.83 15.1

opaque 12.6 77 0.89 19.4

We attribute the higher efficiency in the former case to some reflection by the top
electrode and absorption caused by the electron transport layer, which in turn results
in a lower JSC upon top illumination. The transmittance spectrum and a photograph
of the semitransparent solar cell stack are shown in Figure 6.3 c. Our semitransparent
cells show an elevated transmittance in the range of 500 to 750 nm, which causes the
brownish appearance of the device. In the assessment of the transmittance, one has to
note that the polycrystalline perovskite layer leads to some substantial light scattering.
Thus, we had to take both the normal specular transmittance as well as the diffuse
scattered transmittance into account by applying a routine as discussed in our previous
work. [251] The transmittance spectrum, exhibits an average transmittance of 17 %
in the visible region (= 500 - 750 nm) and a relatively high transmittance of about
70 % in the near-infrared region (> 800 nm). The external quantum efficiency (EQE)
spectra of a semitransparent cell compared with that of the opaque reference cell with a
56 nm thick opaque Ag top electrode are shown in Figure 6.3 d. The lowered EQE of
the semitransparent cell in the region of 500 - 750 nm is in good agreement with the
elevated transmittance in this region (Figure 6.3 c).

The most striking property of our SnOx / Ag / SnOx top-electrodes is, that the resulting
semitransparent cells show an outstanding long-term stability as shown in Figure 6.4.
Our devices have been continuously exposed to ambient atmosphere (23 °C and 50 % rH),
room temperature in nitrogen, or 60 °C in nitrogen for a long time measurement. As
the SnOx / Ag / SnOx inherits the barrier properties of the ALD SnOx cladding layers,
it is suitable to protect the perovskite cells against the ingress of moisture. After 4500 h
of continuous exposure to ambient air, the cells still show 81 % of their initial PCE.
VOC even shows a slight increase over time. An increase of VOC on similar time scales
has been reported by other authors and it has been explained by an aging effect that
reduces the density of trap states in the perovskite. [252] The dominating effect for
the reduction of the PCE is a concomitant decay of the FF and JSC to about 86 %
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of their initial values, which may be due to the onset of some degradation of the Ag
electrode after more than 4500 h, in-spite of it being sandwiched between the 20 nm
SnOx permeation barriers. This effect may be mitigated by using thicker SnOx layers or
by an additional external moisture barrier. At an elevated temperature of 60 °C under
N2, the PCE does not change after 4500 h. Thus, we conclude that the SnOx not only
functions as permeation barrier that prevents the ingress of moisture from ambient air,
but it also states a sufficient barrier to protect the ultra-thin Ag layer against attack
due to the corrosive halide moieties that may leak out from the perovskite upon heating.

Figure 6.4: Stability of semi-transparent solar cells employing a 7 nm sputtered Ag electrode
sandwiched between two 20 nm ALD SnOx layers. a, Normalized power conversion efficiency (PCE)
b, fill factor (FF) c, open circuit voltage (VOC) and d, short circuit current density (JSC) over a
time period of 4500 hours either in ambient air, nitrogen or in nitrogen at elevated temperatures (60
°C). Adapted with permission from [238]. Copyright 2017 WILEY-VCH.

To further address this topic, we elucidate the importance of the SnOx as a permeation
barrier underneath the ultra-thin Ag layer. In a dedicated set of experiments we prepared
devices with AZO / Ag and AZO / SnOx / Ag that were then similarly sealed with the
ALD SnOx cap on top. As the nucleation of the Ag layer on top of AZO is inferior to
that on SnOx, we decided to use 14 nm of Ag in this set of samples to be sure to achieve
a low Rsh on the order of 10 Ω sq−1 also in the AZO / Ag case. Further, to avoid the
requirement of an inert gas break we deposited the Ag layer by thermal evaporation in
a high-vacuum chamber directly connected to the glovebox. As visible in Figure 6.5,
the initial device performance of the fresh cells (glass side illumination) is similar to
that of devices based on a sputtered Ag electrode.
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Table 6.2: Initial characteristics of semitransparent PSCs with or without SnOx between the AZO
layer and the ultra-thin Ag layer. The Ag layer in this set of samples was 14 nm and it has been
prepared by thermal evaporation. Note, current density values have been corrected for spectral
mismatch of our AM1.5G light source by using EQE data.

PCE / FF / VOC / JSC

% % V mA cm−2

AZO / Ag 10.0 70 0.84 16.9
AZO / Ag / SnOx 8.4 62 0.84 16.0

AZO / SnOx / Ag / 11.4 72 0.86 18.3
AZO / SnOx / Ag / SnOx 11.2 73 0.86 17.9

Figure 6.5: J-V characteristics of devices based on AZO / Ag and AZO / SnOx / Ag with or
without an additional SnOx cap deposited by ALD on top. The Ag layer thickness was 14 nm in this
set of samples. The cells were illuminated via the substrate side. Note, current density values have
been corrected for spectral mismatch of our AM1.5G light source by using EQE data. Adapted with
permission from [238]. Copyright 2017 WILEY-VCH.

The device characteristics of the freshly prepared cells are summarized in Table 6.2.
The J-V characteristics of PSCs based on AZO / Ag and AZO / SnOx / Ag without
and with an additional SnOx capping layer are shown in Figure 6.5. While the cells
based on AZO / SnOx / Ag are quite comparable to those with SnOx capping layer (i.e.
AZO / SnOx / Ag / SnOx), the cells where the SnOx cap has been deposited on top of
the AZO / Ag show some significant deterioration, mainly in the FF. To understand
this behaviour, we need to keep in mind that the SnOx layers are deposited by ALD at
a temperature of 80 °C. As the devices are not degraded by the deposition of the SnOx

layer on top of the AZO in the AZO / SnOx / Ag samples, we can assume that the
ALD process itself does not damage the perovskite active layer. Moreover, we can rule
out direct damage of the Ag layer by heat or the precursors of the ALD process, as this
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would have been apparent in the devices based on AZO / SnOx / Ag / SnOx, which did
not show any sign of degradation. However, it is known that the elevated temperatures
in the ALD process may infer some (vestigial) decomposition of the perovskite whose
decomposition products would then leak out through the permeable (porous) AZO layer
that might partially degrade the ultra-thin Ag layer. We have measured Rsh of the
top electrode in the AZO / Ag and AZO / Ag/ SnOx solar cells and found that it was
almost identical, 9.7 Ω sq−1. and 10.4 Ω sq−1, respectively. Therefore, we conclude
that the degradation of the Ag layer most likely happens at the interface between Ag
and AZO, which results in the observed low FF of the AZO / Ag / SnOx cells. The
proposed decomposition mechanism is displayed in Figure 6.6 a & b. This is also in line
with observations made in chapter 4, where in Figure 4.6 XPS is used to investigate
the surface of thermally stressed perovskite solar cell stack with thin evaporated metal
layers.

In strong contrast, Ag layers on top of the impermeable SnOx in the AZO / SnOx /
Ag assembly would remain unaffected (Figure 6.5). Note, for Au electrodes thermally
induced migration of the metal has been identified to be an important source of
degradation. [253] While we cannot rule out Ag migration in our AZO / Ag based
devices, there are reports using (in-situ) TEM that identified out-diffusion of perovskite
decomposition products to be the dominating effect. [199, 254] Also our own XPS
provided strong support of out-diffusing iodine compounds that destroyed the Ag
electrode as the most relevant degradation mechanism (chapter 4). This finding is
in-line with an earlier report by Kato et al., who clearly identified corrosion of the Ag
electrode due to migrating iodine compounds in perovskite solar cells. [65] Finally, we
tested the long term stability of devices with AZO / Ag / SnOx and AZO / SnOx /
Ag / SnOx at 60 °C in N2 atmosphere (Figure 6.6 a-d). In striking contrast, the device
efficiency of the AZO / Ag / SnOx based devices decreases dramatically, while the devices
based on AZO / SnOx / Ag / SnOx once again remained essentially stable for more than
3000 h (95 % of it’s initial PCE). In our devices, in stark contrast to previous reports of
thermally instability of perovskites, [68, 199, 255] the outstanding barrier property of
our AZO / SnOx layer separating the perovskite and the ultra-thin Ag layer efficiently
protects the metal against chemical attack by perovskite decomposition products. This
enables outstanding stability not only in ambient air, but also unprecedented robustness
at elevated temperatures (60 °C in N2) over more than 4500 h.
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Figure 6.6: Essential function of internal barrier. Schemes of the proposed mechanisms for
a, AZO / Ag and b, AZO / SnOx / Ag samples covered with ALD SnOx. c-f, Stability of solar
cells employing a 14 nm Ag electrode either sandwiched between two 20 nm ALD SnOx layers or
just covered by ALD SnOx. c, Normalized power conversion efficiency (PCE) d, fill factor (FF) e,
open circuit voltage (VOC) and f, short circuit current density (JSC) over a time period of over
3000 hours at elevated temperatures (60 °C). Adapted with permission from [238]. Copyright 2017
WILEY-VCH.
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6.2 Water Processed Silver Nanowire Top Electrodes

While the above discussed metal nanostructures rely on vacuum based processes like
evaporation or sputtering, metal-nanowires are a promising alternative semi-transparent
electrode, that can be processed at low temperature from liquid dispersions. [243]
Silver nanowires (AgNW) in dispersions of alcohol or water are the most prominent
representatives. Water is an especially favourable dispersing medium as it is
environmentally friendly and does not impose safety concerns typically associated
with alcohols, such as flammability. On the other hand, water is widely recognized as a
serious threat to lead-halide perovskites. [58, 195, 198, 256] Therefore, a protection layer
would be required, that simultaneously forms an electronic interface between the device
and the AgNWs. A number of well-established protection layers are insulators that
cannot be used for this purpose. [257–259] On the other hand, in the preceding chapters,
we introduced electron transport layers grown by atomic layer deposition, that protected
the perovskite against the detrimental impact of ambient gases. Similar approaches have
been undertaken as protection from high-energy particles of sputtering processes. [237]
However, water-based processing of functional layers, such as electrodes, on top of a
perovskite device stack had not been reported. Hence we decided to investigate the
feasibility of our hybrid AZO / SnOx barrier layer to protect a perovskite solar cell
from an aqueous follow-up process like spray-coating.

To assess the resilience of the devices to water exposure, a drop of water has been
dispensed on top of the cell and was dried subsequently at 60 °C on a hotplate
(Figure 6.7 a, c). In the case where there is only a PCBM / AZO layer on top of
the perovskite, water readily penetrates the entire device stack and causes some
notable decomposition of the perovskite to PbI2 (see yellow region in Figure 6.7 b). In
X-ray diffraction a clear peak associated with PbI2 occurs, whilst reflections due to
the perovskite have almost disappeared (Figure 6.7 c). On the contrary, for devices
employing our hybrid AZO / SnOx barrier layer, no decomposition of the perovskite
due to water exposure is observed. Please note the drop of water shows some better
wetting on top of the hydrophilic ALD layer, but neither the optical image nor XRD
indicate the presence of PbI2 after the drop has dried. Previously, we have quantified
the water vapor transmittance rate (WVTR) of similar ALD-grown SnOx layers (100
nm) to be on the order of 10−5 g m−2 d−1, which is comparable to that of excellent
permeation barriers used for the encapsulation of organic electronics (see chapter 5
and [209, 260]).
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Figure 6.7: Water droplet test on cell stacks. a,b Solar cell device stacks without ALD SnOx and
photographs of the respective samples with a drop of water dispensed on top (illuminated from top,
left) and after drying (illuminated from the backside, right)). d,e Similar cell stacks and photographs
for a water droplet dispensed on a stack employing 20 nm of ALD SnOx on top of the AZO-NP
layer and c, X-ray diffractograms of the respective samples after water exposure. The graphs were
vertically offset for clarity. Adapted from [239].

Encouraged by these promising orienting experiments, we spray coated a
semi-transparent AgNW-based electrode from an aqueous dispersion on top of devices
with a PCBM / AZO / SnOx ETL (Figure 6.3 a, b). Details of the AgNW dispersion
and the spray coating process can be found in [239]. Following an initial optimization
of spray-coating parameters, our AgNW electrodes deposited on glass substrates show
an average transmittance (T) of 87 % in the spectral range of 350 - 1200 nm, with
Rsh as low as 12 Ω sq−1. Surprisingly, the J-V characteristics of the resulting AgNW
based PSCs show a striking dependence on the direction of illumination (top or bottom)
(Figure 6.3 c). Bottom illumination results in s-shaped J-V characteristics with a low
fill factor < 40 % and low power conversion efficiency of only about 6 %. On the
contrary, top illumination affords well-behaved solar cell characteristics with a high
FF of ≈ 79 % and a PCE above 13 %. Note, the short-circuit current density (JSC)
upon top illumination is on average 4.4 mA cm−2 lower than upon bottom illumination
(Figure 6.3 c). By an optical simulation, the contribution of the ETL to this loss is
determined to be 2.5 mA cm−2, while 1.9 mA cm−2 are lost in the AgNW top-electrode
(see [239]). Note, opaque reference devices with a 100 nm thick evaporated Ag electrode
show a JSC of 23 mA cm−2 and a PCE exceeding 18 %, like shown in chapter 3. The
solar cell characteristics are summarized in Table 6.3.
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Figure 6.8: Solar cells employing water processed silver nanowires (AgNW). a, Layer sequence
and b, respective cross sectional SEM images of the solar cell. c, J-V characteristics of solar cells
with Ag-NW top electrode upon illumination from the bottom (ITO) or top (Ag-NW) side. Adapted
from [239].

Table 6.3: Cell characteristics of representative solar cells with AgNW top electrodes processed from
water on solar cell stacks with an ALD SnOx electron extraction layer. JEQE is the short circuit
current density determined from the EQE data.

illumination reverse EQE forward
PCE / FF / VOC / JEQE / PCE / FF / VOC /

% % V mA
cm−2 % % V

bottom-side 6.4 30 1.03 21.1 5.6 25 1.03
top-side 13.4 79 1.02 16.7 12.7 75 1.02

To better understand the origin of the notably different cell characteristics upon
top/bottom illumination, we constructed a set of test devices as shown in Figure 6.9 a,
where a layer sequence of ITO / SnOx / AgNW is used, without any perovskite involved.
Remarkably, the J-V characteristics of these devices also show a rectifying behavior
(Figure 6.9 b). On the contrary, if the AgNW electrode is replaced by an evaporated
Ag electrode, the J-V characteristics are ohmic. In an aim to find a possible root cause
of the diode-like behavior in case of the AgNWs, it is essential to consider, that the
AgNWs are capped with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), which is a typical capping agent
for AgNWs in liquid dispersion. On the other hand, PVP has earlier been used to
lower the work function (WF) of oxide-based electrodes. For example, Shim et al. have
shown that PVP capping of an ITO electrode afforded a lowering of the WF by about
0.8 eV. [261] In a similar manner, we have tested a thin intentional PVP coating of our
SnOx layers and found a lowering of the WF by 0.3 eV.
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Figure 6.9: Spotlight on the SnOx / silver nanowire (AgNW) interface. a, Schematic
illustration of the test stack used to investigate the SnOx / AgNW interface b, J-V characteristics of
test devices in darkness and under AM 1.5 illumination c, J-V characteristics of AgNW test devices
based on SnOx with varied charge carrier density and d, the resulting rectification ratios J(0.5 V) /
J(-0.5 V). Adapted from [239].

Corresponding test devices (ITO / SnOx / PVP / thermally evaporated Ag electrode)
also showed s-shaped J-V characteristics (see [239]). Therefore, these results may present
a possible explanation for the rectifying behaviour. The absence of an s-kink in the
J-V characteristics of PSCs upon illumination form the AgNW side can be understood
if the J-V characteristics of test devices are considered, which likewise turned ohmic
upon illumination with AM1.5G simulated sunlight (Figure 6.9 b). Illumination of the
SnOx / AgNW structure may either lead to charge generation in the SnOx by direct
band-band absorption or by the transfer of hot carriers from the AgNWs. [262, 263]
Furthermore, it has to be noted that the effect of illumination is reversible and the
J-V characteristics of the test devices return to their diode-like behavior after about
10 minutes in darkness. To assess the effect of an increased carrier density in the SnOx

on the device characteristics, the carrier density was deliberately varied in the range
from < 1016 cm−3 to 8 × 1020 cm−3 by tuning the growth conditions (temperature,
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choice of oxidant). [209] Details of the respective growth conditions can be found in [239].
Note, for the SnOx typically used in our PSCs, that is grown at 80 °C using TDMA-Sn
and water, we estimated a carrier density below 1016 cm−3 using the Hall effect. Most
notably, the J-V characteristics of our test devices become ohmic (rectifying ratio
equal to 1) for a carrier density in the SnOx of 1018 cm−3 or higher (Figure 6.9 c, d).
According to textbook semiconductor physics, the width of the depletion region in a
rectifying metal-semiconductor junction correlates with the Debye length (LD), which
is a characteristic length scale for the screening of an electrical field. LD depends on
the carrier density n in the semiconductor (LD ≈ n−0.5), which can explain the strong
dependence of the J-V characteristics of the test devices on the carrier density of the
SnOx. Unfortunately, the growth conditions of SnOx to achieve a carrier density larger
than 1018 cm−3 are not compatible with the deposition on top of the PSC, because they
require precursors such as ozone or O-plasma and a growth temperature of 150 °C. Most
perovskite solar cell architectures are unable to withstand these harsh conditions. [68]
Please also compare the results presented in Figure 5.6 above. As a workaround, a 5 nm
thin interlayer of ITO between the SnOx and the AgNW electrode was implemented
(Figure 6.10 a). The ITO layer is deposited by sputtering at room temperature and
provides a carrier density of about 1021 cm−3. The SnOx has been shown to provide
efficient protection of the underlying layers against the detrimental impact of the sputter
process.

Figure 6.10: Ultra-thin ITO work around. a, Cell stack with AgNW top electrode employing a
5 nm thin ITO buffer layer, b, champion J-V characteristics upon AM1.5G illumination with stabilized
power output as intet and c, EQE (straight lines) and transmittance spectra (dotted lines) for the
respective cell. Adapted from [239].
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In PSCs based on our standard SnOx (n < 1016 cm−3) with a 5 nm thin ITO interlayer,
we evidenced well-behaved ohmic J-V characteristics with a FF in excess of 77 % as
well as PCEs up to 17.3 % upon illumination from the bottom (substrate) side and
13.4 % for top-side illumination (Figure 6.10 b). EQE and transmittance data is shown
in 6.10 c. Derived solar cell characteristics are summarized in Table 6.4. Statistical data
can be found in Appendix 11.7. Therefore we were able to show that our hybrid AZO /
SnOx hybrid layer can enable aqueous processing and we presented the first perovskite
with water deposited top electrode. Additionally, the resulting solar cell stated the
highest PCE value reported for AnNW based perovskite solar cells, at the time.

Table 6.4: Cell characteristics of representative solar cells with AgNW top electrodes processed from
water on solar cell stacks also employing an ultra-thin ITO layer. JEQE is the short circuit current
density determined from the EQE data.

illumination reverse EQE forward
PCE / FF / VOC / JEQE / PCE / FF / VOC /

% % V mA
cm−2 % % V

bottom-side 17.4 77 1.04 21.4 17.2 76 1.03
top-side 13.4 78 1.03 16.6 13.1 79 1.03
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7 Interfaces of Wide Gap Perovskite Solar
Cells

Please note that the results from the introduction (until 7.1) of this chapter originate
from a work done mainly by F. Peña-Camargo and M. Stolterfoht, in which only limited
experimental contribution was done by me:

F. Peña-Camargo, ... , K. Brinkmann, ..., M. Stolterfoht, "Halide segregation versus
interfacial recombination in bromide-rich wide-gap perovskite solar cells" ACS Energy
Lett. 5, 2728 (2020). [264]

Nevertheless a short summary is presented, since the mutually developed scientific
theories during the collaborative work (which also warranted my co-authorship), set the
foundation for the subsequent progress on wide gap perovskite solar cells described in
the follow-up work published in:

K. O. Brinkmann, et al. "Perovskite - organic tandem solar cells with indium oxide
interconnect" Nature 604, 280 (2022). [265]

Additionally some parts of this chapter have been published in

K. O. Brinkmann, et al. "The Optical Origin of Near-Unity External Quantum
Efficiencies in Perovskite Solar Cells" Solar RRL 5, 2100371 (2021). [266]

The versatile band gap tunability of perovskite materials renders them attractive building
blocks for integration in tandem solar cell concepts (compare 2.5.2). [17, 267–269] There
is a wide range of options for the low band gap sub-cell, where aside from low gap
perovskites, silicon, cadmium-indium-gallium selenide and also organic solar cells (see
chapter 8) are viable candidates. [265, 270–272] While tandem concepts with each of this
list carry their specific up- and downsides, for all of them a highly efficient wide band
gap perovskite solar cell with minimal voltage loss is required, in order to optimally
exploit the advantages of the tandem concept. [73, 273, 274]
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Figure 7.1: Photoluminescence versus electroluminescence in wide gap perovskites. a,
Normalized external quantum efficiency (EQEP V ) of the wide-bandgap perovskite solar cells for
several iodine:bromine (x:y) ratios and steady-state photoluminescence (PL) emission spectra showing
the position of the peak is centered at ≈ 1.55 eV. b, Normalized electroluminescence spectra at
an applied voltage of ≈ 1.2 V showing that the peak emission follows the bandgap of the different
perovskite compositions. c, Electroluminescence quantum efficiency (EQEEL) as a function of
applied voltage for the selected compositions. The dashed line intersects with the EL curves when
the injected current equals short-circuit current density (1 sun). d, Open-circuit voltage (VOC ,
calculated from EQEEL in comparison to the value obtained from the J–V scan. Adapted with
permission from [264]. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.

This is typically done by tuning the halide ratio of the employed perovskite material (c.f.
chapter 2.2). Early studies have shown, that for PSCs with high Br content (band gaps
exceeding 1.7 eV), the VOC did not concomitantly increase with Eg, which has frequently
been attributed to photo-induced halide-segregation inside the perovskite towards
bromine- and iodine-rich domains. [73, 273, 274] On the other hand, the collaborative
work with the University of Potsdam evidenced a phenomenon, that contradicted this
almost paradigmatic statement to some extent: In a systematic study the iodide to
bromide ratio was tuned and photoluminescence (PL) and the electroluminescence
(EL) spectra were compared. As shown in Figure 7.1 a rather unexpected result was
found, as the peak position of the electroluminescence spectrum followed the band gap
edges determined by photovoltaic EQE measurements of the respective solar cells. For
PL on the other hand, the emission was dominated by a lower band gap, iodine rich
(segregated) phase. The work further states, that for high induced carrier densities,
halide segregation was also observed via the EL measurements. The EL measurements
allowed to optically probe perovskite samples that have not undergone halide segregation
and to calculate the external quantum efficiency for EL (EQEEL) of the mixed I-Br
phase. In turn, via the VOC = VOC,rad + kBT

e × ln(EQEEL), [275] the (EQEEL) could be
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used to calculate a potential open circuit voltage of the mixed I-Br phase under injection
conditions resembling AM1.5 illumination (Jinj = JSC) (Figure 7.1 c). Eventually it was
possible to pinpoint, that severe deterioration of radiative efficiency is already present in
the mixed phase, since calculated VOC,EQE,EL are in good agreement with VOC values
derived from J-V characterisation. Thereby, this study successfully separated the losses
in VOC from losses due to halide segregation and demonstrated that the formation of
iodine rich domains is not necessarily responsible for VOC losses observed in wide gap
perovskite solar cells. On the contrary, interface recombination was assumed to be the
critical factor. Therefore, partial stack PL quantum yield (PLQY) analysis allowed to
pinpoint the origin of the observed recombination losses. As shown in Figure 7.2 an
increasing impact of the hole transport contact with increasing the Br-content of the
probed perovskite material became apparent. While for low Br ratio (17 %) the PLQY
loss caused by the ETL strongly dominates the PLQY signal, for higher Br contents (40
% or 50 %) non-radiative recombination, caused by the presence of the hole contact,
are similarly critical. As a consequence the presented work concludes, that especially
for wide band gap perovskite materials, an optimization approach had to tackle both
interfaces and not exclusively focus on the perovskite surface, which is frequently done
to optimize lower gap perovskite solar cells. For further optimization we then selected
FA0.8Cs0.2Pb(I0.5Br0.5)3 as suitable perovskite composition with a bandgap of 1.85 eV.

Figure 7.2: Photoluminescence quantum yield of partial solar cell stacks after short exposure to
light (≈ 1 s) highlighting the strong reduction in the PL emission from the perovskite, in particular in
the presence of the transport layers, upon increasing the bromine content. The emission flux on the
y-axis has been scaled to represent the photoluminescence quantum yield at the peak position. The
upper label stands for the proportion (in molar %) of FAPbI3 (x) and MAPbBr3 (y) in the triple-cation
perovskite Cs0.05(FAxMAy)0.95Pb(IxBry)3. Adapted with permission from [264]. Copyright 2020
American Chemical Society.
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7.1 Top- and Bottom-Side Interface Optimization

In a first step, we analyzed the quasi-Fermi level splitting (QFLS) in the perovskite
upon illumination (see chapter 2.3.2). The QFLS provides an excellent indication (and
upper limit) of the VOC that can be expected in an actual solar cell and it allows to
determine the potential loss in VOC associated with the respective charge extraction
layers adjacent to the perovskite. PTAA is currently the most prominent hole extraction
layer (HEL) in p-i-n PSCs (c.f. chapter 3). However, PTAA comes with serious
limitations due to the tradeoff between efficient hole transport, which requires the PTAA
to be as thin as possible, and selectivity, that has been found to impose a lower limit
to the PTAA thickness. [173] To overcome the issues associated with PTAA, we use
[2-(3,6-Dimethoxy-9H-carbazol-9-yl)ethyl]phosphonic Acid (MeO-2PACz) as HEL, that
forms a dense, pinhole-free self-assembled monolayer on the indium tin oxide (ITO)
bottom electrode, which has previously only been used to improve the FF of lower gap
solar cells. [272] In a direct comparison, perovskite layers on MeO-2PACz as HEL afford
a 90 meV larger QFLS compared to their analogues on PTAA (Figure 7.3).

Figure 7.3: Substrate dependent quasi Fermi level splitting. (left) Investigated solar cell stack
and (right) quasi-Fermi level splitting derived von photoluminescence quantum yield measurements.
Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

Interestingly, in stark contrast to PTAA, with MeO-2PACz as HEL, we also did not
observe notable halide segregation under a one sun equivalent illumination on a timescale
of several minutes, despite using a Br:I ratio of 0.5:0.5 (Figure 7.4). This is rather
unexpected, as literature suggests halide segregation for Br concentrations in this
range. [74] Our findings therefore demonstrate that the proper choice of HEL allows to
mitigate halide segregation in perovskites, even with elevated Br-concentrations. To
identify the possible origin of this effect, it is important to note that in recent work it
was possible to map parasitic recombination by means of PL-intensity mapping and
link nonradiative recombination to the tendency of a perovskite to segregate. [276]
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Figure 7.4: Development of photoluminescence under continuous illumination.
FA0.8Cs0.2Pb(I0.5Br0.5)3 on top of a, b, MeO-2PACz and c, d, PTAA in a, c, linear and b,
d, logarithmic scale. The dashed lines indicate the photoluminescence maxima of the mixed and the
segregated, iodine rich (segregated) phase. Excitation was done with one sun equivalent (520 nm).
Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

It could be shown that segregated, low bandgap, domains predominantly form at
sites that initially show a low photoluminescence intensity. This correlation strongly
indicates, that halide segregation is linked to charge trapping and concomitant parasitic
recombination. Considering that we significantly decreased parasitic recombination by
the introduction of MeO-2PACz as HEL, we believe that this might likewise be the
origin of the reduced tendency of halide segregation. A somewhat similar observation
was presented by Belisle et al., who reported reduced halide segregation upon topside
defect passivation with trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO) in their MAPb(I0.66Br0.33)3

layers. [277] Other passivation agents have also been reported to reduce halide
segregation. [74] To further analyze halide segregation in our MeO-2PACz / perovskite
assembly we increased the duration of illumination up to 30 min. We found that halide
segregation was indeed not entirely eliminated on this time scale, as some PL signal
indicative for (reversible) segregated perovskite occurs (Figure 7.5). As such, the proper
use of suitable charge extraction layers, that afford reduced interfacial recombination,
may be a key to at least slow down detrimental halide segregation.
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Figure 7.5: Evolution of photoluminescence under continuous illumination of
FA0.8Cs0.2Pb(I0.5Br0.5)3 perovskite on top of MeO 2PACz over time, showing first signs of halide
segregation after 30 minutes, followed by a 7 minutes period of darkness and a follow-up measurement
evidencing the reversible nature of the effect. Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022
Springer Nature.

Figure 7.6: Formation of perovskite layers with different passivation strategies. a, Topography
measured by atomic force microscopy of perovskite layers w/o and with Pb excess and 2D cap
passivation strategy. b, XRD diffractograms of perovskite layers w/o and with Pb excess and 2D cap
passivation strategy. Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

Before studying the impact of the electron extraction layer (EEL), we implemented
passivation strategies, such as the addition of excess lead [278] or the modification of
the perovskite surface by the organic halide salt phenethylammonium iodide (PEAI),
which promotes the formation of a 2-dimensional perovskite capping layer. [279, 280] In
order to obtain some insight about the the perovskite formed by these strategies we
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first conducted atomic force microscopy (Figure 7.6 a) and X-ray diffraction (XRD)
studies (Figure 7.6 b). As visible in Figure 7.6 a, all perovskite layers were smooth and
pinhole-free. For samples employing PbI2 excess some additional structures were found
on top of the perovskite. This additional material might be crystalline residues of the
initially introduced excess lead iodide that is also evidenced in XRD in Figure 7.6 b.
Another possible explanation, since there is apparently also some additional material
on top of the neat perovskite layer, could be the hexagonal phase perovskite that is also
evidenced in XRD. Note that there is no clear difference in XRD between unpassivated
and 2D passivated samples. We also confirmed by an encapsulated experiment (see
Appendix Figure 11.8), that the observed hexagonal phase is not a result of degradation
due to air exposure, but the hexagonal phase is most likely formed during the perovskite
deposition process. Further, in collaboration with Lena Merten (University of Tübingen),
we conducted angle dependent GIWAXS measurements as shown in Figure 7.7.

Figure 7.7: Probing hexagonal phase by angle dependent GIWAXS. Reciprocal space maps at
incidence angles of a, 0.12 °, representing the film surface and b, 0.3 °, representing the bulk of the
film. c, Radial profiles of the reciprocal space maps. * marks the substrate signal. d, Normalized
intensities of the first scattering signals of perovskite and hexagonal phase. Adapted with permission
from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

If one takes a closer look at the development of the intensity of the hexagonal phase in
comparison to the α-phase signal with dependence of the angle of incidence, it is possible
to plot a depth profile of the relative distribution of tetragonal α and hexagonal δ-phase.
As shown in Figure 7.7 d the δ-phase reaches its maximum much closer to the surface
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than the α phase, indicating an accumulation of hexagonal delta phase at the surface
of the otherwise mainly α phase material. Please note, that GIWAXS always probes
the full layer thickness and therefore the hexagonal phase signal originating from the
surface of the sample is also visible in the bulk measurement. Since we also evidenced a
significantly higher amount of hexagonal phase in case of lead excess we speculate the
larger structures on the perovskite might be attributed to δ-phase perovskite material
accumulating at the surface.

Figure 7.8: Grazing incidence X-Ray scattering on 2D cap. a, b, Reciprocal space maps
from grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering of perovskite films with and w/o PEAI surface
treatment. c, Radial profile obtained by azimuthal integration of reciprocal space maps evidencing
the presence of (predominant n=2) 2D phase in the case of PEAI treated perovskite films. c, X-ray
reflectivity measurement probing the z-axis not covered by GIWAXS measurements, also evidencing
the n = 2 2D phase. d, Schematic illustrations (top) and layer spacing calculated from the peak
positions (bottom). The difference d2 - d1 of ≈ 6 angstrom corresponds with the height of one
PbX6 octahedron, indicating the presence of n = 1 and n = 2 layered structures. Adapted with
permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.
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In the higher resolution AFM images (Figure 7.6 a) of perovskite material, employing
the 2D-capping strategy, we observed also a very fine surface structure of the single
grains. These structures might be attributed to the desired 2D capping layer. To confirm
the formation and to identify the type of the formed 2D material, we conducted yet
another GIWAXS as well as X-ray reflection study comparing neat and PEAI treated
perovskite materials. As clearly evidenced in Figure 7.8 we were able to confirm the
formation of a 2D perovskite structure on top of the 3D perovskite material. We want
to note that we mainly observed n=2 type of Ruddlesden Popper 2D material, [281] as
we identified by matching the derived lattice spacings in real space to the respective
calculated repetition unit’s lengths. Targeting yet again the QFLS of the layer stacks
employing different passivation strategies, we found that in the absence of an EEL, the
surface passivation does not affect the QFLS (Figure 7.9 a, b), which indicates that
defects at the surface or grain boundaries do not impose a limit in this scenario.

Figure 7.9: Double-side passivated perovskites. a, Layer stack displaying passivation strategies
and b, respective QFLS measurements on PTAA and on MeO-2PACz. c, UPS measurement of a
reference 3D sample and a sample treated with PEAI. The shape of the density of states significantly
changes due to the modification by PEAI. d, Resulting energy level diagram of Evac and EV aligned
at Ef of pristine 3D and PEAI treated 2D / 3D perovskite. Adapted with permission from [265].
Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.
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As evidenced by photoelectron spectroscopy, the insertion of PEA+ leads to some
notable lowering of the perovskite valence band maximum (Figure 7.9 c, d), which
in turn will prevent photo-generated holes from reaching the EEL and may thereby
improve the selective extraction of electrons.

This effect is particularly visible, if we complete our p-i-n PSCs by adding PC61BM
and AZO NP as EEL (Figure 7.10 a, b). [192] Note, for the integration of the PSCs
in the tandem cells, an additional SnOx layer, grown by low temperature atomic layer
deposition (ALD), is used that serves as permeation barrier, which not only improves
the long term stability but also protects the layers underneath against chemical attack
by the solvents of subsequent wet chemical processes (compare chapter 4 and 6). In
striking contrast to PTAA, with MeO-2PACz as HEL, the addition of the EEL infers
a substantial reduction of the QFLS. The resulting VOC can be notably improved
by passivation with excess lead and even more by the formation of a 2D perovskite
cap (Figure 7.10 c). As for devices with MeO-2PACz and the 2D perovskite cap the
observed mean VOC values agree with the measured QFLS, we conclude that interface
recombination rather than energetic misalignment is the main limiting factor.

Figure 7.10: Double-side passivated perovskites. a, Solar cell layer stack and b, respective cross
sectional image. c, Comparison of the open circuit voltage (VOC) of actual perovskite solar cells
(PSCs) with the corresponding splitting of the quasi Fermi level (QFLS) of representative layer stacks
with and w/o electron extraction layer (EEL) and varied device annealing temperature. d, The FF
of each cell type is shown in the lower panel. The different temperatures refer to the annealing
conditions after deposition of the AZO NP layer. The dots represent the results of individual devices
and indicate the experimental spread. Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer
Nature.
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For champion devices VOC even reaches the QFLS of the bare perovskite (on
MeO-2PACz) indicating superior suppression of recombination losses at the EEL side.
Ultimately, PSCs with hysteresis-free current-voltage characteristics are achieved,
that provide a very high stabilized VOC = 1.34 V (Figure 7.10 c) with a FF that
falls within a narrow range of 77-82 % (Figure 7.10 d). In previous reports, an
increase of VOC typically came at the cost of a lowered FF and a loss in EQE. A
comparison with the literature on PSCs with a high Br content and an Eg in the range
of 1.8-1.9 eV shows that our careful mitigation of losses at the interfaces unlocked
access to previously unreached territory of combined high VOC and FF (Figure 7.11 a).
J-V characteristics as well as the final solar cell stack are shown in Figure 7.11 b and
c. When operated continuously for more than 100 h, the PCE of the wide-gap PSCs
remains above 80 % of its initial value (Figure 7.11 d). Finally from the 1st derivative
of the EQE a band gap of 1.85 eV is confirmed from the perovskite (Figure 7.11 e, f). [282]

Figure 7.11: High VOC wide gap solar cells. a, Comparison of the VOC and FF of our PSCs
with Eg = 1.85 eV to PSCs (with Eg in the range of 1.8 - 1.9 eV) reported in the literature. The
respective references can be found in Table 7.1. b, Current density vs. voltage characteristics for
champion PSCs with a 2D capping layer (MeO-2PACz SAM as HEL) or PbI2 excess (PTAA as HEL)
on the perovskite active layer. The inset shows the stabilized VOC of 1.34 V for the cell with the
SAM as HEL. c, Layer sequence of the p-i-n perovskite single junction. d, Normalized PCE vs. time
of the PSCs illuminated with a white LED and operated in the maximum power point. e, EQE
of a representative PSC (90 °C annealing) and f, estimated bandgap by 1st derivative of the EQE
spectrum. [282] Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.
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Table 7.1: Literature underlying Figure 7.11 a.
Eg / VOC / FF / PCE / JSC / Eg / e - VOC / reference
eV V % % mA cm−2 V
1.8 1.05 74 11.1 14.3 0.75 [283]
1.8 1.12 58 9.8 15.1 0.68 [284]
1.87 1.21 77 10.6 11.4 0.65 [285]
1.82 1.30 65 11.6 12.9 0.52 [286]
1.83 1.33 63 7.5 10.2 0.50 [286]
1.84 1.35 57 3.3 5.1 0.49 [286]
1.82 1.29 64 11.5 13.8 0.53 [287]
1.82 1.20 69 12.5 15.1 0.62 [288]
1.8 1.25 75 15.8 17.1 0.55 [289]
1.8 1.17 79 17.0 18.0 0.63 [264]
1.84 1.19 78 16.2 17.0 0.65 [264]
1.88 1.19 77 15.2 16.5 0.69 [264]
1.86 1.25 73 15.2 15.3 0.58 [268]
1.85 1.35 81 16.8 15.6 0.51 this work
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7.2 Optical Origin of External Quantum Efficiencies Near Unity

Upon measuring the external quantum efficiency of the wide band gap perovskite solar
cell, also a very curious phenomenon was observed: for wavelengths in the region
≈ 450 - 500 nm the EQE exceeded the value of 95 %. Some literature research revealed
an even more curious phenomenon, which is very surprising at a first glance: In a large
number of papers an extremely high EQE up to 98 % is encountered (Figure 7.12 a, b)
including our own data, that we shown in Figure 7.12 c. Considering the abundance of
papers that likewise report an EQEmax exceeding 95 % it is also interesting, that their
EQE peak positions are almost exclusively located inside a very narrow spectral region
between 400 nm and 500 nm (Figure 7.12 b). Even though very high internal quantum
efficiencies up to unity have been reported for perovskite solar cells quite early, [290, 291]
the high EQE is even the more puzzling as the transmittance of commonly used glass /
ITO substrates is below 90 % (even with anti-reflection layer) in the wavelength range
where these high EQE values are typically reported. Therefore, reports of perovskite
solar cells with EQE values of 95 % or higher appear somewhat unrealistic and are
sometimes subject to doubts or concerns of erroneous EQE measurements. Hence we
decided to unravel the root cause of the high EQE by a combination of experimental
data and optical simulations.

Figure 7.12: High external quantum efficiencies (EQEs) in literature. a, Radial diagram of
maximum EQE values of high efficiency cells taken from the literature. Please note the numbers are
consecutively for the sake of readability and do not represent entries in the bibliography. For actual
references please see source Table 7.2. b, Diagram displaying the wavelength at which high EQEs
have been recorded. c, EQE spectrum of the respective cell with the maximum EQE marked with a
red arrow. Adapted from [266].
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Table 7.2: Literature underlying Figure 7.12 a and b.
Nr Reference DOI λmax / nm EQEmax / %
1 [292] 10.1038/s41560-019-0466-3 430 93
2 [293] 10.1002/adfm.201909919 430 95
3 [294] 10.1126/science.abc4417 470 93
4 [295] 10.1002/aenm.201700228 450 95
5 [296] 10.1038/s41467-020-15077-3 490 95
6 [297] 10.1126/science.aay9698 450 93
7 [298] 10.1039/D0TA07005J 430 96
8 [299] 10.1038/s41586-021-03406-5 430 98
9 [300] 10.1002/aenm.201602120 430 95

10 [301] 10.1002/adma.201904494 410 94
11 [301] 10.1002/adma.201904494 500 96
12 [302] 10.1039/c9ta05422g 510 94
13 [303] 10.1126/science.abb7167 510 97
14 [304] 10.1021/acsaem.8b02042 490 92
15 [266] this work 440 97

We started by conducting an optical simulation using the layer sequence shown in Figure
7.14 a. We further considered an assembly of an ITO coated glass substrate with a
thickness of the ITO layer of about 140 nm (compare Figure 7.10 b), that provides
a sheet resistance of 12 Ω sq−1. As an anti-reflection layer we added a 100 nm thick
MgF2 layer on the backside of the glass / ITO substrates. Owing to the thickness of
the glass substrate (0.7 mm) the MgF2 only serves as an anti-reflection layer to lower
the reflectance at the air/glass transition without affecting the optical properties on
the opposite side (“ITO-side”) of the substrate. In view of the very high absorption
coefficient in the spectral region between 400 nm and 500 nm of many halide perovskites
used for solar cells, [22, 305, 306] we assumed that all the light, that is finally coupled
(transmitted) into the perovskite, will be absorbed. Therefore, we considered the stack
shown in Figure 7.14 a to be sufficiently thick and additional layers (charge transport
layers and electrode) on top of the perovskite are not expected to substantially alter
the result. We calculated the transmittance into the adjacent layer, as well as the
reflectance of the incident light in case of a (photo-active) material with a varied
refractive index at 440 nm in the range between 1 (air) and 4 (Figure 7.14 b, with Figure
7.13 a also showing the influence of anti-reflective coating) on top of the ITO. While
we find a simulated reflectance of about 25 % and a transmittance of 75 % at 440 nm
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in case of n = 1 (i.e. air), we see that the transmittance into the adjacent medium
increases (reflectance decreases) substantially for materials with larger n. Specifically,
our perovskite FA0.8Cs0.2Pb(I0.5Br0.5)3 has a refractive index of n ≈ 2.65 at 440 nm. [307]
Exemplary transmittance spectra for n = 1 (air) and n = 2.65 (perovskite) are shown
in Figure 7.14 c.

Figure 7.13: Impact of anti-reflection layer. a, Transmittance and reflection at 440 nm with
respective stack in dependency of its refractive index both with and without 100 nm MgF2 antireflective
coating. b, Transmittance of an exemplary Glass / ITO substrates used for solar cell fabrication.
Adapted from [266].

Remarkably, in case of the perovskite, we observed a maximum of the transmittance
into the perovskite of more than 97 % at around 410 nm with overall less variations
in the spectral region between 400 - 900 nm. On the other hand, for n = 1 (air) the
transmittance shows a minimum between 400 - 500nm and overall a strong spectral
variation. Notably, the simulated spectrum of the transmittance in case of air is in good
agreement with the measured transmittance spectrum of the ITO / glass substrate (see
Figure 7.13 b). Consequently, even though a pristine ITO / glass substrate provides a
significantly lower spectral transmittance, the high refractive index of the perovskite
absorber on top of the ITO gives rise to a very high fraction of the incident light to
be coupled into the active medium. This is supported by a measurement of reflectance
comparing glass / ITO to glass / ITO / FA0.8Cs0.2Pb(I0.5Br0.5)3 for the targeted
wavelength region as shown in Figure 7.14 d. In case of our solar cells, we built as
demonstrators in this work, we can now directly compare the measured EQE spectrum
with the spectral transmittance resulting from our simulation data. In the spectral
region of the maximum EQE, there is a favorable agreement of measurement and
simulation as shown in Figure 7.15 a, b. For simplicity we assumed an internal quantum
efficiency of 100 %, as has been reported earlier for perovskite photovoltaics. [290, 291]
Note, a similar agreement between measurement and simulation is found for samples
without the MgF2 antireflective coating (Figure 7.15 c).
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Figure 7.14: Optical simulation of the transmission process. a, Layer sequence of the simulated
cell stacks. b, Transmittance and reflectance at 440 nm in dependency of the refractive index of the
material on top of the ITO electrode c, Simulated transmittance spectra in case of perovskite or air
adjacent to the ITO electrode. The green area marks the spectral region where the transmittance
exceeds 95 %. d, Comparison of simulated transmittance with measured (1 - reflectance). Adapted
from [266].

Figure 7.15: Agreeance measurement vs. simulation. a, b, Measured EQE spectrum of our
exemplary solar cells in direct comparison with simulated data for transmittance into the perovskite
and calculated integrated current density. c, Similar comparison omitting the MgF2 anti-reflection
coating. Adapted from [266].
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The spectral variations of the measured EQE spectrum for wavelengths above 500 nm
can be explained by the limited thickness and absorption coefficient of the perovskite
layer for higher wavelength regions, while in the simulation the absorber medium was
assumed to be infinitely thick. In our cells with a perovskite layer thickness in the range
of 300-450 nm, light with a wavelength above 500 nm is partially transmitted by the
perovskite. As such, the subsequent layers of the device stack, such as the PCBM, AZO
/ SnOx and the metal electrode are important for the optics and affect the spectral
shape of the EQE. To exemplify this phenomenon, we conducted an optical simulation
of the absorbance in the perovskite for varied perovskite layer thickness and varied
PCBM thickness (Figure 7.16). While the absorbance in the spectral region below
500 nm remains almost unaffected, there are strong spectral variations for values higher
than 500 nm with notable hills and valleys due to optical effects.

Figure 7.16: Optical influence of PCBM transport layer thickness. Simulated absorption in
the active material of a full device stack with varied PCBM thickness for a, 300 nm, b, 350 nm, c,
400 nm and d, 450 nm assumed thickness of the active material. Adapted from [266].
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Figure 7.17: Impact of the ITO thickness. a, Simulated transmittance into the perovskite for a
varied thickness of the ITO electrode b, Position of the transmittance maximum in dependency of
the ITO thickness c, Maximum integrated current (JSC,max), assuming EQE equal to the respective
transmittance displayed in (a) and an internal quantum efficiency of unity for various ITO thicknesses.
Adapted from [266].

In the next step we clarify the origin of variations in the spectral position λmax of the
maximum in the EQE (EQEmax) as displayed in Figure 7.12 c. To this end, we varied
the thickness of the ITO electrode between 100 and 200 nm in our simulations and
determined the spectral transmittance into the perovskite. Very strikingly λmax shows a
notable red-shift with increasing the ITO layer thickness (Figure 7.17 a, b). As a result,
the thickness of the transparent bottom electrode may be an important means to tune
the spectral absorption characteristics and it is therefore another important aspect for
further optimization of the optics of the device stack. To identify a possible optimum
in transmittance that would afford a maximum in JSC , we assumed for simplicity an
internal quantum efficiency of unity and EQE equal to the respective transmittance
(displayed in Figure 7.17 a) for the perovskite over the spectral range from 400 nm to
700 nm and calculated a hypothetical integrated JSC,max in dependency of the ITO layer
thickness. As visible in Figure 7.17 c, this estimate gives surprising insight, highlighting
that not only thinner, but also thicker ITO layers may prove beneficial for overall cell
performance.
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8 Perovskite-Organic Tandem Solar Cells

Parts of this chapter have been published in

K. O. Brinkmann, et al. "Perovskite - organic tandem solar cells with indium oxide
interconnect" Nature 604, 280 (2022). [265]

In general, multi-junction solar cells are designed as a series connection of wide-bandgap
and narrow-bandgap sub-cells with complementary absorption spectra. An improved
overlap with the solar spectrum and reduced thermalization losses are the keys to
overcome the Shockley-Queisser efficiency limit of single-junctions. [84] The bandgap
tunability of metal-halide perovskite solar cells renders them attractive for multi-junction
architectures. [308] Combinations with silicon and copper indium gallium selenide
(CIGS), as well as all-perovskite tandem cells have been reported. [271, 292, 309–312]
All-perovskite tandem cells require narrow-gap materials (Eg below 1.3 eV), where the
lead is partially replaced by tin. [313, 314] However, severe stability issues are linked to
the unwanted transformation of Sn2+ to Sn4+, which leads to non-intentional p-type
doping and an overall degradation of device performance. This effect can be slowed
down to some extent by additives, such as a surplus of sacrificial Sn(0) inside the
active layer. [292] Alternatively, c-Si or CIGS back-cells have been employed [271, 315]
in combination with a wide gap perovskite front-cell. Some of these tandems already
outperform the best c-Si single junctions. [316] On the downside, perovskite / c-Si
tandems are not compatible with low-temperature, low-cost, large-area manufacturing -
a paradigm that is frequently quoted for perovskite solar technology. In this regard,
organic solar cells (OSCs) represent an attractive option as narrow-gap back-cell. OSCs
were typically based on so-called bulk heterojunction architectures, that were formed
by a blend of a donor polymer and a fullerene derivative as acceptor. [317] Owing to
the limited tunability of the energy levels of the fullerene, progress in OSCs came to
a halt at efficiency levels of about 13 %. [318] However, with the recent introduction
of non-fullerene acceptors (NFAs), OSCs started to see a second wave of outstanding
advancement, which has propelled their efficiencies beyond 19 %. [111, 319–321]
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Figure 8.1: Potential efficiency of perovskite-organic tandems. Semi-empirical model of the
tandem cell efficiency vs. the energy-gap of organic and perovskite sub-cells. The intersection of
the dashed lines marks corresponds to the energy gap of the PM6:Y6:PC61BM back-cell and the
matching energy-gap of the perovskite front-cell. a, states a conservative scenario assuming open
circuit voltage loss (∆VOC) of 0.5V and a fill factor (FF) of 80 %. b, displays a more optimistic
(yet still realistic) model (∆VOC = 0.4 V, FF = 85 %), that yields a maximum efficiency higher
than 31 %. Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

This progress mainly draws from the narrow energy gap of the acceptor moiety and
an efficient exciton dissociation requiring only small energy offsets between donor and
acceptor, which is the key to unlock low losses in VOC compared to Eg/e while still
providing a high external quantum efficiency (EQE) and thus high short circuit current
densities (JSC). [322–324] Anyway, when this project started, perovskite-organic tandems
showed only subpar efficiencies of ≈ 20 %, limited by the low open circuit voltage (VOC)
of wide-gap perovskite cells and losses introduced by the interconnect between the
sub-cells. [325, 326] To show the realistic potential of perovskite-organic tandem solar
cells, we conducted a semi-empirical electro-optical simulation assuming an organic
system with an energy-gap of 1.33 eV. [327] Details of the simulation can be found
in [265]. According to Figure 8.1 a, in a conservative scenario an efficiency of 25.5 % is
predicted with a perovskite bandgap in the range of 1.85 eV (c.f. chapter 7), assuming
a tandem FF of 80 % and a loss in VOC compared to Eg e−1 of 0.5 V, in each sub-cell.
In a more optimistic scenario (FF = 85 % and loss in VOC compared to Eg/e of 0.4 V),
a tandem of a narrow-gap OSC (Eg = 1.15 eV) with a wide gap PSC (Eg = 1.75 eV)
provides the prospect to reach an efficiency of 31.3 % (Figure 8.1 b). As of yet, efficient
OSCs with Eg = 1.15 eV have not been developed.
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8.1 Organic Sub-Cell Stability under Tandem Conditions

Figure 8.2: Organic solar cell characteristics. a, Layer sequence of the single junction OSC and b,
chemical structure of the molecules used in the photo-active layer. c, J-V scans and respective cell
parameters of of binary (PM6:Y6) and ternary (PM6:Y6:PC61BM) cells and d, respective external
quantum efficiencies (EQE) with a magnified view of the spectral region beyond 650 nm, which
is the relevant range of operation for the OSC in a perovskite-organic tandem cell. Adapted with
permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

For the narrow-gap sub-cell in our tandem architecture, we consider an
organic photo-active system based on the polymer PM6, that contains
a fluorinated-thienyl benzodithiophene, and the NFA Y6, which consists
of a ladder-type dithienothiophen[3.2-b]-pyrrolobenzothiadiazole central moiety
and two (5,6 difluoro-3-oxo-2,3-dihydro-1H-inden-1-ylidene)malononitrile units
(Figure 8.2 a & b). [327] We employ a p-i-n type device architecture with
molybdenum-trioxide as hole extraction layer (HEL) and a bi-layer of C60 /
2,9-Dimethyl-4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline (BCP) for efficient electron extraction.
Our cells with binary PM6 : Y6 blends (1 : 1.2) provide a power conversion efficiency
(PCE) of up to 16.5 % (see Figure 8.2 c). EQE spectra of these devices extend beyond
900 nm (Figure 8.2 d). Adding a certain concentration of the fullerene derivative
[6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PC61BM) into the PM6 : Y6 photo-active
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layer to form a so-called ternary system, i.e. PM6 : Y6 : PC61BM (1:1.2:0.2), improves the
blend morphology, which results in enhanced charge transport and reduced non-radiative
recombination. [118, 328] Thus, a notable boost in cell characteristics is achieved with a
PCE up to 17.5 % (for device statistics see Appendix Figure 11.9). We want to highlight
a notably enhanced EQE of over 85 % for the ternary cells in the range ≥ 650 nm,
which is the spectral region of operation when combined with a wide-gap front-cell in a
tandem.

Figure 8.3: Stability of non-fullerene based organic solar cells. a, Absorption spectra of the
donor and acceptor molecules used in the photo-active layer. The vertical line marks the Eg of
a possible wide-gap front cell material. Spectra of (filtered) light emitting diodes used in the
stability assessment to selectively excite the donor / acceptor are also shown (labelled “LEDV IS”
and “LEDNIR”). b, Normalized power conversion efficiency (PCE) showing the long term stability
of binary and ternary organic cells continuously operated using LED light sources with emission
spectra shown in a, (one sun equivalent, nitrogen atmosphere, 25 °C) in the maximum power point
(MPP) with exciton generation on both acceptor and donor (“VIS + NIR”) or only on the acceptor
(“NIR”). Please note the break in the x-axis. T95 denotes the time, after which the initial PCE
has dropped to 95 % of its initial value. c, Photon flux of photoluminescence for PM6 and d, of
Y6 layers pristine and after 100 h illumination with both the white (LEDV IS) and near infrared
(LEDNIR) LED. The corresponding photoluminescence quantum yields are summarized in Table 8.1.
Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.
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Table 8.1: Photoluminescence quantum yield of PM6 and Y6 before and after 100 h illumination
with LEDV IS & LEDNIR

PLQY (pristine) PLQY (100 h illumination)
PM6 3.0 x 10−3 1.3 x 10−3

Y6 1.7 x 10−2 1.4 x 10−2

The absorption spectra of PM6 and Y6 (Figure 8.3 a) show that for ≥ 650 nm, excitons
are predominantly generated on the Y6, which will be shown to be the key, that unlocks
outstanding device stability. Stability of NFA cells under continuous operation is
still a serious concern and a subject of vigorous scientific research. [117] To assess the
stability of our binary and ternary cells under the illumination conditions applicable in
a prospective perovskite-organic tandem cell, we used a filtered white LED (labelled:
“LEDV IS”) and a near infrared (NIR) LED (peak at 850 nm; labelled: “LEDNIR”)
as light sources, which predominantly create excitons on the PM6 or Y6, respectively
(Figure 8.3 a). Under combined VIS / NIR illumination (experimental details can
be found in [265]), binary and ternary cells show a notable decay of the PCE under
continuous operation in the maximum power point (MPP) (Figure 8.2 b), mainly due
to a loss in fill factor (FF) (see Appendix Figure 11.10). This degradation motif has
previously been explained by a photoinduced reorganization in the donor / acceptor
blend and the formation of microscopic aggregates of NFA molecules, which was claimed
to lead to a reduced electron mobility and enhanced recombination. [329] Owing to their
improved blend morphology, the decay of the ternary cells is notably slower than that of
the binary cells. [117] However, most strikingly, under NIR illumination, where excitons
are solely generated on the Y6, the devices did not show any burn-in, and we found
only minimal signs of degradation even under long-term continuous operation in the
MPP for more than 5,000 h (retaining 95 % of its original efficiency). These findings
indicate that the detrimental morphological changes, discussed above, would require
excitation of the donor polymer PM6 and that they can be substantially mitigated if
predominantly the Y6 NFA is excited. Beyond this, in dedicated measurements on
separate organic absorber layers, we found that upon continuous illumination with the
white LED under inert conditions the photoluminescence quantum yield of PM6 shows
a notable degradation, while the Y6 is less affected (Figure 8.3 c & d). At the same
time atomic force microscopy (AFM) and grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering
(GIWAXS) did not reveal morphological changes upon continuous illumination with
LEDV IS + LEDNIR under inert conditions (Figure 8.4 and 8.5). while the results of
grazing incidence small angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) indicate only some minor
morphological changes at the surface of samples after aging (Figure 8.6).
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Figure 8.4: BHJ surface upon light stress. Results of atomic force microscopy (topography and
phase images) of ternary (PM6:Y6:PC61BM) bulk heterojunctions deposited on top of a silicon
substrate a, b, pristine and c, d, after stressing by illumination for 100 h (LEDV IS + LEDNIR). No
obvious changes in the surface morphology can be identified after illumination stress. Adapted with
permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

Figure 8.5: Grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS). a, b Reciprocal space
maps of fresh and aged (100 h LEDV IS + LEDNIR) ternary (PM6:Y6:PC61BM) bulk heterojunctions
obtained by grazing incidence wide angle scattering (GIWAXS) c, horizontal and d, vertical profiles
of the reciprocal space maps showing no detectable sign for changes in the molecular order. Adapted
with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.
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Figure 8.6: Grazing incidence small angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS). a, Fresh and b, aged
ternary bulk heterojunctions on top of a silicon substrate. Adapted with permission from [265].
Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

Please note, that in Figure 8.6 the strong peak at around 0.07 Å−1 in Qz corresponds
to the reflection from the surface of the primary beam. A further signal, positioned at
0.045 Å−1 in Qz for both samples corresponds to the total reflection edge of the silicon
substrate (Yoneda wing). The disappearance of the out-of-plane oscillations as well as
of very weak in-plane signals (at 0.05 Å−1) in GISAXS might hint to slight changes in
the correlations of surface domains. Overall, no clear indication of illumination induced
ordering / packing (segregation) of the bulk heterojunction could be detected.

Therefore, we propose that possibly photo-induced degradation of PM6 could likewise
play a significant role in addition to possible morphological changes that were not
detectable by the above techniques. In any event, our findings contradict the
paradigmatic association of non-fullerene solar cells with operational instability, and
they present the especially encouraging prospect that the long-term operational stability
of perovskite-organic tandem cells will not be limited by the narrow-gap OSC. This is in
notable contrast to all-perovskite tandems, where the stability of Sn-based narrow-gap
PSCs is still a very serious issue.
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8.2 Metal-like Indium Oxide as Universal Interconnect

The interconnect is a key component of monolithic (2-terminal) tandem solar cells
(Figure 8.7 a). In a p-i-n tandem, the interconnect facilitates the recombination of
electrons from the bottom cell with the holes from the top cell, ideally without any
loss of VOC and FF. In the simplest approach, one could omit the top electrode of the
perovskite cell and stack the organic cell directly on top. In this case we found, that
the interface between the low-work-function SnOx and the high-work-function MoOx

affords only extremely poor, s-shaped J-V characteristics of the resulting tandem cell
(Figure 8.7 b). This is most likely caused by a Schottky barrier, that forms at the
SnOx / MoOx interface (see Figure 8.8).

Figure 8.7: Tandem cell without interconnect. a, Schematic of a perovskite-organic tandem cell
and b, respective J-V characteristics. Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer
Nature.

In order to assess the rectifying behaviour inferred by the SnOx / MoOx interface, we
prepared devices with a layer sequence ITO / SnOx (20 nm) / MoOx (5 nm) / gold.
Forward bias refers to a positive bias of the MoOx electrode with respect to the SnOx

electrode. Typically, rectifying current-voltage characteristics are found (Figure 8.8 a).
We have used a standard diode model

I = I0 ( exp ( e (V −IRs)
ni kBT ) − 1) + V −IRs

Rsh

to fit the current-voltage characteristics. There, e is the elementary charge, ni is the
ideality factor, Rs and Rsh are the series and shunt resistance, respectively. I0 denotes
the saturation current, which can be expressed by I0 = A×A∗ ×T 2 exp(− e Φb

kBT ) with A∗

being the Richardson constant, ϕb denoting the Schottky-barrier height and A stating
the area of the device (A = 3.14 × 10−2 cm2) (see Figure 8.8 a).
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Figure 8.8: Determination of Schottky-barrier height from the J-V characteristics. a, Forward
J-V scans in linear and b, semi logarithmic scale. The drawn lines depict the respective fits by
a standard diode model. c, Temperature dependent J-V scans and d, calculated barrier heights.
Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

According to Crowell A∗ can be expressed as: 4 π e m k2
B

h3 . [330] With the effective
mass of tin-oxide m∗ = 0.4 m0 → A∗ = 48 A

cm2K
. [331] I0 is obtained from a fit of the

current-voltage characteristics as shown in Figure 8.8 b and ϕb can be derived. Eventually
the temperature of the diodes has been varied on a temperature-controlled stage in the
range of 220 - 370 K (Figure 8.8 c). At room temperature we find ϕb = 0.62 eV. ϕb

increases from 0.48 eV at 220 K to 0.72 eV at 370 K (Figure 8.8 d). Note, some variation of
ϕb with temperature has been frequently observed in earlier studies of Schottky-barriers
in other material systems, and they have been attributed to inhomogeneities. [332, 333]
Hence we conclude, that indeed striking evidence for a Schottky barrier is found and a
barrier height of ϕb = 0.6 eV can be determined at the SnOx / MoOx interface, as also
separately confirmed in the energy line-up derived from photoelectron spectroscopy.
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Figure 8.9: Tandem cell employing indium oxide interconnect. a, Tandem layer stack highlighting
the interconnect. b, J-V characteristics of tandem cells with varied thickness (number of atomic
layer deposition (ALD) cycles) of the InOx interconnect. c, J-V characteristics of SnOx / InOx /
MoOx diodes. Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

To render the interconnect ohmic, thin layers (≈ 1 nm) of a metal (Ag or Au) are
frequently inserted between top- and bottom-cell. [325, 334] However, even an Ag-layer
as thin as 1 nm already introduces significant optical losses that lower the EQE of
the back-cell and the overall JSC of the tandem cell as shown further below. Thus,
we developed an interconnect based on an ultra-thin ALD-grown InOx layer with a
thickness of only ≈ 1.5 nm (details of the ALD growth process can be found in [265]).

Figure 8.10: InOx layer thickness. a, Sn 3d1/2 XPS core level signal for pure SnOx as well as
for SnOx covered by an increasing number of ALD cycles of InOx. b, Calculated layer thickness of
the InOx overlayer, extracted from the attenuation of the Sn core level peaks (left axis) or derived
by ellipsometry (right axis). The inset shows the region of interest confirming a layer thickness of
1.4 - 1.8 nm for 32 growth cycles. Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer
Nature.
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Figure 8.11: Charge transport with interconnect. Energetic line-up determined a, without and
b, with InOx. Note, in the first 2 nm of the molybdenum oxide layer we found a mix of oxidation
states of the molybdenum ranging from Mo2+ to Mo6+. The first 2 nm of the molybdenum oxide
are characterized by the presence of MoO2−

4 clusters (details in [266]). Adapted with permission
from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

We leverage the unique property of ALD to provide utmost control of layer thickness even
on the level of angstroms, which is impossible with conventional deposition techniques.
The insertion of InOx between SnOx and MoOx outstandingly improves the J-V
characteristics of the tandem cells (Figure 8.9 b). Only 32 ALD cycles (thickness
≈ 1.5 nm, Figure 8.10) are sufficient to render the SnOx / InOx / MoOx stack ohmic as
shown also in ITO / SnOx / InOx / MoOx test devices in Figure 8.9 c. The energetic
line-up in the interconnect is unraveled by an extensive study using photoelectron
spectroscopy (Figure 8.11 for the full data set of XPS, UPS and IPES measurements and
fits please see [265]). The upward band bending (matching the barrier of ϕb = 0.6 eV
calculated above), found in case of SnOx / MoOx is completely alleviated by the insertion
of the ultra-thin InOx, enabling barrier-free transport of electrons from the bottom PSC
across the SnOx / InOx / MoOx layer sequence. Ultimately, these electrons recombine
with the holes from the OSC at the MoOx / organic interface. [140, 260] In a spotlight
on the indium oxide layer, we were able to confirm that, after completion of a nucleation
phase (32 ALD cycles), the InOx layer shows a metallic nature with an electron density of
about 1020 cm−3 (Figure 8.12 a, b). This high charge carrier density is maintained (and
even increases slightly) for thicker layers, which renders interface effects, like a possible
doping of the indium oxide by tin atoms, rather unlikely candidates as origin for the high
charge carrier density. A further indication contradicting a possible Sn-doping, is the fact,
that a likewise high carrier density is found for InOx deposited on Al2O3 (Figure 8.12 c).
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On the other hand a high carrier density is frequently found in nominally undoped
InOx thin films because of oxygen vacancies and surface defects. [335, 336] In our case,
we have determined a stoichiometry of In2O2.8 by photoelectron spectroscopy, which
indicates oxygen deficiency. As the metallic InOx layer is ultra-thin, it still provides a
very high sheet resistance > 10−6 Ω sq−1 (Figure 8.12 a), which outperforms carefully
optimized sputtered metal oxide interconnects by at least an order of magnitude. [311]
Note that a high sheet resistance is of critical importance to avoid shorting of the
sub-cells in case of local shunt paths.

Figure 8.12: Electrical properties of InOx. a, Sheet resistance and carrier density vs. thickness
of the InOx. b, Ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy of the valence band (VB) density of states
(DOS) of InOx, showing the onset of a metallic behaviour at 32 cycles of atomic layer deposition
(ALD). c, Charge carrier densities (and respective standard error) of InOx layers of various thickness
grown either on a SnOx or an Al2O3 seed layer. Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright
2022 Springer Nature.
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To better understand the structure of our interconnect, we conducted high-angle annular
dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM), energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and grazing incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS).
These measurements were conducted on separately deposited interconnect sequences
(SnOx / InOx / MoOx) on silicon wafers. First and foremost the TEM measurements
shown in Figure 8.13 confirm a homogeneous coverage of all ALD layers as well as a
continuous InOx thickness of ≈ 1.5 nm.

Figure 8.13: TEM analysis of the interconnect. High angle annular dark field (HAADF)-STEM
images of deposited SnOx / InOx / MoOx layers on a silicon substrate at a, 2 µm b, 50 nm and c,
5 nm scale showing continuous ALD growth of both SnOx and InOx layers. d, Respective annular
bright field and e, fast Fourier transformed images of SnOx / InOx (red frame) and Si (blue frame)
showing the contrast between the crystalline silicon wafer and the ALD layers covering it. Adapted
with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

Fast fourier transformation of the obtained image also gives strong indication of an
amorphous nature of the InOx layer. The amorphous state of all deposited layers
was further confirmed by bulk and surface GIWAXS measurements showing broad and
continuous reflection features both for SnOx and SnOx / InOx deposited on top of silicon
(Figure 8.15). Further on, regarding possible inter-diffusion of the deposited layers, EDS
mapping was conducted on the cross-section shown in Figure 8.13. According to these
line profiles displayed in Figure 8.14 c, no sign of indium diffusion into the underlying
SnOx layer could be found.
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Figure 8.14: EDS analysis of the interconnect. a, High angle annular dark field (HAADF)
measurement of silicon / native oxide / SnOx / InOx / MoOx and b, respective EDS elemental
maps. The EDS count maps of In-Lα and Sn-Lα are plotted together with Mo-Lα. However, as
In-Lα (3.29 eV) are very close to Sn-Lα (3.44) and overlap with Sn-Ln (3.27 eV), there are spurious
counts inside the SnOx layer that contribute to the In Lα integration window. To separate the
overlapping signals, we applied multivariate statistical analysis to separate EDS signals from the InOx

and SnOx layers. [337, 338] The resulting line profiles of Mo, In, and Sn are plotted in c. Adapted
with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

Figure 8.15: GIWAXS analysis of the interconnect. a, Bulk GIWAXS measurements of 20 nm
InOx on top of 20 nm SnOx and b, only 20 nm SnOx on top of a silicon substrate (incidence angle
0.3°, probing depth > 500 nm). With the probing depth exceeding the deposited layer thickness,
some reflection due to the [111] planes of the Si substrate can also be seen (marked by a circle).
c, Radial profiles of the data shown in a and b. d, - f, Respective surface GIWAXS measurements
showing again d, 20 nm InOx on top of 20 nm SnOx and e, only 20 nm SnOx on top of a silicon
substrate (incidence angle 0.12° probing depth of about 2 nm) as well as f, respective radial profiles.
Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.
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Figure 8.16: Origin of EDS uncertainties. a, Topography of a 20 nm thick tin oxide layer grown
by ALD on a silicon substrate. Seven 100 nm traces are marked, indicating the extracted height
profiles, shown in b. c - g Exemplary elemental concentration profiles of c, an abrupt interface, d,
a diffuse interface, and the effects from e, beam broadening of the STEM probe α, f, substrate
mis-cut by an angle θ, and g, substrate roughness r on the projected concentration profiles, resulting
in a broadening, denoted by x, similar to profiles expected in the case of a diffuse interface. Adapted
with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

Soft edges of the elemental profiles of about 2 nm exceed the total thickness of the
indium oxide layers and therefore at this state a slight intermixing of the InOx by Sn
atoms can not be entirely excluded. To pinpoint the origin of these soft edges, we
conducted atomic force microscopy measurements, evidencing a surface profile with a
peak to peak distance of approx 1.5 nm. Hence, in combination with other effects like
beam broadening or slight substrate miscut, we conclude, that this effect most likely
results from roughness of the layers and the collection of the EDS signals from the entire
100 nm thick TEM lamella, rather than from a real inter-diffusion at the interface.

Still in the aim to enable a statement on possible inter-diffusion and tin doping of
the indium oxide, we eventually performed highly surface sensitive UV photoelectron
spectroscopy on ITO, SnOx and SnOx / InOx surfaces as shown in Figure 8.17. In
contrast to the ITO and the SnOx layers, for the InOx (32 cycles; thickness of 1.5 nm) on
top of SnOx no signal of the Sn4d semi-core levels could be detected. With an estimated
sampling depth of about 1 nm, this result indicates that, if mixing between the InOx and
the SnOx layers were to occur, it would be limited to the first 5 angstroms of the InOx

layer adjacent to the SnOx. We can therefore conclude that our indium oxide interconnect
is continuous, amorphous with abrupt interfaces, while providing simultaneously high
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charge carrier density and high shunt resilience. Finally optical transmittance is probed.
Since high carrier densities typically infer optical absorption, optics is another important
reason to keep the thickness of the interconnect to a minimum. [339] Most strikingly,
our ultra-thin InOx interconnect shows a transmittance near unity, meaning it is not
expected to introduce any notable optical losses (Figure 8.18 a). In a direct comparison,
it boosts the EQE of the organic back-cell and the overall JSC of a tandem by about
1.5 mA−2 compared to the case of an interconnect based on 1 nm of Ag, which affords
a PCE of only about 20 % in tandem (Figure 8.18).

Figure 8.17: Probing inter-diffusion by UPS. UV photoelectron spectroscopy measurements on
SnOx, SnOx / InOx, as well as an ITO reference layer using HeII excitation at 40.81 eV. a, Valence
band region of the three samples, showing semi-core signals of Sn4d and In4d. b, Close up of the
Sn4d region, after a linear background subtraction has been performed. The data is fitted by two
peaks corresponding to the Sn4d5/2 and Sn4d3/3 doublet. Adapted with permission from [265].
Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

Table 8.2: Solar cell characteristics of the cells shown in Figure 8.18.

interconnect reverse forward
PCE / FF / VOC / JSC / PCE / FF / VOC / JSC /

% % V mA
cm−2 % % V mA

cm−2

InOx 22.8 76 2.12 14.1 22.1 75 2.08 14.1
1 nm Ag 20.5 78 2.09 12.6 20.2 77 2.08 12.6
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Figure 8.18: Optically almost lossless indium oxide interconnect. a, Optical transmittance of
an interconnect based on 32 ALD cycles (≈ 1.5 nm) of InOx, bare and sandwiched between SnOx

and MoOx. For comparison, the InOx has been replaced by a nominally 1 nm thick layer of Ag.
b, Resulting external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra of the organic back-cell with InOx or Ag
as interconnect demonstrating the significant current losses induced by only 1 nm Ag as well as c,
respective J-V characteristics. The cell characteristics are summarized in Table 8.2. Adapted with
permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

Finally we want to highlight, that ALD allows for large-area, high-throughput processing
(even at atmospheric pressure, see e.g. chapter 5.1), [226] and enables conformal coating
of textured surfaces that frequently occur in light trapping concepts. [310] Hence, we
foresee that the applicability of our interconnect is not limited to perovskite-organic
tandem cells, but it may also be favourably used in other tandem cells.
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8.3 Highly Efficient Tandem Cells

Figure 8.19: Perovskite-organic s. a, External quantum efficiency spectra of both sub-cells in
the tandem cell. For reduced reflection, the backside of the substrate was coated with a 100 nm
thick MgF2 layer. b, J-V characteristics of tandem cells, with derived power conversion efficiency
(PCE), fill factor (FF), open circuit voltage (VOC), and short circuit current density (JSC) as inset.
c, Stabilized PCE of the tandem cell. (inset) Scanning electron microscopy image of the cell cross
section. d, Statistical data of tandem solar cells as derived from reverse J-V scans also containing
the certified and confirmed value measured by the Fraunhofer ISE CalLab (Figure 8.22). Upper
and lower box ranges depict interquartile range (25 % - 75 %) with a median line in between. The
whiskers show the ultimate data point inside yet another 1.5 interquartile range to identify outliers.
e, Stability of the tandem cells under continuous operation in the maximum power point (MPP),
and f, when stored in N2. Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

Drawing from the significant progress outlined above, we prepared monolithic
perovskite-organic tandem solar cells with outstanding characteristics. The EQE spectra
of the PSC and OSC sub-cells of an optimized perovskite-organic tandem are shown
in Figure 8.19 a. Excellent current matching, as required in a series connection, is
evidenced by the identical integrated current density of 14.1 mA cm−2 for both sub-cells.
The high EQE values (> 95 %) in the wavelength region between 400 - 500 nm can be
explained by optical effects as discussed in section 7.2. The current values obtained
from the EQE measurement are in excellent agreement with short circuit current values
derived from J-V scans, shown in Figure 8.19 b. A direct comparison of the champion
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cell characteristics of each sub-cell, as well as the final tandem cell, is shown in Table 8.3,
while statistical data displaying the experimental spread are shown in form of a box
plot for tandem devices in Figure 8.19 d, 8.20 and in tabular form in Table 8.4, that
also includes the respective single junctions.

Table 8.3: Solar cell characteristics derived from J-V scans of champion perovskite-organic tandem
solar cells as well as the perovskite and organic single junctions

scan PCE / FF / VOC / JSC

direction % % V mA cm−2

pero. cell reverse 16.8 81 1.34 15.6
forward 16.4 80 1.33 15.5

org. cell invariant 17.5 75 0.87 26.7

tandem cell reverse 24.0 80 2.15 14.0
forward 23.8 79 2.14 14.1

Figure 8.20: Tandem solar cell statistics (binned) of 48 perovskite - organic tandem solar cells
with InOx interconnect. Box plots: median line with upper and lower box ranges denoting the
25% and 75% margins. The bars denote the outermost data points that are still inside another 1.5
interquatile range. Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.
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Table 8.4: Overview of statistic cell characteristics with standard deviation of the single junctions
and tandem cells derived from J-V scans. This data was calculated from a total of 34 perovskite, 60
organic and 48 tandem solar cells, fabricated in various batches by different persons.

scan PCE / FF / VOC / JSC

direction % % V mA cm−2

pero. cell reverse 16.0 ± 0.5 80 ± 1 1.30 ± 0.02 15.5 ± 0.2
forward 15.7 ± 0.7 78 ± 2 1.29 ± 0.02 15.5 ± 0.3

org. cell invariant 16.5 ± 0.4 74 ± 1 0.86 ± 0.01 26.0 ± 0.5

tandem cell reverse 23.4 ± 0.5 80 ± 1 2.12 ± 0.02 13.9 ± 0.2
forward 22.7 ± 0.7 78 ± 2 2.13 ± 0.03 13.8 ± 0.4

To evaluate potential losses caused by the indium oxide interconnect exemplarily a
measured tandem solar cell is compared with individual sub-cell characteristics of control
sub-cell devices made in the same batch. For this, the respective J-V characteristics
of the single junctions were scaled in a way that they generate short circuit current
values similar as that found in the EQE measurement in Figure 8.19 a. Eventually, as
visible in Figure 8.21, both J-V characteristics were added up along the voltage axis,
mimicking a series connection to obtain a theoretical tandem ("constructed tandem")
derived from the two sub-cells assuming ideal interconnecting conditions.

Figure 8.21: Measurement vs. constructed tandem J-V characteristics. Construction of the
theoretical J-V curves of the tandem device from the serial connection of both sub-cells. To emulate
the J-V characteristics of the sub-cells, the measured J-V characteristics of representative single
junction devices have been scaled to generate the respective short circuit current density that was
derived from EQE results of the sub-cells in the tandem device. Adapted with permission from [265].
Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.
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When we compared the calculated to the actually measured tandem solar cell (see
Table 8.5), we found a striking resemblance and no noticeable loss in VOC . Therefore
we are confident to claim an electronically (and optically, see above) almost lossless
tandem interconnect in case of our 1.5 nm thin indium oxide.

Table 8.5: Solar cell characteristics of the devices shown in Figure 8.21

scan PCE / FF / VOC / JSC

direction % % V mA
cm−2

PSC in tandem reverse 14.5 80 1.29 14.1
forward 14.1 79 1.27 14.1

org. cell in tandem invariant 8.9 73 0.86 14.1

constructed tandem reverse 23.5 77 2.15 14.2
forward 23.2 77 2.13 14.2

measured tandem reverse 23.7 78 2.15 14.2
forward 23.0 76 2.12 14.2

Finally we sent some of our champion cells to the Fraunhofer ISE CalLab for certification
according to the IEC 60904-3 procedure (Figure 8.22). The certification procedure
involves the measurement of the external quantum efficiency prior to J-V certification.
This EQE measurement procedure, which is done in ambient air, takes about 1 hour
and inflicts some severe asymmetric stressing of each sub-cell due to the necessary
monochromatic light biasing. [340] These EQE measurement conditions infer some
degradation of the cell, that would not occur under “normal” operation of the cell
under AM 1.5 solar illumination. This degradation is clearly visible if one compares the
integrated current values derived from the certified EQE measurement (≥ 14 mA/cm2

for both sub-cells, Figure 8.23 - full data set see [265]) with the value of 13.2 mA cm−2

resulting from a J-V measurement thereafter (Figure 8.22). Nevertheless, the Fraunhofer
ISE CalLab certified an efficiency of 23.1 per cent for this stressed cell. Due to this
asymmetric stressing, additionally a confirmation measurement was undertaken on a
sister cell, that had not undergone the stressing in a prior EQE measurement. In this
case the spectral illumination characteristics calibrated for the certified sister cell were
used. The obtained efficiency of 23.7 % is identical to what we have measured for the
same cell prior to shipping the cell to the Fraunhofer ISE CalLab (Figure 8.24).
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Figure 8.22: Tandem certification J-V. Abbreviated certificate obtained from J-V measurements
performed by the Fraunhofer ISE (Freiburg). The full certificate can be found in [265].

Figure 8.23: Tandem certification EQE. Spectra measured at the ISE Fraunhofer CalLab as well
as derived integrated current values of a, the perovskite and b, the organic sub-cell. The certificate
can be found in [265]. Adapted with permission. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.
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Table 8.6: Solar cell characteristics of the devices shown in Figure 8.24
scan PCE / FF / VOC / JSC

direction % % V mA
cm−2

in house reverse 23.8 81 2.13 13.7
forward 23.7 81 2.13 13.8

Fraunhofer reverse 23.8 81 2.15 13.6
ISE CalLab forward 23.6 81 2.15 13.6

Figure 8.24: Confirming measurement of a tandem cell. Direct comparison of the same tandem
cell measured first in our own lab (in house) and then at Fraunhofer ISE CalLab without stress due
to a prior EQE measurement using the light source calibration obtained from the certified cell shown
in Figure 8.22. Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

As such, we can confirm the validity of our measurement. The respective value is labelled
as “confirmed”. Our devices state the most efficient monolithic perovskite-organic tandem
cells, as of yet. We also evidence an excellent stability of more than 1,000 h with no
sign of degradation when the devices are kept under inert atmosphere (Figure 8.19 f).
This confirms intrinsic stability of the perovskite-organic tandem solar cell. We want to
underline here, that for tin containing low bandgap perovskites, intrinsic stability is
still a very serious concern. Therefore perovskite-organic tandem solar cell might be
the path to circumvent the use of tin based perovskites, in case no real stabilization
strategy might be found. Under continuous operation in the MPP a T80 of 130 h was
observed (Figure 8.19 e).
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With this regard we want to note, the temporal behavior of the tandem under continuous
operation is essentially governed by that of the wide gap perovskite sub-cell (Figure 8.25).
Therefore, for perovskite-organic tandems, unlike all-perovskite tandems, one of the
main future challenges will be the stabilization of the perovskite wide gap sub-cell,
whilst for the low gap sub-cell mainly a reduction in the energy gap would be desirable
in order to reach the areas of PCEs exceeding 30 %, as predicted in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.25: Tandem vs perovskite SJ stability. Comparison of the illumination stability of the
tandem solar cell and the perovskite solar cell. The dashed line (T80) displays degradation of the
tandem cell in a similar time periods as the perovskite wide gap cell. Adapted with permission from
[265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.
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9 Conclusion and Outlook

Emerging thin film solar technologies in general and perovskites in particular carry the
very real potential to revolutionize the solar cell market. The prospect of low-price,
lightweight, but anyway highly efficient solar cells enables applications far beyond what
is commonly available nowadays. Building facades, cars, windows, fences, mobile devices
and many more unused areas will become available, which can extend the solar potential
many times over. To make this vision possible, the scientific community together with
the already invested industry has to overcome some key roadblocks on the way for final
commercialization of the technology. In this work we contributed our share to three of
the main areas of progress of perovskite solar cell technology:

Improve perovskite cell stability:

• Implement an internal tin oxide barrier grown by atomic layer deposition that
not only protects the perovskite from harmful external influences, but also
seals perovskite decomposition material, which in turn drastically improved air,
temperature and illumination stability.

• Unravel superior stability of non fullerene acceptor Y6 based solar cells under
tandem illumination conditions (excitons solely generated in the acceptor). By
this, an viable and most importantly readily stable alternative to intrinsically
instable, low band gap, Pb-Sn perovskite is found.

• Mitigate detrimental halide segregation in high Br content wide bandgap material,
by application of a self assembled monolayer as bottom side hole extraction layer.

Reduce cost

• Significant improvement with regard to the yield of solar cell fabrication, by
combining a robust gas quenching technique with a complexing co-solvent that
not only loosens the processing window, but also drastically improves precursor
wetting.
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• Implementation of atmospheric pressure processing of atomic layer deposition on
top of perovskite materials to evolve the above mentioned tin oxide sealing into a
roll to roll compatible process.

Improve Efficiency

• Introduction of an electronically and optically almost lossless, ultra thin
interconnect layer that can be applied on top of a perovskite cell and is readily
applicable to a variety of tandem concepts.

• Overcoming of the photovoltaic plateau for wide band gap solar cells with
high bromine content, without compromising charge extraction, leading to an
unprecedented combination of high open circuit voltage and high fill factor.

• Deployment of a new world record by combining non fullerene acceptor organic
and high VOC wide gap perovskite solar cells with the indium oxide interconnect
into a perovskite - organic tandem solar cell.

In any event, the road for perovskite solar cells has certainly not reached its end
by far. Our simulation has shown that realistic efficiency prospects for perovskite -
organic tandems beyond 30 % could be achievable, if proper subcells can be developed
and implemented into a tandem structure. This could enable a transition towards
a wide gap perovskite material with somewhat lowered band gap in order to better
exploit the stability advantage provided by the organic subcell. Also the origin and
systematics of non fullerene acceptor based organic solar cells’ stability still remains to
be clarified. Knowledge of the underlying physical / chemical processes could enable
the community to distinctively tailor low gap organic acceptor molecules optimized for
tandem applications. Further the mechanism that enabled mitigation of detrimental
halide segregation needs to be unravelled, in order to achieve a perovskite wide gap
partner cell that can keep up with organic solar cell stability. Still this just rolls
out a tiny fraction of promising routes for perovskite solar technology on the path
to revolutionize the solar cell market and contribute to certainly one of the greatest
challenges in the coming century - to cover our energy demand by renewable energy
sources and eventually stop climate change.
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11 Appendix

Figure 11.1: Full set of device parameters for anti-solvent and gas quenching shown in Figure 3.3 on
top of PEDOT:PSS hole extraction layer. Box plots: median line with upper and lower box ranges
denoting the 25% and 75% margins. The bars denote the outermost data points that are still inside
another 1.5 interquatile range.
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Figure 11.2: Stability of devices based on only SnOx as EEL. Characteristics of perovskite cells
with 20 nm of ALD SnOx as EEL upon storage in ambient air (at 22°C, 60 % rH). a, VOC vs. time
and b, FF vs. time. Adapted from [192].

Figure 11.3: Statistical solar cell characteristics comparing PSCs built with S-ALD (15 devices) and
B-ALD (11 devices). Current density values have been derived from EQE measurements. Adapted
with permission from [226]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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Figure 11.4: EQE of solar cells employing SnOx grown by batch and spatial ALD. a, EQE
spectra and integrated photocurrent of perovskite solar cells based on S- or B-ALD. b, Simulated
absorbance of the perovskite layer in the shown PSC stack for different layer thicknesses and c,
resulting simulated photocurrent of the PSC as a function of perovskite layer thickness. b, and
c, offer a plausible explaination for the variation in the shape of the perovskite EQE, that can be
attributed to small variations of the perovskite layer thickness. Moreover the simulation displays,
how thickness variations, that fall within the process fluctuation, only result in minor changes in the
JSC . Adapted from [239].
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Figure 11.5: Solar cell characteristics a, PCE, b, FF, c, open circuit voltage and d, short circuit
current) vs. time of storage at elevated temperature (60 °C / N2 atmosphere, 5 devices). Adapted
with permission from [226]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.

Figure 11.6: Solar cell characteristics for PSCs with SnOx from spatial and batch-ALD at different
deposition temperatures. Adapted with permission from [226]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical
Society.
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Figure 11.7: Statistical data of 30 semi-transarent devices with ultra-thin Ag electrode. a, PCE, b,
FF, c, VOC , and d, JSC . Adapted with permission from [238]. Copyright 2017 WILEY-VCH.

Figure 11.8: Direct comparison of X-ray diffractograms of a bare perovskite layer with that of
a full device stack, which contains an ALD grown tin oxide permeation barrier that prevents the
ingress of ambient air. The reflection corresponding to the hexagonal (delta) phase is found in both
samples, which confirms that the presence of hexagonal phase is not a result of degradation due to
air exposure. Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.
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Figure 11.9: Statistics of 34 binary (PM6 : Y6) and 60 ternary (PM6 : Y6 : PC61BM) organic
solar cells. Median line with upper and lower box ranges denoting the 25 % and 75 % margins. The
bars denote the outermost data points that are still inside another 1.5 interquartile range. Adapted
with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.

Figure 11.10: J-V of ternary OSCs before (pristine) and after 90 h continuous illumination (degraded)
with LEDV IS + LEDN IR. Adapted with permission from [265]. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.
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